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The ability to understand and control the internal state of the atom is
essential to cold atom schemes. From quantum memories and fundamental
physics experiments to timekeeping and inertial sensing, precise state manip-
ulation is a key element. The use of static and AC-dressing fields can generate
complex potential geometries, such as optical lattices, shell traps and toroidal
shapes. However, the increased complexity of these topologies presents a
number of complications which need to be addressed.
The first question is one of control. The use of radio-frequency dressing
to couple between magnetic sublevels in the ground state of an alkali atom
can enable multi-photon transitions between arbitrary pairs of energy levels.
In this thesis, we study the structure of rubidium 87 with such a dressing,
with its many emergent quasi-energy levels. Of particular interest are the
couplings between hyperfine levels, which are studied both theoretically and
experimentally. We measure the relative population in each of the hyperfine
levels utilising the linear birefringence properties of the atom. A common-
path, homodyne interferometer is used to convert polarisation change into a
measure of population. We can thus determine the internal state of the atom,
as well as measuring transition frequencies and coupling strengths, including
their dependence on static magnetic field. Pure magnetic substates can be
produced and studied using a series of optical and microwave pulses. State
labelling can also be performed, as the sign of the polarisation shift differs be-
tween states. The introduction of a common mode suppressed state detection
scheme provides an improved method of measurement.
Building on this knowledge of the dressed level system, this thesis also
presents work towards the generation of robust, trappable pairs of clock states
for use in quantum technology. We begin with a pair of trappable states whose
potentials have a similar response to static magnetic field. The frequency
of the transition between these two states will still exhibit field dependence
however, due to differences in the magnitude of the Landé g-factors between
hyperfine manifolds. In order to coherently control these states, for use in
state dependent guiding or quantum memories, this mismatch in the potentials
needs to be cancelled. By use of the AC-Zeeman effect to tune the relevant
level energies, increased robustness is demonstrated. The reduction in field
dependence can be achieved to higher orders using a number of dressings at
different frequencies and powers, with data using dressings to second order
presented here. We demonstrate a reduction in field dependence to less than
the resolution-limited linewidth over our trappable range.
“I like the cover,” he said. “Don’t Panic. It’s the first helpful or intelligible
thing anybody’s said to me all day.”
Douglas Adams
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The aim of this work is to improve our understanding of and ability to manipu-
late dressed ultracold atoms, with the experimental focus on radio-frequency-
dressed rubidium 87. 87Rb is commonly used in cold atom sensors, although
the methods developed are applicable to other alkali atoms. Two key emer-
gent questions from such schemes are: how can we control the external and
internal state of the atom, and how can we make the state robust against
changes in external fields? The study of and solution to both of these prob-
lems, using microwave spectroscopy and coherence control, forms the basis of
this thesis.
Oscillating magnetic fields play a vital role in forming a wide range of trap-
ping geometries, broadening the range of possibilities for cold atom systems.
By the application of a radio-frequency dressing field, multi-photon transi-
tions between arbitrary pairs of states can be permitted. Such external con-
trol thus enables precise manipulation of the internal state of the atom. The
structure of the dressed rubidium 87 atom can be analysed using microwave
spectroscopy, in order to measure transition frequencies and coupling coeffi-
cients. This data is required for the development of a method of producing
a pair of robust magnetically trappable clock states, for trapped interferom-
etry and other systems. Due to the static field dependence of the coupling
coefficients, the AC-Zeeman effect enables the use of detuned MW-dressings
to tune the field sensitivities of magnetic sublevels. This technique is theo-
retically formulated and experimentally verified in this work, providing the
general method for manipulating the field-sensitivities of transitions in the
ground state of dressed alkali atoms.
In this introductory chapter we will begin with the scientific context for this
work: the emergence of quantum mechanics is explained, as well as applica-
tions and sensing devices currently in use or under development (Section 1.1).
In Section 1.2 the specific questions considered in this thesis are outlined,
1
2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
giving both the initial problem to be addressed and a brief explanation of
possible methods of doing this. A summary of the content of this thesis, as
well as associated publications, is also given.
1.1 Scientific Background
This section provides an overview of the historical research which led to the
theoretical and technical developments which my work builds on, as well as
the present day work motivating my research. In Section 1.1.1 we take a look
at the history of our understanding of light and matter, culminating in the
discovery of the wave-particle duality and the advent of quantum mechanics.
Note that dates given in brackets in this section are the publication dates of the
relevant papers; the research performed will in many cases have occurred prior
to the stated year. We then move onto some of the applications and techniques
utilising quantum mechanics (Section 1.1.2), before providing an overview of
the current areas of research in quantum sensing (Section 1.1.3). Context on
the specific technique of radio-frequency dressing is given in Section 1.1.4.
1.1.1 History of Light and Matter
The idea that the physical world can be discretised into a multitude of indi-
vidual pieces goes at least as far back as 400 BCE, with Democritus and his
contemporaries proposing the idea of the atom, from ‘indivisible’. This model
states that there are an infinite number of atoms of infinitely many types,
separated by empty space. These indestructible pieces are of a specific shape
and undergo a specific type of motion which determines the properties of the
material they make up [180].
The extrapolation from this and later revisions of the atomisation theory
led many physicists to consider light as a stream of particles. Arguably a pre-
cursor to the wave theory of light, Aristotle’s description several decades later
of light as a disturbance in the atoms which made up the air provided the
basis for a competing theory [150]. René Descartes (1637 [56]) later refined
this idea to state that light propagated through a universal medium called
the plenum. Further work followed by Robert Hooke (1665 [92]) comparing
mechanical water waves with light, and Christiaan Huygens (1690 [95]) math-
ematically formulating the wave theory of light. In spite of this, the theory of
light as a flow of particles or ‘corpuscles’ still remained dominant throughout
much of this century, due to work by Pierre Gassendi (1658 [73]) and Isaac
Newton (1687 [133]).
A turning point came when Thomas Young (1802 [188]) illustrated the
wave nature of light with his experiment which showed that a beam of light
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sent through two slits in an opaque sheet produces a diffraction pattern, and
therefore must be explained with a wave model. Further work on diffraction
and other results on the wave nature of light followed by Augustin Fresnel
(1868 [72]) and others. In the meantime, in the study of the nature of the
atom, Antoine Lavoisier (1789 [112]) had developed the theory of conservation
of mass, which lead to John Dalton’s work (1803 [44]) formalising the basis
of molecular chemistry. This solidified the theory that all matter is formed
of some combination of constituent elements at the same time as a consensus
towards the wave nature of light was forming. Further developments of note
include James Clerk Maxwell’s formulation (1865 [37]) of the equations of
electromagnetism, and the indication by Albert Michelson and Edward Morley
(1887 [129]) of the lack of an aether, the hypothesised substance through which
light would propagate, similar to Descartes’ plenum.
The development of physics working from the principles of matter being
discrete and energy being unquantised was progressing unhindered until Gus-
tav Kirchoff’s work (1860 [109]) on thermal radiation led to a problem. The
solution to the energy emission of a black-body formulated by Lord Rayleigh
(1898 [146]) was not accurate for short wavelengths. The prediction stated
that a black-body would emit infinite energy at infinitely short wavelengths.
Sometimes referred to as the ultraviolet catastrophe, this proved a major stick-
ing point. An explanation was presented by Max Planck (1901 [137]) using the
assumption of the quantisation of energy. Although providing a solution to
the problem at hand, this development led to a large number of questions, and
laid the groundwork for a new field of research known as quantum mechanics.
Meanwhile in the study of the atom, further paradigm change was occur-
ring with the discovery of radioactivity by Henri Becquerel (1896 [11]) and
follow up work by Pierre Curie and Marie Sk lodowska Curie (1898 [43]) neces-
sitating a rethink of Dalton’s indivisible atom. The first subatomic particle,
the electron, was discovered by Joseph John Thomson (1905 [175]) with the
use of a cathode ray tube and alkali atoms. This led to a model of the atom
as a sphere of positively charged matter with electrons contained inside. This
model turned out to be short-lived, as a later theory of the atom by Ernest
Rutherford (1911 [152]), predicting a dense positively charged core, was ver-
ified by an experiment using gold foil and alpha particles, showing collisions
and deflections from the atomic nucleus. Rutherford’s initial assumption was
that the electrons were located in a cloud around the nucleus, but this was
later revised by Niels Bohr (1913 [19]) into an orbital model which explained
the existence of spectral lines.
Now that the orbital structure of the atom was beginning to be understood,
the next step was to gain an understanding of the interplay between atoms
and light. The splitting of atomic spectral lines in the presence of a magnetic
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field had already been noted by Pieter Zeeman (1896 [190]); a similar effect
was later discovered for electric fields by Johannes Stark (1913 [170]). This
field dependence provided the basis for a theory and experiment by Otto
Stern and Walther Gerlach (1922 [76]) which demonstrated the quantisation
of angular momentum using silver atoms which separated into groups when
passed through a spatially varying magnetic field.
The boundaries between atoms and light had already been blurred by Al-
bert Einstein’s (1905 [61, 62]) mass-energy equivalence principle, and his work
on the photoelectric effect had given strong evidence of the wave-particle du-
ality of light. As such it was logical that attention turned to the wave nature
of matter, as postulated by Louis de Broglie (1923 [51]). Erwin Schrödinger’s
work (1926 [161]) treated atoms as having a wavefunction, and he went on
to mathematically demonstrate the Stark effect, amongst other phenomena.
At the same time Werner Heisenberg (1925 [90]) was working on an alter-
native formulation using matrix mechanics which was found to be equivalent
to Schrödinger’s method. An experimental observation of the wave nature of
matter was soon provided by Clinton Davisson and Lester Germer (1928 [48])
with the observation of electron diffraction. Further important steps in the
development of quantum mechanics include Max Born’s (1926 [22]) statisti-
cal interpretation of the wavefunction and Paul Dirac’s (1926 [58]) relativistic
quantum mechanics.
1.1.2 Cold Atom Tools
Many results and possible applications emerged from the newly formulated
field of quantum mechanics. In this section we take a look at a few of these gen-
eral areas of development which provide the tool-set needed for more complete
sensing possibilities to be discussed in Section 1.1.3. Only a brief overview
of the development of these ideas is given here; a number of these techniques
will be discussed in more detail later in this work.
Laser Cooling
The idea that radiation could exert a force was an emergent result of the
Maxwell equations, and this was experimentally demonstrated in the early
1900s [113]. The first proposal of using this as a mechanism to cool atoms re-
quired the use of both quantum mechanics and the invention of the laser [80],
and was introduced in 1975 [85]. Exploitation of the Doppler effect and ra-
diation pressure enabled laser cooling, which was initially demonstrated with
bound ions [187], and the deceleration of a beam of neutral atoms followed
shortly after [128]. The first realisation of an optical molasses was with sodium
atoms [34], using 3 pairs of counter-propagating laser beams to provide cooling
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in all spatial dimensions.
Magneto-Optical Traps
Although an effective means of forming a cloud of cold atoms, optical molasses
have the disadvantage that they provide no spatial confinement. The addition
of a magnetic field with a field zero at the centre of the optical molasses allows
for the trapping cold atoms, initially with sodium [143]. Magneto-optical
traps (MOTs) provide a relatively simple method of producing a cloud of
cold atoms, but are limited in the lowest temperature that can be reached.
As such, MOTs are now often used to provide an initial cloud of cold atoms
before further cooling and trapping techniques are utilised.
Magnetic Trapping
One issue with the quadrupole field used for a simple magneto-optical trap
is the trapping at a field zero. Spin-flips at the field zero cause losses from
the trap when the laser cooling is switched off. The use of, for example, a
Z-shaped wire in addition to external field coils allows the formation of a Ioffe-
Pritchard trap [64], which provides confinement in all three dimensions, but
also has a non-zero minimum. The Z-wire configuration has the advantage
that it can be used to generate cigar-shape traps for use in the study of 1D
physics [189], although other methods of generating such a trap are possible,
including purely coil based designs [20]. The use of current carrying wires for
the spatial guiding of atoms [55] is also a component of a number of quantum
sensors.
Bose-Einstein Condensates
One interesting application of these laser cooling and trapping techniques was
the ability to produce a new state of matter, the Bose-Einstein condensate.
The theoretical formulation of the Bose gas [23], a quantum mechanical form
of matter, led to the hypothesis that a whole new state of matter could be
reached at sufficiently low temperatures [63]. In this state, all bosons in the
gas lie in the lowest energy level of the atom. To achieve this, the atoms
must be sufficiently cool that their de Broglie wavelength is larger than the
atomic spacing, causing the gas to be a quantum system described by a single
wavefunction. This was first observed in 1995 using rubidium atoms [5].
Atom Chips
A simple way of making tight, compact traps is miniaturisation. Microfabri-
cation of gold wires [110] has allowed for more complex designs known as atom
chips. Traditional large coil systems require high currents to generate strong
fields, but the use of an atom chip allows for the formation of a cloud much
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closer to the field generating wires, and as such much tighter traps are eas-
ily attainable. Multi-layer chips [178] allow complex configurations of wires,
simple switching between multiple trap types and integrated atom guiding
possibilities [53]. In addition to these advantages, purely chip based sensors
are much more portable and therefore useful in industrial sensors. For more
applications of atom chips, see [147].
Interferometery
As mentioned previously, interferometers were initially conceived in order to
measure the existence of an aether [129]. The basic principle of a double
path interferometer is that a beam of photons (or later particles) is split
into two parts which take separate paths before being recombined. If there
is some difference between the two paths, destructive interference will occur
in the combined beam, and the effect causing the path difference may be
measured. Common-path interferometers are also possible assuming there is
some difference between the two beams, for example in polarisation. The first
atom interferometer was realised in 1991 with helium atoms [30], followed
shortly after by sodium atoms [107]. As an alternative to the basic Michelson
interferometer used with light, for cold atom applications one common method
is Ramsey interferometry [145]. This involves the use of AC-fields to put atoms
in an equal superposition of two states at the input and recombine the atoms
at the output. A central pulse to flip the states of the atoms at the midpoint
of the sequence is typically included to remove the effects of the free evolution
of the states over time. Assuming the two paths are equal, the atoms will
end purely in their initial state after the final pulse; otherwise the population
fraction in the second state gives the phase measurement.
1.1.3 Quantum Technology
For any external parameter which an atom is sensitive to, it is possible to
envisage a scheme where an atomic response can be used as a measurement
device. Here we take a look at some of the numerous possibilities for cold-atom
based quantum systems using alkali atoms. Our particular focus is on quan-
tum sensing, although other applications are also briefly detailed. Quantum
sensing can also be achieved with charged ions, molecules, superconducting
materials and elementary particles, although these are not covered in this
work; a summary of such applications can be found in [52].
Atomic Clocks
Ramsey interferometry in action can be seen in the Système International
definition of a second. Time was initially measured only as a fraction of a
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day, using sun-dials. Accuracy was later improved by mechanical quartz-
oscillator clocks, measuring the second as a fraction of a year [125]. Atomic
clocks provide a much more stable timebase, and as such the definition of the
second was set as the time it takes to make 9.193×109 oscillations between the
hyperfine levels in ground state of caesium 133, measured using the Ramsey
method [123]. The robustness of an atomic clock is usually considered in
terms of the Allan deviation [3], a measure of the frequency stability. For
caesium this deviation is 10−13 [185], although strontium optical lattice clocks
can outperform this by four orders of magnitude [179]. Navigation systems,
both globally and in space, rely heavily on highly accurate timekeeping. For
instance, the ability of the global positioning system (GPS) to determine
location is highly dependent on accurate time measurement, as the location
of a GPS device relative to three satellites is measured using the time it takes
a signal to reach the device for each satellite. For more details on atomic
clocks see [118].
Inertial Navigation
Inertial navigation systems are devices which measure the motion of an object.
Although GPS can provide accurate global positioning to < 10 m [7], this is
only possible if a signal connection to a satellite can be achieved. Sufficiently
far underground or under the sea this is not usable, and as such there is
interest in a different method of navigation. Inertial navigation systems rely
on the fact that if your initial location is sufficiently well known, an accurate
integration of how much you have turned by and how fast you were moving
over time will give your location without reference to any external device.
This would not provide a replacement to GPS, as this is still required for the
initial localisation, but would for example reduce the regularity with which a
submarine would have to resurface to know its current location. A complete
system consists of two components, rotation sensors to measure orientation
and accelerometers to measure spatial movement.
Rotation Sensors
A key component of atomic rotation sensors is the Sagnac effect used in ring
interferometers, where counter-propagating beams travel in opposite direc-
tions around the ring and are recombined at a detector. This will produce
an interference pattern if one arm is effectively longer than the other due a
rotation of the system. Originally conceived in the early 20th century as an
attempt at finding the existence of an aether [153] (similarly to the emergence
of the Michelson interferometer) this is now a useful tool in cold atom exper-
iments. Optical gyroscopes are already used in high precision measurements
of relativistic effects [15]. One method of forming a Sagnac interferometer is
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with the use of a ring trap [68], which has been demonstrated [132]. Further
work towards a robust rotation sensor is ongoing [172].
Accelerometers
Airborne atom interferometers use atoms in the presence of retro-reflected
laser beams, pulsed three times with alternating-current magnetic fields to
split the atoms, redirect them and finally recombine them [74]. These devices
measure the movement of the retro-reflecting mirror relative to an optical
phase ruler. Prototypes have been tested on aeroplanes [10], and current de-
velopment of such devices is in progress with the aim of commercialisation.
In addition to the applications in a complete inertial navigation system, ac-
celerometers are also useful in the recent field of gravimetry. By measuring
the acceleration due to gravity, dense objects underground can be detected,
including for archaeological, geophysical and geodesic purposes. Classical
gravimeters measuring the displacement of a mass on a spring are highly
sensitive to vibrational noise, unlike cold atom vertical-accelerometers [192].
Compact systems are being developed [50] for field based applications, with
satellite applications [21] having potential in improving geodesic measure-
ments taken from space.
Magnetometry
We recall that the sensitivity of atoms to magnetic fields has been known
since the late 19th century [190]. The ability to measure magnetic fields has
applications in a number of areas, such as in archaeology and mineral sur-
veying [149]. Optically pumped magnetometers have an advantage over prior
systems in that they can measure weak magnetic fields without the need for
cryogenic cooling, allowing for miniaturisation [100]. A significant medical use
is magnetoencephalography, the study of the magnetic fields produced by the
brain, used for research and diagnostic purposes. Cold atom systems are in
development [24] which generate compact brain scanners which can be placed
closer to the head than the current generation of models which require sizable
cryogenic cooling equipment. Magneto-cardiology, the study of the magnetic
field of the heart, is another medical application which cold atom sensors are
being developed for [101]. The scanners utilise optically pumped magnetom-
etry, where optical pumping is used to prepare a magnetically sensitive state.
The Larmor frequency of the atom can then be measured, giving a value for
the magnetic field strength. One method of measuring this is using linear bire-
fringence detection [142]. Other uses include in detection of submarines, and
investigation of magnetic fields in space [28]. In addition to magnetometry,
electric field sensing can be performed using Rydberg atoms [65].
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Further Applications
Cold atoms systems have substantial potential for further research into fun-
damental physics, in studying topology [191], 1D gases [36] and the search for
dark energy [29] to name but a few examples, for more possibilities see [183].
Another area of interest utilising cold atoms is for computation purposes. First
proposed in 1980 [12], quantum computing relies on the use of superpositions
of atomic states to provide data storage. Storage and retrieval of quantum
bits has been experimentally demonstrated [134, 169], although much work is
still necessary before these provide a viable mass market means of comput-
ing. Potential implementations involve using hot vapours [93] and nitrogen-
vacancy centres [182]. Networks for the quantum transmission of data utilis-
ing entanglement also have the potential to revolutionise data transfer [35],
although this will require more development of quantum memories before this
proves efficient. The ability of quantum systems to provide secure communi-
cations [158] is also of interest.
1.1.4 Radio-Frequency Dressed Traps
The specific field of study in this thesis is radio-frequency (RF) dressed po-
tentials. Radio-frequency fields were originally used in cold atom systems for
evaporate cooling purposes [47], where an ‘RF-knife’ is used to effectively cut
through a potential and remove the more energetic atoms, generating a cooler
cloud. However, the applications of non-static fields in magnetic trapping are
numerous, significantly diversifying the geometric possibilities. The applica-
tion of an RF-field to couple the potentials of two or more spin states can
allow the formation of a potential barrier, enabling the generation of addi-
tional minima [88]. As the power of the RF-dressing can be ramped slowly
up and down, this can be used as a form of beam splitter. Such a method
generated the first coherent splitting of a BEC on an atom chip [91, 163],
enabling interferometry. A potential barrier between two BECs also allows
for the study of tunneling [96].
Shell traps, where atoms are confined to the outside of a hollow spheroid,
can be generated using RF-dressing in order to increase the trapping strength
in one direction [40, 194]. Due to the influence of gravity, currently atoms
will mostly fall to the bottom of such a trap, although generating the trap
in microgravity would remove this issue [120]. The study of a 2D BEC is
of topological interest, and also shell traps can be used for trapped inter-
ferometry [124]. Combining slowly varying static fields with radio-frequency
dressings can permit the generation of complex potentials. Using a static
field varied at higher than the trapping frequency, but lower than the Larmor
frequency, this allows the potential to be altered without the atoms either
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following the field modulation or becoming subject to spin-flips [114]. Such
potentials have been realised [78], and can also be used as a loading stage for
other types of trap.
Optical lattices are already used for a number of purposes, including as
clocks [118], and to form a variety of many-body and spin-dependent sys-
tems [18]. Radio-frequency dressing allows for a higher level of control [121,
165] over the potential shape, including facilitating the investigation of 1D
lattices [119] and qubit manipulation [166]. One further RF-dressed trap of
interest is rings [140], and the extension to torodial potentials [68], enabling
state-dependent, trapped Sagnac interferometry [193]. For more details on
RF-dressed trapping possibilities, see [135].
1.2 This Work
Prior to the start of my PhD, a system for the state dependent detection
of radio-frequency dressed rubidium 87 had been developed using the linear
birefringence properties of the atom. The first aim of my project was to
use this method to spectroscopically measure the energy level system in the
dressed atom. This knowledge of the internal atomic structure allows for the
preparation of pure dressed states, as well as facilitating further manipulation.
Robustness against spatial and slow temporal variations in external static
field strength can be problematic when requiring transitions between pairs of
states with differing dependencies on static field. A method of reducing these
discrepancies in pairs of clock states involves utilising the AC-Zeeman effect.
More detail on the aims of this thesis is given in Section 1.2.1.
This thesis carries on from the work of previous PhD students, most re-
cently Dr Sindhu Jammi [97], who set up the vacuum and laser system, as
well as developed the detection technique. A number improvements to the
experiment have been made during the course of my PhD, most notably a re-
working of the laser system, as well as the implementation of multi-frequency
microwave generation and improvements to the detection system. An outline
of the content of this thesis is given in Section 1.2.2. Details on the disper-
sive detection method (without common mode suppression) are given in the
previous paper on this experiment [98].
1.2.1 Thesis Aims
Dressing and Detection
As discussed in Section 1.1.2, radio-frequency dressing can facilitate a range
of complex potential geometries. In this work we focus on the case where
87Rb atoms are dressed such that all magnetic sublevels within a given hyper-
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fine manifold are coupled. These dressed states permit multi-photon transi-
tions between levels which are forbidden in the undressed scenario, as photons
from the dressing field can be combined with MW-probe photons to permit
direct transitions between any arbitrary pair of states. This is particularly
useful in the case of trapped schemes, as it enables the probing of pairs of
trappable clock states, with applications in state-dependent sensors.
This RF-dressing also has the advantage of enabling a state dependent dis-
persive detection method, which allows detection of the atom fraction in each
of the two ground state hyperfine manifolds. This is a method of polarisation
homodyning, common-path interferometry which gives a relative measure of
the atom number in each state by utilising the birefringence properties of the
atomic cloud [98]. Initially two lasers were used to detect population in the
two hyperfine states, but the system has since been improved by using a sin-
gle laser and an electro-optic modulator to provide both required frequencies.
This allows the common mode suppression of power fluctuations, facilitat-
ing more reliable measurements of the population fraction in each of the two
states. The direction of polarisation change is negative for certain magnetic
sublevels, which is an advantage when attempting state labelling. One use
of RF-dressed traps of particular interest in my group is state-dependently
guided rotation sensors utilising the Sagnac effect, as was briefly discussed
in Section 1.1.3. Such closed-path, fully guided interferometers can provide
increased control over freely propagating atoms, and remove wave-packet dis-
persion. The use of trappable clock states is a requirement of such a scheme,
enabled by RF-dressing as previously described. RF-fields also form the basis
of a toroidal ring-trap, which enables state guiding.
Spectroscopy and State Selection
Controlling the internal state of the atom is essential in many applications,
especially if state-dependent trapping is desired. Optical pumping using in-
frared (IR) light can prepare a number of atomic states [86], so long as it is
possible to form an appropriate dark state using standard angular momentum
selection rules. This is of course limited in the number of states possible to
prepare, as well as in the number of possible transitions. In order to allow the
preparation of a pure atomic state in any chosen sublevel, and the probing
of any arbitrary transition, we turn to microwave fields. Microwave probing
between undressed hyperfine sublevels for use in state control is already an
established technique for atoms [126], ions [2] and even molecules [57]. Atoms
can be prepared in a pure bare state, using our ‘shelving’ technique similar to
that in use for trapped ions [42]. This involves a series of MW and IR pulses
used to maximise the population in our chosen state, and selectively remove
atoms in other states.
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Once we have produced a bare state, this can be adiabatically RF-dressed,
and a MW-probe used to drive transitions. As our dressing scheme per-
mits multi-photon transitions between hyperfine magnetic sublevels, this fa-
cilitates direct transitions between any arbitrary pair of states. The nature of
the groups of quasi-energy levels which appear due to the RF-dressing field
can thus be analysed. In this thesis the theoretical formulation of the MW-
coupling between radio-frequency dressed energy levels in the ground state
of alkali atoms is shown, with corresponding data for 87Rb. Using our state
labelling technique we can experimentally verify these results, including by
finding the transition frequencies and their coupling strengths, which can be
both measured as a function of static field strength. This data is necessary
for our next aim: manipulating field dependencies of transitions.
Coherence Control
An emergent issue in the dressed scenario is the matter of retaining the co-
herence of an atomic state. The static magnetic field dependence of atomic
energy levels is a necessary component of many atomic sensing schemes, but
also leads to complications. Clock-states are pairs energy levels which have a
reduced transition frequency dependence on external parameters, in this case
static magnetic field, and are so called because of their initial use in atomic
clocks. Unfortunately, no pair of trappable states in 87Rb has identical static
field dependence, due to the mismatch in the Landé g-factors of the hyperfine
levels. Choosing the pair of trappable states with the minimum mismatch
in potentials, it is then desirable to engineer a clock transition by manipu-
lating the static field dependence of one or both of the states involved. One
method of controlling the static field sensitivity of transitions in 87Rb, using
MW-dressing, has been shown to be effective in the case of the undressed
atom [157]. This relies on the use of the AC-Zeeman effect [33], which, anal-
ogously to the AC-Stark effect for electric fields [116], causes a change in the
energy separation of two levels in the presence of an oscillating magnetic field.
In the RF-dressed case, the increased complexity of the energy level sys-
tem makes engineering the field-dependencies of the energy levels considerably
more complicated. The magnitude of the AC-Zeeman shift will be roughly
proportional to the square of the coupling strength of the transition. The RF-
dressing causes the coupling coefficients between energy levels to also display
static field dependence. By locating a transition from one of the two clock
states with an appropriate coupling dependence on static field, the energy
level may be engineered to match the static field dependence of the other
the clock state, and hence remove the transition frequency dependence. In-
creasing numbers of different MW-frequencies and powers can be combined to
cancel the field dependence to higher order. Other methods have been used
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to engineer robust clock transitions in specific field scenarios. For instance it
has been shown that such a transition can be formed by adjusting the ellip-
ticity of the RF-dressing field [168], although this method is not compatible
with trapping systems with different requirements of the RF-ellipticity, such
as toroidal traps [68]. RF-dressing as a means of increasing the coherence of
atoms in Ioffe-Pritchard traps has also been proposed [106].
The production of a controlled, coherent state is a necessity in a num-
ber of atomic physics experiments. For instance, in a state-dependent, guided
matter-wave interferometer the spatial path taken by the atoms is determined
by their static field dependence. A mismatch in the path length of the two
clock states, and imperfect overlap of the two states at the detection site, will
lead to errors in the measured Sagnac phase. Even if spatial state manipula-
tion is not required, mismatches in the static field dependence of a transition,
for instance in quantum memories, will lead to decoherence of the atoms if
external stray magnetic fields are present. Magnetic shielding can be imprac-
tical due to size constraints, and as such MW-based coherence control could
be a useful tool in the development of compact devices.
1.2.2 Outline and Publications
A chapter by chapter list of the content of this thesis is given below, as well
as a breakdown of the appendices and details of associated publications.
Chapter 1: In this introductory chapter we have considered the historical
development of our knowledge of the nature of light and matter, up to and
including the establishment of the field of quantum mechanics. We have con-
sidered some of the main experimental tools used in cold atom systems, as
well as a few of the nascent technologies in systems which utilise these. We
have then considered the need for increased control over the internal state of
the atom, which provides the motivation for this thesis.
Chapter 2: In this chapter the energy level structure of alkali atoms is
detailed, starting from the basic shell structure, followed by the spin-orbit
coupling and the coupling to nuclear angular momentum. The interaction
between the atom and an external static magnetic field is then explored for
different field strength regimes. Finally we consider the effects of applying a
radio-frequency dressing field to couple between magnetic sublevels, and the
energy level structure of the dressed atom in the rotating frame is derived.
Chapter 3: The experimental method used for generating a cloud of atoms
in an appropriate initial state is given in this chapter. We go through the
various experimental stages from cooling the atoms to characterising and op-
timising the cloud, followed by a description of the shelving and state-cleaning
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method used to prepare the atoms in a pure magnetic substate.
Chapter 4: In order to detect the population fraction of atoms in a given
energy level, a simultaneous detection measurement for separate F -levels is
required; a method of doing this by exploiting the birefringent properties of
the atom is studied. A description of our polarisation homodyning, common-
path interferometer is given in this chapter, as well as details on the required
experimental set-up and signal processing. Improvements on the original sys-
tem using electro-optic modulation to achieve common mode suppression of
laser power fluctuations are also detailed.
Chapter 5: This chapter focuses on the physical experimental set-up used
in this work. The laser system, including the frequency stabilisation method
and optical bench set-up is detailed, including upgrades to improve the state
detection as well as broader system reliability. The ultra-high vacuum system
is also described, along with the equipment for generating static and oscillating
magnetic fields. The design of the new generator used to create multi-order
MW-dressings is also given.
Chapter 6: In this chapter we analyse and demonstrate the effects of an
applied microwave field on the RF-dressed atom. We begin by formulating the
couplings between energy level manifolds, considering the coupling strengths
and dependence on magnetic fields. Data is then given using this method as
a tool for spectroscopy, including measuring the energy level structure of the
dressed atom, as well as demonstrating state-dependent control. Measure-
ments of Rabi frequencies and their static field dependencies are also shown.
We then demonstrate the possibility of using the RF-dressed atom for inter-
ferometry purposes.
Chapter 7: The use of microwave dressing fields to control the static field
dependence of energy levels is studied in this chapter. Both the theoretical
formalism and data showing the technique in action are given for first and
second order dressings. A number of different frequencies and powers of MW-
dressings are investigated. The general method for optimising the dressing for
any arbitrary pair of levels is also described.
Chapter 8: In this concluding chapter the work detailed so far is sum-
marised. Potential improvements on the method are detailed, as well as useful
applications of the results so far, including its implementation in a rotation
sensing experiment. An overview of the future experimental direction is also
provided, most notably the plan for the use of an optical dipole trap and
cavity enhanced detection.
Appendix: Two appendixes are also included for additional detail. In Ap-
pendix A angular momentum matrices and equations used throughout this
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thesis are defined, as well as the specific cases of Wigner d-matrices and 3j-
symbols necessary in calculating the couplings between hyperfine sublevels.
In Appendix B the full set of equations and plots describing the coupling
coefficients between transitions in the ground state of RF-dressed 87Rb are
given.
Publications
There are three publications relating to my time working on this experiment.
The first is a collaboration with the University of Sussex and the Institute
of Electronic Structure and Laser, Foundation for Research and Technology-
Hellas. This paper by G. Sinuco-León et al. [A] sets out the theoretical calcu-
lation of the MW-coupling coefficients between RF-dressed levels, including
their static field dependence. Our data gives an experimental verification of
the theoretically predicted spectrum of all possible transition frequencies, as
well as data on atoms in optical dipole and shell traps from our collaborators
for a number of trappable substates.
The second paper with J. Johnson et al. [B] relates to atomic inertial sens-
ing, specifically the development of a Sagnac interferometric rotation sensor.
The sensor is being developed by my colleagues at the University of Not-
tingham, utilising techniques developed in my experiment; RF-dressing and
MW-probing are both essential features of the scheme. My data confirms the
ability to perform Ramsey interferometry using RF-dressed clock states. The
paper also includes details on the use of MW-dressing for coherence control of
the necessary trappable clock states, including preliminary data from my ex-
periment and details on how such a technique will be a necessary component
of the final rotation sensor design.
In our most recent paper [C] we show data on the use of such a dressing
technique to completely remove the static field dependence of specific tran-
sitions to first order, and consider how higher order dependencies may be
cancelled using multi-order MW-dressings. The paper gives the theoretical
formulation of the coherence control method, and describes how the tech-
nique can be generalised for use with any transition in the ground state of
RF-dressed alkali atoms. Working from the coupling coefficients of the RF-
dressed level system, the method for choosing an appropriate MW-dressing
frequency to cancel an arbitrary field dependence is described. The static field
dependence of the trappable clock transition in 87Rb is shown to be reduced
to less than the resolution-limited linewidth.
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In this chapter we derive the energy level structure of radio-frequency (RF)
dressed alkali atoms, with additional detail for rubidium 87. After reviewing
the basic structure and static field dependence of the alkali atom (Section 2.1),
we then look at how an RF-dressing field changes this dependence in the
weak field regime, and introduces new couplings (Section 2.2). The angular
momentum relations and forms in Appendix A are assumed throughout.
2.1 Alkali Atoms
We begin here with the energy level structure of the alkali atom (Section 2.1.1),
then move onto the effects of static magnetic fields in the various regimes
of field strength (Section 2.1.2). This section is provided in order to give a
detailed picture of the undressed atom as a basis on which to build our dressed
case model.
2.1.1 Atomic Structure
In this section we go through the contributions to the energy level structure of
alkali atoms, starting with the coarse structure energy shells, followed by the
fine structure which arises from spin-orbit coupling, and finally the hyperfine
structure due to the coupling with the nuclear angular momentum, providing
a complete picture of the undressed atom. Specific values and diagrams are
given for 87Rb, as this is the element used in the experimental part of this
work. This section is standard theory from textbooks such as [69].
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Coarse Fine Hyperfine 
Figure 2.1: The diagram shows the energy levels of 87Rb due to the coarse, fine
and hyperfine structure for electronic angular momenta L = 0 and 1 (adapted
from [171]). Energy levels are spaced vertically by energy, with arbitrary
spacing between sets of F -levels.
Coarse Structure
Alkali elements have a single electron with zero net angular momentum in
their outermost shell. As all of the innermost electron sub-shells are full,
these have only a minor net effect on the dynamics of the atom, and as such
the Hamiltonian will be given primarily by the interaction between the nucleus
and the outermost electron in the n = 5 shell. In the case of 87Rb there are
four full inner shells. As the atoms are hydrogen-like, the Bohr formula for







(where Rc is the Rydberg constant, r is the radial coordinate) holds, with the
minor adjustment that the effective shell number is now given by n∗ = n− δL,
where δL is the quantum defect, which accounts for imperfect charge-screening
of the nucleus by inner shell electrons. The electron angular momenta L
of interest in this work are labelled S for L = 0 and P for L = 1, and
the associated quantum defects are δS = 3.19 and δP = 2.64 in the case of
87Rb [117]. We name the Hamiltonian associated with the shell energy ĤCS.
For a full derivation of nuclear shell structure see [31, 41].
Fine Structure
As electrons have intrinsic spin 1
2
, their motion within a potential will lead
to a coupling between the spin and orbital angular momenta Ŝ and L̂. This
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spin-orbit interaction is responsible for the fine structure splitting of the coarse
energy levels. The spin-orbit interaction is given by





2 − L̂2 − Ŝ2
)
, (2.2)
where Ĵ = L̂ + Ŝ is the total angular momentum of the electron. This will
therefore cause an energy contribution of
ESO ∝ J(J + 1)− L(L+ 1)− S(S + 1). (2.3)
For 87Rb in the L = 0 ground state, denoted 52S 1
2
(n2S+1LJ), ESO = 0 as there
is no orbital angular momentum. In the L = 1 case the energy level branches




levels (see Figure 2.1) due to the two possible values
of J given by |L − S| ≤ J ≤ L + S. The transition between the S and P









D1 and D2-lines respectively. We refer to the F -levels of the excited states of
the D1 and D2 lines as F ′ and F ′′ respectively, and the ground state as F .
Hyperfine Structure
Another factor which needs to be accounted for in the Hamiltonian is the
nuclear angular momentum Î, and its coupling to the electron angular mo-
mentum. This term, known as the Fermi contact interaction, generates the
hyperfine structure (HFS). Similarly to the spin-orbit case (Eq. 2.2), this cou-
pling is given by





2 − Î2 − Ĵ2
)
, (2.4)
where F̂ = Ĵ + Î is the total angular momentum of the atom and AHFS is





(F (F + 1)− I(I + 1)− J(J + 1)). (2.5)
This equation only holds true for J = 1
2
states, as in the 52P 3
2
case the
electric quadrupole contribution needs to be accounted for, which contains
terms proportional to (̂I.Ĵ)2 [171]. As can be seen in Figure 2.1, the Fermi
contact interaction causes the energy to branch into separate levels with the





3.1417 GHz in 87Rb [16]. We can now define the total Hamiltonian as
ĤF0 = ĤCS + ĤSO + Ĥ
F
HFS, (2.6)
in the absence of external magnetic fields. All energy levels which can be
addressed on the D-line are shown in Figure 2.1, independent of static field.
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2.1.2 Static Magnetic Field Dependence
In this section we study the coupling between alkali atoms and static magnetic
fields in the strong, weak and intermediate regimes. This section is standard
theory found in textbooks such as [69]. The change in energy of an atomic
level in the presence of an external magnetic field is known as the Zeeman
shift, which introduces a field dependent term into our Hamiltonian
Ĥtot = Ĥ
F
0 + ĤDC. (2.7)
To calculate this shift, the coupling between each of the angular momenta and
the magnetic field needs to be accounted for. This provides a contribution to
the Hamiltonian of
ĤDC = −µ̂tot.B̂DC = µB(gI Î + gLL̂ + gSŜ).B̂DC, (2.8)
where the total magnetic dipole moment µ̂tot = µ̂I + µ̂J + µ̂L. The Landé
g-factors account for the different magnitudes of the magnetic moments, with
µ̂I = µBgI Î and similarly for L̂ and Ŝ. Alternatively the definition µ̂I =
µNgI Î can be found in literature, which requires a different value for gI . The
magnetic field is chosen to be in the z-direction, B̂DC = BDCêz, without loss of
generality. The form of the energy dependence is determined by whether the
hyperfine splitting or the magnetic field dependence is the dominant effect.
Strong Field Dependence
In the strong field regime where the EDC  EHFS, J and its associated mag-
netic sublevels mJ (as well as I and mI) are good quantum numbers and the
simplification gJ Ĵ = gLL̂ + gSŜ is valid, meaning
ĤDC = µB(gI Î + gJ Ĵ).B̂DC. (2.9)
The value gJ  gI , differing by a factor given by the ratio of the electron to
proton mass (≈ 1/1836 [81]), which is the same as the ratio of the nuclear to
Bohr magneton. This means that the gJ Ĵz contribution is dominant, and Ĵ
can be considered to be precessing around B̂DC. This will provide an energy
contribution of
EDC = µB 〈J,mJ | gJ Ĵ.B̂DC |J,mJ〉 = µBgJmJBDC. (2.10)
The factor gJ is derived starting from gJ Ĵ.Ĵ = gLL̂.Ĵ + gSŜ.Ĵ, substituting in
Ĵ = L̂ + Ŝ on the right hand side then rearranging to obtain
gJ = gL
J(J + 1) + L(L+ 1)− S(S + 1)
2J(J + 1)
+gS




Note that even for what we consider to be strong magnetic fields, the fine
structure splitting is still dominant (ESO  EDC). For extremely high mag-
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Figure 2.2: The energy dependence of the magnetic sublevels levels of 87Rb on
static magnetic field in the 52S 1
2
state is shown in the figure, as given by
Eq. 2.15 [25]. States are labelled by their |F,mF 〉 values.
netic fields we enter the Paschen-Bach regime where L̂ and Ŝ individually
couple to B̂DC [156].
Weak Field Dependence
In the weak field regime where the magnetic field dependence is much smaller
than the hyperfine splitting (EHFS  EDC), the total angular momentum
of the atom F̂ can be treated as precessing around B̂DC, allowing for the
simplification gF F̂ = gI Î + gJ Ĵ, and therefore
ĤDC = µBgF F̂.B̂DC. (2.12)
As F and mF are now good quantum numbers, this provides the energy con-
tribution
EDC = µB 〈F,mF | gF F̂.B̂DC |F,mF 〉 = µBgFmFBDC, (2.13)
where the static field is in the z-direction. In 87Rb the factor gF has values





F (F + 1) + J(J + 1)− I(I + 1)
2F (F + 1)
+gI
F (F + 1)− J(J + 1) + I(I + 1)
2F (F + 1)
,
(2.14)
derived in the same manner as gJ in Eq. 2.11. As can be seen from Eq. 2.12,
at weak fields the energy dependence of the levels is linear with magnetic field,
and for the mF = 0 case the energy is independent of magnetic field.
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Intermediate Fields
For intermediate magnetic fields where EDC ∼ EHFS the energies will be in a
superposition of the |F,mF 〉 and |J,mJ , I,mI〉 bases, requiring a full diago-
nalisation of the Hamiltonian HHFS +HDC to extract the energy eigenvalues,
where HDC is as in Eq. 2.9. In the simple case of J =
1
2
the solution is given




















From our previous definitions of F and its constituents, we see that the I =
3
2
[67] nucleus of 87Rb will have F = 1, 2 in the ground state 52S 1
2
. As F
has magnetic sublevels −F ≤ mF ≤ F , the F = 1, 2 states split into 3 and 5
levels respectively, as can be seen in Figure 2.2.
2.2 Radio-Frequency Dressing
In this section we study the effects of an applied radio-frequency (RF) dressing
field on the atom. We begin with the basic form of the RF-field and the
couplings this will invoke (Section 2.2.1), followed by moving to the rotating
frame (Section 2.2.2) and examining the resulting energy levels (Section 2.2.3).
This section is based on previous theoretical work from [97, 98].
2.2.1 Spin Precession and Driving
From this point on we shall be purely working in the weak field regime, study-
ing the L = 0 ground state of alkali atoms, where the factor gJ will be approx-
imately that of a free electron ge ≈ 2 [84]. This state has two possible values
of total angular momentum F = I ± 1/2. Recalling that gI  gJ , we can
approximate gI = 0, and using Eq. 2.14 we can obtain that the corresponding
two gF -factors will be
gF ≈ ±gJ/(2I + 1) ≈ ±2/(2I + 1). (2.17)
We therefore see that the two sets of magnetic sublevels |F,mF 〉 will have
approximately opposite coupling to static magnetic field. This means that
the sublevels in both manifolds can be near-resonantly coupled with the same
radio-frequency. Due to the different sign of the gF -factors between F -levels,
an RF of linear polarisation σ± is necessary to couple between all sublevels
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(a) RF-Couplings (b) Lab Frame
Figure 2.3: The energy level diagram for the magnetic substates in the ground
state of 87Rb are shown in (a), with the RF-dressing frequencies indicated.
The static magnetic field dependence of these states in the laboratory frame
is a linear Zeeman shift (Eq. 2.13), shown in (b). The arrows indicate the
frequencies of the applied RF-dressing, which couples the magnetic sublevels
at the resonant static field. Hyperfine structure frequencies are indicated on
the right hand side. Adapted from our paper [167].
in each of the two manifolds, as illustrated on the energy level diagram Fig-
ure 2.3a for I = 3/2. The magnetic field dependence of each sublevel is given
by Eq. 2.13, exhibiting the linear Zeeman shift shown in Figure 2.3b for 87Rb.
The two manifolds of mF -levels are separated by a fixed energy determined by
the hyperfine splitting. Note that in this thesis we will be referring to the set
of states |F,mF 〉 within a single hyperfine F -level as one manifold. Therefore
more explicitly we mean a ‘hyperfine’ manifold, rather than the alternative
‘fine’ manifold sometimes found elsewhere in literature. As alkali atoms have
an odd number of protons, they have a non-zero nuclear angular momen-
tum [177], and as such gF will always be positive in the upper F = I + 1/2
manifold and negative in the lower F = I − 1/2 case. Differently polarised
fields are therefore required to couple between sublevels in the two manifolds.
If we apply a σ±-polarised RF-dressing, we can enable couplings between
magnetic sublevels in both manifolds. In general, transitions between energy
levels are restricted to only those possible via the standard selection rules for
magnetic dipoles:
∆F = 0,±1, ∆mF = 0,±1 and F = 0 6↔ 0. (2.18)
In the dressed case however these rules no longer apply, because of multi-
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photon transitions, i.e. a single input spectroscopy photon in combination
with the dressing field can drive transitions between any pair of sublevels.
Such a coupling changes the energy dependence of the levels, as we shall
derive below, following the same method as detailed in a previous paper on
this experiment [98]. For the purposes of the rotating frame calculation we
will be using the notation B±RF = B±, B
π
RF = Bπ and ωRF = ω. Later we
will revert to using the unsimplified labels, to avoid confusion with MW-fields
once these are introduced.
To fully formulate the equation for the dressed case, we need to split the
magnetic field into its constituent parts:
B̂tot(t) = B̂DC + B̂RF(ωt). (2.19)
The static field can be defined to be in the z-direction (B̂DC = BDCêz) without
loss of generality. Considering that σ±-polarisation is required for the RF-field,
it is convenient to define this in terms of spherical coordinates. The Cartesian




(êx ± iêy), êπ = êz. (2.20)
The RF-field in this basis will be given by




B̂RF = B+ê+ +B−ê− +Bπêπ,
(2.21)
giving the full equation for the magnetic field:
B̂tot(t) = Bêz + (B+ê+ +B−ê− +Bπêπ)e
−iωt + h.c., (2.22)
where h.c. is the Hermitian conjugate. We now modify our total Hamiltonian
to account for the contribution from RF-fields
Ĥtot = Ĥ
F
0 + ĤDC + ĤRF. (2.23)
2.2.2 Rotating Wave Approximation
To analyse the effect of the RF-dressing on the energy levels, we move into a
rotating frame to simplify our Hamiltonian. Using Eq. 2.12, and accounting
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where ησ are the polarisation normalisation factors η± = ∓ 1√2 and η0 = 1.
This can be generalised to




where the angular momentum of the photon ς = ±1, 0 for σ = σ±, π respec-
tively. This factor is necessary to account for the constant values in Eq. 2.20.
In subscripts we are using ± to represent σ±, and also the notational simpli-
fication σ− = −σ+ and π = −π, i.e. that the different values σ relate in the
same way as their associated angular momenta ς. Using Eq. 2.22 and F̂ in
the spherical form with raising and lowering operators F̂± (see Appendix A.1)














We now move to the rotating frame of the RF using the rotation operator
Û± = e
i(ϕ±ωt)F̂z , (2.27)
where the sign of ωt is given by the sign of the gF -factor which determines
the direction of rotation, and ϕ is the phase which determines the RF-field
orientation. As transitions between mF -levels require σ±-polarisation, the
field must be oriented in the x− y plane. The field orientation is then given
by
B̂RF(ωt)/|B̂RF(ωt)| = êxcosϕ+ êysinϕ. (2.28)
Starting from the time dependent Schrödinger equation Ĥψ = i~ψ̇, and defin-
ing φ = Û±ψ we obtain:
i~φ̇ = ˙̂U±φ+ Û±ψ̇ = i~ ˙̂U±ψ + Û±Ĥψ = i~ ˙̂U±Û †±φ+ Û±ĤÛ
†
±φ, (2.29)
where a dot denotes a derivative with respect to time. i~ ˙̂U±Û±
†
= −~ωFz
as Fz commutes with Û± ([Û±, F̂z] = 0), and this gives the rotating frame
Hamiltonian
Ĥrot = iωFz + Û±ĤÛ
†
±. (2.30)
Time independent Hamiltonian components will be unaffected, as these com-
mute with F̂z, so we apply this equation only to our Hamiltonian from Eq. 2.26.
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In this thesis we will also use the approximation of a single resonant field at
Bres = (Bres,F=I−1/2 +Bres,F=I+1/2)/2 (2.33)
for simplicity in some circumstances.
The choice of the RF to be in the x-direction necessitates that Bπ = B
∗
π =
0. To simplify the Û± terms, we apply the Baker-Hausdorff lemma [1]
ekF̂z F̂±e
−kF̂z = e±kF̂±, (2.34)























Using the rotating wave approximation, we can then discount terms oscillat-
ing at 2ω. This approximation is valid so long as these terms are far from
resonance, ~ω >> µBgF |Beff |, where Beff is the effective magnetic field. Due
to the signs of the gF -factors, only σ+-polarised RF can directly couple mag-
netic sublevels in the F = I + 1/2 manifold and σ− for F = I − 1/2. As such,
we can disregard terms which are counter-rotating with respect to the Lar-
mor precession, which necessitates separating the Hamiltonians for different














where Ĥ+rot applies to the upper manifold with F = I + 1/2 and Ĥ
−
rot applies
















of the same form as in the DC case in Eq. 2.12, but adapted for a time
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(a) Dressed Levels (b) Rotating Frame
Figure 2.4: The shifts on the energy of the magnetic sublevels in the ground
state of 87Rb in the presence of an RF-dressing field is shown in (a). Dashed
lines indicate the undressed levels from Figure 2.3a, and arrows show the
shift in energy caused by the RF-dressing field. The corresponding energy
dependence in the rotating frame, as given by Eq. 2.43, is shown in (b).
Hyperfine structure frequencies are indicated on the right hand side. Adapted
from our paper [167].








eff = (BDC −Bres,F )êz +
1
2
e±iϕBRFêx + h.c.. (2.40)
2.2.3 Dressed State Spectrum
To obtain the full Hamiltonian and eigenvalues of the RF-dressed atom we will
be using the F -matrices found in Appendix A.2. The reduced Hamiltonian
for the |↑〉 |↓〉 basis, given by Eq. 2.36 with the appropriate F -matrices is
Htot,F =
(





−µBgF (BDC −Bres,F )
)
, (2.41)
where Ω±RF are the Rabi angular frequencies of the inter-manifold couplings
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This approximation is only true near the resonant static field. Taking the
eigenvalues of this Hamiltonian gives the static field dependence of the energy
levels




+ (BDC −Bres,F )2, (2.43)
where we have reintroduced the m dependence from Eq. 2.13. We are now
using m̄ instead of m because we are discussing dressed levels. Figure 2.4b
shows the static field dependence of the full set of magnetic sublevels in the
rotating frame. Static field independent energy components from Eq. 2.6 are
not considered here.
The associated energy level picture Figure 2.4a shows that the separa-
tion of the energy levels relates to the Rabi frequency of the RF, which is
proportional to the RF-field strength. As the Rabi frequency is proportional
to the magnitude of the RF-field, we can see that in the limit of zero RF-
power the energy spectrum would be of the same form as the linear undressed
(Figure 2.3b) case, only with the zero field point shifted to the static field
resonance due to the rotating frame. In the undressed case the energy levels
within an F -manifold are degenerate at zero field, because of the symmetry
of the system, but the application of RF-fields removes the degeneracy. In-
creasing the RF-field strength leads to avoided crossings and non-degenerate
eigenvalues, in accordance with the von Neumann-Wigner theorem [54, 186]
which states that in non-symmetric systems a degeneracy cannot be created
by varying a single parameter. The repulsion between levels is generated when
a coupling field is applied, and increases with the field strength.
For completeness, the full Hamiltonians for each sub-manifold in the bare

































































~ωtot = (−1)FµBgF (BDC −Bres,F ) + ~ωRF. (2.46)
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As our initial state |F, Fz〉 is an eigenstate of Û±, this is the same in both
laboratory and rotating frames, assuming we can discount any evolution of
the dynamical phase.
When applying our RF-dressing field, adiabaticity is an important consid-
eration. It is therefore necessary to ramp the dressing field strength sufficiently
slowly that the atoms adiabatically follow the orientation of the effective field,
whilst simultaneously reducing the static field strength in order to tune the
Larmor frequency near resonance. This method thus conserves the total mag-
nitude of the collective spin. The angle of the effective magnetic field given















meaning that any of the three magnetic fields which determine θF cannot
change faster than the effective field, in which case the state would not remain
an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian. The state can now be obtained using a
rotation around the rotating y-axis, given by
|ψrot〉 = Ûy(θF ) |F, Fz〉 = eiθF F̂y |F, Fz〉 . (2.49)
To get to the laboratory frame we must reintroduce the rotation operator
from Eq. 2.27, which gives
|ψ(t)〉 = Û †± |ψrot〉 = ei(ϕ±ωt)F̂zeiθF F̂y |F, Fz〉 . (2.50)
Our rotating F̂ will be given by
ˆ̄F = Û †y(θF )Û
†
±(t)F̂Û±(t)Ûy(θF ), (2.51)
which can be put into matrix form by defining the full rotation operator
R̂±(t) = e
i(ϕ∓ωt)F̂zeiθF F̂y = R̂z(ϕ± ωt)R̂y(−θF ), (2.52)
which has the constituent rotation matrices
R̂z(±ωt) =




 cos θF 0 − sin θF0 1 0
− sin θF 0 cos θF
 . (2.54)
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This gives the result
R̂±(t) =
cos(ϕ± ωt) cos θF − sin(ϕ± ωt) − cos(ϕ± ωt) sin θFsin(ϕ± ωt) cos θF cos(ϕ± ωt) − sin(ϕ± ωt) sin θF
sin θF 0 cos θF
 ,
(2.55)




± = R̂±F̂, (2.56)
thus completing the formulation for the individual F -manifolds.
The study of the RF-dressed atom described here provides the foundation
for the remainder of the work in this thesis. The method used to generate
a pure dressed state is addressed in Chapters 3. Our dispersive detection
method (Chapter 4) requires RF-dressing, and provides the means of mea-
suring the internal state of the atom necessary for performing microwave
spectroscopy (Chapter 6). The theory of the coupling coefficients between
hyperfine manifolds detailed in the spectroscopy chapter builds directly on
the RF Hamiltonians formulated above. The addition of MW-dressing fields
for coherence control then logically develops from this (Chapter 7).
Chapter 3
Preparing the Atoms
In this chapter we will go through the steps involved in generating a cloud of
cold atoms in a pure initial state. In Section 3.1, the method of cooling the
atoms using magneto-optical trapping is detailed, as well as the absorption
imaging method used to characterise the cloud. A description of our method
of preparing a pure quantum state using a combination of microwave and laser
pulses in a shelving procedure is then provided (Section 3.2).
3.1 The Atom Cloud
The first step of any standard cold atoms experiment is the production of an
atomic cloud with an appropriate atom number and temperature. We first
cover the basics of magneto-optical trapping and compression (Section 3.1.1).
The principle of absorption imaging, for measuring the properties of the cloud,
is then detailed (Section 3.1.2). Temperature and atom number measurements
are also shown and optimal laser frequencies determined.
3.1.1 Magneto-Optical Trapping
A magento-optical trap (MOT) uses Doppler cooling and position dependent
magnetic fields to cool and trap atoms. For Doppler cooling, light detuned by
a small amount from an allowed energy transition in the atom is used. The
atoms absorb photons of momentum ~k from a directional laser beam, and
then emit a photon of the same energy in a random direction. As after many
such interactions the momentum gain from spontaneous emission will average
zero, the net effect is a force due to radiation pressure in the direction of travel
of the laser beam. In order to cool atoms in one dimension, a pair of counter-
propagating laser beams must be used. The frequency must be red-detuned
from (lower frequency than) the transition such that the atom sees the photons
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Figure 3.1: In (a) the light beams and currents I used for generating a 3D
MOT are shown, with appropriate polarisations labelled. Due to perspective,
axes are only indicative. The graph (b) illustrates the basic principle of a
1D MOT, showing the energy splitting of the different |J,mJ〉 levels as a
function of position (which is proportional to static field), and the required
counter-propagating laser beams. Adapted from [69].
at closer to its resonance frequency when moving in the opposite direction to
the beam. As the likelihood of an atom absorbing a photon increases the closer
the photon energy is to that of the atomic transition, atoms will preferentially
absorb photons from the counter-propagating beam, giving the net effect of
slowing the atom. The force in an optical molasses is given by




where ∆ is the laser detuning, k is the angular wavenumber, Ω is the Rabi
frequency and Γ is the damping coefficient [69, 128]. Applying three pairs
of orthogonal laser beams will cool the atoms in all three dimensions, see
Figure 3.1a. This will produce an optical molasses within the region of the
laser beam overlap, but atoms will be lost over time due to diffusion from this
region.
The application of a position dependent magnetic field allows the confine-
ment of the cooled atoms, forming the MOT. The magnetic field gradient
can be formed using anti-Helmholtz coils, which are a pair of identical cir-
cular coils centred on the same axis, running counter-propagating currents.
The static field dependence of the magnetic sublevels mF for weak BDC is
given by Eq. 2.13, and is of the form shown in Figure 3.1b for J = 0, 1. As σ±
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light excites transitions of δmJ = ±1 respectively, counter-propagating beams
must be polarised with opposite rotational senses (but the same helicity) in
order to excite the lowest energy transition either side of the field minimum.
The magnetic field has the effect of breaking the symmetry of the molasses
and significantly reducing the likelihood of atoms escaping from the cloud.
The chosen transitions are used as their energies become closer to resonance
with a red-detuned beam further from the field minimum, and are therefore
more likely to receive a kick towards the centre of the cloud the further they
are from this. Mathematically, this means the force in the MOT is position
dependent according to









For more details on the principles of a MOT, see [69, 128].
Other methods of generating a MOT are possible, including different mag-
netic field geometries and even blue-detuned methods [99], but the technique
described here is arguably the simplest, and therefore the one used in this
experiment. The only slight change from what is described previously is that
87Rb has a more complicated level structure, although the basic principles are
the same. For the cooling light, we require a closed transition, i.e. a transi-
tion where atoms excited to this level must decay back to their original state.
Therefore the transition F = 2→ F ′′ = 3 on the D2-line is chosen for cooling,
which is optimal due to the selection rules (Eq. 2.18) disallowing decay from
F ′′ = 3 to F = 1 and therefore prohibiting direct loses from the cooling cycle.
In a small fraction of instances, scattering can still allow the atoms to decay
into the F = 1 state. Although the probability of this happening in a given
cycle is low, the many cycles involved in cooling make the atom loses to the
F = 1 dark state significant. The application of a repump beam resonant at
the frequency of F = 1 → F ′′ = 2 allows lost atoms to be readmitted to the
cooling cycle by the possibility of decay back to F = 2.
The temperature of the MOT can be lowered further by changing the
detuning of the cooler beam, forming a compressed MOT (CMOT) [136].
As the detuning increases, the near-resonant photon rescattering is reduced,
causing the cloud to collapse and cool. Polarisation gradient cooling [115]
may also play a part in reducing the temperature. The CMOT phase is a
short (in our case 2 ms) ramp at the end of the much longer (∼ 2 s) MOT
time, so we begin with a sufficient number of atoms in the trap. Although a
number of techniques can be used to lower the temperature of atom clouds
much further, atoms from a MOT are sufficient for our purposes. Over the
course of the CMOT phase, the cooler frequency detuning is ramped. The
optimal final cooler detuning is found by scanning this value and maximising
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(a) MOT Cooler Frequency (b) CMOT Cooler Frequency
Figure 3.2: A scan of the frequency of the cooler beam during both the MOT
and CMOT stages are shown in (a) and (b) respectively. The measured atomic
signal is proportional to the atom number in the cloud. The repump laser
frequency is similarly calibrated.
the final atom number, detected using the method described in Chapter 4.
The initial cooler frequency ωco is also calibrated in the same manner. An
acousto-optic modulator (AOM, discussed in more detail in Section 5.1.1)
allows the adjustment of the frequency of a laser beam. Figure 3.2a shows the
calibration of the cooler frequency, with both the AOM control voltage and the
corresponding frequency change marked. In Figure 3.2b we see that the final
cooler frequency in the CMOT phase is measured to be (43±2) MHz detuned
from the initial cooler frequency, leading to an atom number decrease of ∼ 9%
in exchange for a reduction in cloud temperature, which will be measured in
Section 3.1.2.
3.1.2 Imaging for Optimisation
Absorption imaging is the method of shining resonant light through an atomic
cloud and imaging the outgoing light using a camera, in our case a charge-
coupled device (CCD). As resonant light will be absorbed and then scattered
by any atoms the beam path, the CCD will measure the shadow of the cloud.
We use this technique in order to measure the temperature of the cloud and
the number of atoms being trapped. In our experiment, this method is used
for set-up purposes only, and does not form part of the main experimental
sequence used for data taking; our more sophisticated two-state detection
scheme used for these purposes is detailed in Chapter 4. The advantage of




(b) Optical Density Image
Figure 3.3: The absorption image (b) is calculated using Eq. 3.5, which com-
bines the data in (ai), the image with atoms present, (aii) the image with light
but no atoms and (aiii) the dark image. The colourmap of optical density in
(b) runs from dark blue (no absorption) to red (maximum absorption).
absorption imaging is that it allows a 2D spatial image of the cloud, unlike
the method described later which only gives the total atom fraction in a given
state. In our experiment absorption imaging is performed using light on the
F = 2→ F ′′ = 2 D2-line transition. This is the same transition as the cooler
beams, but with no detuning.
A beam of light of intensity I will be attenuated by dI
dz
= −NσscI whilst
travelling through a section of cloud with column density N and scattering
cross-section σsc. Integrating this over the length of the beam, we see that
intensity of light hitting the CCD will be given by
I = I0e−OD = I0e−Nσsc , (3.3)
where I0 is the initial intensity of the beam and OD is the optical density.
Note that the latter equality is only true in the case where the image is not
saturated, i.e. some fraction of light must be reaching the CCD through all
regions of the cloud. The scattering cross section is given by
σsc =
σ0
1 + 4(∆/Γ)2 + I/Isat
, (3.4)
where σ0 is the resonant cross-section, ∆ is the detuning, Isat is the saturation
intensity and Γ is the damping factor [69].
We measure the initial and final intensity of the beam using a CCD to
take multiple images. The first image is taken with the imaging beam turned
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(a) MOT Loading (b) Temperature Measurement
Figure 3.4: The final atom number after the CMOT phase is plotted in (a)
as a function of the MOT duration, with a fit to Eq. 3.7 giving a maximum
atom number of Nmax = (4.83±0.08)×107. The horizontal radius of the free-
falling cloud is plotted as a function of time in (b), extracting the temperature
(170± 30) µK for the MOT and (23± 1) µK for the CMOT using Eq. 3.8.
on whilst atoms are in the beam path, which has intensity Iatoms. The second
is after the atoms have fallen out of the beam path, with the imaging beam
still on, giving Ilight. There may be some photons incident on the detector








for a single pixel. For more details see [148]. To obtain the atom number
we then need to integrate over all pixels which have width xpx = 5.6 µm,







The three images: atoms, light and dark are shown in Figures 3.3ai-3.3aiii
respectively, with the processed density image in Figure 3.3b. Using this
method on the image, we calculate the atom number to be 1.28×108. This was
a particularly high atom number taken with relatively new 87Rb dispensers,
and most data in this thesis was taken with an atom number of the order of
107, due to the 87Rb dispensers reaching the end of their lifetime.
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We can also use our absorption imaging technique to measure the MOT
loading rate. The number of atoms will increase over time by
N = Nmax(1− e−t/τ ), (3.7)
where Nmax is the maximum atom number reached after infinite time and
τ is one over the loading rate. A graph of MOT loading time is shown in
Figure 3.4a, with a value Nmax = (4.83 ± 0.08) × 107 and τ = (4.4 ± 0.4) s.
We choose a MOT time of ∼ 2 s to have a sufficient atom number for most
measurements, although this is increased when measuring particularly weak
signals.
The temperature T of the cloud can then be obtained from the expansion






For rcloud >> r0 this can be obtained by setting the equipartition energy
1
2
kBT equal to the kinetic energy
1
2
mv2; the full equation also accounts for
the initial radius r0. In Figure 3.4b we plot rcloud against t and measure a
cloud temperature of (170 ± 30) µK for the MOT and (23 ± 1) µK for the
CMOT.
3.2 Preparing a Pure Quantum State
The method of producing a pure |F, m̄〉 substate is detailed in this section.
The basics of microwave driving bare transitions is detailed in Section 3.2.1,
along with appropriate calibrations. How microwave pulses are used in combi-
nation with infrared beams to produce the required atomic state is described
in Section 3.2.2. Optical pumping, used for increasing the final atom number,
is detailed in Section 3.2.3.
3.2.1 Bare Microwave Transitions
Transitions between different sublevels in the ground state of 87Rb can be
driven using multiple frequency regimes. Indirect transitions using infrared
light, which occur via an excitation to and decay from an excited state in a
different L-manifold, have already been explained in the context of a MOT
(Section 3.1.1). Transitions and superposition states using radio-frequencies
for couplings between magnetic sublevels for a fixed value F were the subject
of Section 2.2. Now we consider driving bare transitions between F -levels
|1,m〉 ↔ |2,m′〉 using MW-frequencies (for coupling constants for these tran-
sitions see Table 6.2). When close enough to resonance with the transition,
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Figure 3.5: The Bloch sphere is a way of representing two level quantum
systems. The axes of the sphere represent different superpositions of states,
labelled in (a). In (b) we represent a π-pulse as a transition from the state
represented by the dashed arrow to the state represented by the solid black
arrow. The grey arrow indicates the MW-pulse which is driving this transition.
Adapted from [69].
any such pair of sublevels can be treated as a two level system.
The Bloch sphere, shown in Figure 3.5, represents transitions between
states in a quantum two level system as a geometric motion along the surface
of a sphere. Each of the mutually orthogonal three axes through the sphere
intersect with the surface at a location which represents a combination of the
two states: |1〉, |2〉, 1√
2
(|1〉 ± |2〉), 1√
2
(|1〉 ± i |2〉), labelled in Figure 3.5a. The
full surface represents all possible combinations of the two states, and as such
can be used to represent transitions and superpositions. A transition which
moves the atomic spin π radians about the Bloch sphere is known as a π-pulse
(not to be confused with π-polarisation). This is shown Figure 3.5b, moving
all atoms in |1,m〉 to |2,m〉 (in practice there will still be a negligible number
of atoms remaining in the initial state), with atoms in other F = 1 sublevels
unaffected.
In order to drive a single transition from each of the |1,m〉 states, we choose
the set of π-polarised transitions |1,m〉 ↔ |2,m〉. The transition frequency
for |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 will be of fixed energy E = ~ωHFS, as both of the sublevels
involved are independent of static field. Our static field is set as high as safely
possible, in order to maximise the frequency difference between the three
possible transitions. The initial frequency calibration for these transitions is
performed by preparing the atoms in F = 1 using only the repump beam
after the MOT phase. A MW-pulse is then applied, calibrated by scanning
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(a) Bare Transitions (b) Rabi Frequency Calibration
Figure 3.6: The transition frequency of the three bare π-polarised transitions
is measured in (a) from a Gaussian fit to their spectroscopic peaks. The
bare m = −1, 0, 1, |1,m〉 ↔ |2,m〉 transitions are centred on the frequencies
(−707.0 ± 0.1, 0.0 ± 0.1 and 707.3 ± 0.2) kHz respectively, corresponding
to Bx = 0.51 G. In (b) the Rabi-frequency is calibrated using a sine fit to
the oscillation, giving the respective frequencies ωRabi/(2π) = (7.3, 8.3 and
7.4) kHz, all ±0.1 kHz. For all data BMW = 6 mG.
the frequency and detecting the fraction of atoms transferred to F = 2. Using
our two state detection method (described in Chapter 4) we can measure the
atom fraction in F = 2. The peaks corresponding to the transitions can be
seen in Figure 3.6a, at (ωMW−ωHFS)/(2π) = (±707, 0) kHz, for the transitions
|1,m〉 ↔ |2,m〉 for m = ±1, 0 respectively. In the bare state only three π-
polarised MW-transitions are possible, so we know these are the correct peaks.
It should be noted that the data in this figure was taken with the full state
preparation method described in the following section, but this only causes
an increase in peak amplitude, and does not alter the frequencies.
With the MW-power set to the maximum safe value in our system, the
length of the MW-pulse must also be calibrated in order to achieve maximum
transfer of atoms into the desired state. We do this by measuring Rabi cycles
between the two states, as shown in Figure 3.6b. We vary the length of the
MW-pulse and detect the fraction of atoms in each of the F -levels over time,
again using our two state detection method. We can fit a sinusoidal function
to this variation, and the first peak, where the highest fraction of atoms is in
F = 2, is our π-pulse duration. We measure from our data that the required
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π-pulse time is (68, 60, 67) µs, all ±0.1 µs, for the transitions |1,m〉 ↔ |2,m〉
for m = −1, 0, 1 respectively at the highest available output MW-probe power.
3.2.2 Shelving and State Cleaning
Now that we have calibrated the bare state π-polarised transitions, these can
be used in combination with laser pulses in order to prepare a pure |F,m〉
state. In order to do this, we make use of a variant of a technique used in ion
experiments [9, 131] known as ‘shelving’. Effectively, this means transferring
some fraction of atoms into a non-interacting state for use later. In our case,
such a procedure is performed using MW-transitions, combined with laser
pulses for state cleaning. The internal state of the atoms at each point in
the sequence is shown in energy level form in Figure 3.7. We begin with
atoms in a MOT, followed by the CMOT phase, which both require a cooler
and repumper beam (Figure 3.7a), as described in Section 3.1.1. This leaves
atoms purely in F = 2, spread across all m-levels. We typically prepare atoms
in F = 1 in our experiment, and to achieve this we then leave the cooler beam
on but turn off the repump beam (Figure 3.7b) so all atoms accumulate in
F = 1, as this is now a dark state. We then select the |1,m〉 level we wish to
prepare, and apply a π-polarised MW-pulse resonant with |1,m〉 ↔ |2,m〉, as
calibrated in the previous section.
Our next step (Figure 3.7d) is to remove all atoms remaining in F = 1.
We do this by reapplying the repump laser, transferring all atoms out of
F = 1 and into F = 2, see Figure 3.7e. We then apply a second MW π-pulse,
Figure 3.7e, so that we now have atoms only in |1,m〉 and the F = 2 sublevels.
In order to make a pure |1,m〉 substate we must finally apply a single state
cleaning beam, on the same F = 2 → F ′′ = 3 transition as the cooler but
now resonant with the transition. This beam causes multi-photon scattering,
which will heat and accelerate the atoms in the F = 2 state and cause them
to exit the atomic cloud region (Figure 3.7f).
We note that the cooler pulse and first π-pulse are not essential to be
able to create a pure |F,m〉 state; simply starting with the atoms spread
evenly over the F = 2 sublevels (i.e. turning off the cooler beam before the
repumper at the end of the MOT stage) and then performing a single MW
π-pulse followed by the F = 2 state cleaning will still produce the required
state. The full procedure is used to the increase the final atom number in the
desired state, improving the value by at least a factor of 2. The choice of π-
polarisation was made because the individual components of σ±-polarisations
cannot be produced separately, and so due to degenerate transitions we cannot
drive atoms from the single state |1, 0〉 to a single F = 2 sublevel using this
polarisation.
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(a) MOT and CMOT (b) Cooler Pulse (c) First π-Pulse
(d) Repump Pulse (e) Second π-Pulse (f) State Cleaning Pulse
Figure 3.7: Stages of preparing a pure |1,m〉 state. White circles indicate
atoms arriving a given state, and grey circles indicate atoms leaving the state
during this step. The black circles represent levels which are populated both
before and after this stage in the sequence, although in some cases atoms
may move between populated levels. The first stage is the MOT and CMOT
(a), which requires cooler (red) and repumper (pink) light, as described in
Section 3.1.1. In (b) the repump light is turned off and the cooler transfers all
atoms into F = 1. Next a π/2 MW-pulse (c) with π-polarisation is applied
to transfer atoms |1,m〉 → |2,m〉. The repump beam (d) is then applied to
move all atoms into F = 2. A second MW-pulse (e) identical to the first
then transfers atoms |2,m〉 → |1,m〉, followed by (f) a resonant state cleaning
beam (purple) which removes all atoms in F = 2 leaving only atoms in |1,m〉.
The sequence is shown for preparing a |1,−1〉 state, but m = 0, 1 states can
be generated in the same manner. Stages (b) and (c) are not compulsory, but
are used to increase the final atom number in the desired state. An optional
optical pump beam can be added in step (b) for increased atom number if
preparing a |1, 0〉 state, see Figure 3.9. Adapted from [97].















Figure 3.8: The figure shows when the various fields and beams are active
during the state preparation process. The fields indicated are the set values,
but ramping or jumping static fields will lead to oscillations in the output
field amplitude. We start with a 2 s MOT phase with both the cooler and
repumper active, before increasing the detuning of the cooler laser to form a
CMOT. The quadrupole coils which are on during the MOT stages are then
turned off, a gap of a few milliseconds allows the fields stabilise. We then turn
off the repumper to produce an F = 1 state, followed by jumping the static
field in the y-direction and allowing this to stabilise. This then puts us in the
correct field orientation to perform the rest of the state preparation sequence
as given in Figures 3.7c-3.7f. Adapted from [97].
If we wish to produce a pure |2,m〉 substate, we can produce a |1,m〉
state as described previously, then perform a MW π-pulse to F = 2. For
a state |2, |m| ≤ 1〉 a π-polarised MW is still applicable using the transition
|1,m〉 → |2,m〉, but for a state |2,±2〉 we must instead use σ±-polarised MW
on either the transition |1,−1〉 → |2,−2〉 or |1, 1〉 → |2, 2〉. There may still
be some small residual population in the |1,m〉 state however, due to slight
MW-power or static field fluctuations leading to an imperfect π-pulse.
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A full graph summarising the stages of the state preparation sequence is
given in Figure 3.8, showing all non-zero fields. The sequence is performed us-
ing a custom LabView control program, connected to a National Instruments
field-programmable gate array, which has a large number of both analog and
digital outputs used to control all triggered electronics. In addition to the
transitions discussed above, it is important to be able to control the magnetic
fields during the sequence. The colours of the lines in the figure correspond
to those in Figure 3.7, with the addition of brown lines for static fields. The
cooler (solid red) and repumper (pink) are on during the 2 s MOT time, as are
the quadrupole coil fields (dot-dashed brown). The cooler frequency (dashed
red) is then ramped closer to resonance during the 2 ms CMOT stage. The
quadrupole fields are then shut off, and the static field allowed to stabilise for
6 ms. For a further 2 ms the cooler beam is left on to pump the atoms into
F = 1, with the repumper switched off. We then also turn off the cooler and
jump the static field in y (solid brown) for 0.5 ms before dropping this down
to the desired value in order to damp field oscillations (this will be explained
in Section 5.2.2). The fields are then allowed to stabilise for 5 ms before the
first MW π-pulse. This is a purely π-polarised MW-field as the static field in
z is zero. Axes are as defined in Figure 3.1a, and field orientations and their
relevance to MW-polarisation will be discussed in Section 6.1.1.
In our state preparation sequence, short (60 µs) MW-pulses are used at
the maximum safe MW-probe power. However a lower power, longer (0.5 ms)
MW-pulse (grey) is shown in Figure 3.8e for ease of viewing. The first pulse
is then followed by 1 ms of repumping into F = 2, and then another identical
MW-pulse. We then pulse the state cleaning beam (purple) to remove the
remaining F = 2 population. A pure state |F,m〉 is then prepared and ready
for state probing and detection, as desired. The method of pulsing the laser
powers will be discussed in Section 5.1.
3.2.3 Optical Pumping
Another method of improving the final atom number during the state prepa-
ration sequence is optical pumping. This is the process of transferring atoms
between energy levels by the application of light, typically of visible or near
visible frequencies, in order to couple between L-manifolds. In this case we
are using IR light on the 87Rb D1-line, specifically the F = 1 → F ′ = 1
transition. In contrast to the single MW-transitions driven during our state
preparation sequence, optical pumping can address multiple m-levels simul-
taneously, and relies on the presence of atomic dark states. Dark states are
generated by applying light which can only cause transitions from certain
states, leaving others unaffected. For instance σ+ or σ− polarised light can be
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(a) Level Diagram
(b) Efficiency
Figure 3.9: In the energy level diagram (a) the optical pump (orange) and
cooler (red) transitions are marked. Grey circles indicate levels atoms are
being removed from, and white circles show the final location of the atoms,
which accumulate in the |1, 0〉 dark state. This replaces the Figure 3.7b in
the full preparation sequence if preparing an m = 0 state. Adapted from [97].
In (b) a scan of the transition between dressed levels |1, 0〉 → |2, 0〉 is shown,
illustrating the increase in atom number in the initial prepared |1, 0〉 state of
(56± 5)% and in the amplitude of the detected peak by (64± 8)%.
used for optically pumping into a state |m2| > max(|m1|) [87]. The method we
are using relies on the fact that transitions |F = 1,m = 0〉 ↔ |F ′ = 1,m′ = 0〉
are forbidden by selection rules. We pump atoms with a π-polarised laser from
|F = 1,m = ±1〉 into |F ′ = 1,m′ = ±1〉, where some fraction of the time they
will decay into the dark state m = 0. Figure 3.9a is the optical pumping en-
ergy level diagram, where the optical pump beam is shown in orange. The
cooler beam (red) must also be active to prevent the formation of a dark state
in F = 2. The improvement in atom number in the desired state is illustrated
in Figure 3.9b, which shows the F = 1 detected signal when scanning the
frequency of the probe MW across the dressed transition |1,−1〉 → |2, 1〉,
starting with a pure |1,−1〉 state. We see in the figure that the amplitude of
the optically pumped signal is now bigger by (56± 2)%.
Chapter 4
Birefringent Detection
In this chapter our two state detection method is described, as enabled by
the radio-frequency dressing. This detection scheme was developed by the
previous PhD student working on this experiment, and is detailed in her
thesis [97], as well as in a paper on the topic [98]. An overview of the principles
of the scheme, including the light-matter interaction and subsequent signal
processing, is given in Section 4.1. The practicalities of the experimental
method are detailed in Section 4.2. How we have upgraded the system in
order to provide common mode suppression, cancelling the effects of laser
power noise, is also described in the section.
4.1 Linear Birefringence
A material is birefringent if it has a refractive index that varies depending on
both the polarisation and the direction of propagation of light passing through
it. By utilising the linear birefringence properties of an atomic cloud, the num-
ber of atoms in a given F -level can be measured. Measuring the population of
atoms in each of the possible hyperfine sublevels, we can establish the internal
state of the atom. Such a detection method enables a dispersive measurement
of the atomic state. In Section 4.1.1 the interaction between light and matter
is described. With the use of Stokes vectors (Section 4.1.2), we can find the
strength of the polarisation change caused by individual atomic states.
The circular birefringence properties of a material have been understood
since the 1840s, with the discovery of the Faraday effect [159], the rotation of
the polarisation of a beam of light when passed through a material in the pres-
ence of a magnetic field. Specifically, the magnetic field must be aligned in the
direction of light propagation for this effect to occur. Many sensing schemes
have been developed which utilise this circular birefringence [49, 108], includ-
ing for taking quantum non-demolition measurements [111]. Correspondingly
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(a) Polarisation Change (b) Energy Level Diagram
Figure 4.1: Passing detuned light through a cloud of atoms, a shift in the
polarisation can occur. This is illustrated for the Voigt effect in (a), where
light linearly polarised in a 50 : 50 superposition of σ± and π passes through
the atomic cloud and shifts to elliptical polarisation. Ŝ are the Stokes vectors,
which define the polarisation state of the light. A simplified level scheme is
shown in (b) illustrating how an atom can display linear birefringence with
light detuned by ∆ from a D-line transition. The π-polarised transition in the
figure is forbidden by the standard selection rules, so light of this polarisation
does not interact with the atoms, whereas the orthogonally polarised σ± light
may, leading to a shift in polarisation. Adapted from [98].
for perpendicularly polarised light, the Voigt effect relies on linear birefrin-
gence [162]. In this section, the basic principles of the linear birefringence
detection method are explained, and the relevant Hamiltonian and detection
strengths shown.
The principle of atomic linear birefringence is illustrated in Figure 4.1a,
where light polarised in an equal superposition of π and σ± passes through
a medium, in this case an atomic cloud, and shifts from linear to elliptical
polarisation. A simple energy level scheme is shown in Figure 4.1b to illustrate
how this is possible. Recalling the standard selection rules (Eq. 2.18), we
know that the transition |F = 1, 0〉 → |F ′ = 1, 0〉 is forbidden. Therefore,
if we have atoms prepared in a pure |F = 1, 0〉 state and apply π-polarised
light, this cannot interact with a transition and therefore is unaffected by the
atomic cloud. However, the σ±-transitions to m = ±1 are not forbidden, and
therefore near resonant light will interact with the cloud. As only a part of
the light can interact with the atoms, the polarisation of the beam will shift
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from linear to elliptical polarisation, and from this shift we can establish the
atom number in the relevant state. In order to establish the dependence of the
polarisation change on both atom number and atomic state, we must study
the atom-light interaction. This is a relatively brief explanation of the topic,
as it has been described in more detail in [98, 104], from which we will be
working in this section.
4.1.1 Effective Hamiltonian
A laser beam passing through an atomic cloud can be described by summing





where d̂ is the atomic dipole moment and Ê is the electric field. In order to














where â± are the creation and annihilation operators, which are dependent
time and position. E0 is the electric field amplitude and ê± are the unit vectors
as defined in Eq. 2.20. We define the beam to be travelling in the z-direction
without loss of generality. The dipole moment is given by
d̂ = −er̂ = −e(ê+r̂+ + ê0r̂0 + ê−r̂−), (4.3)
with r± = (−iy ± x)/
√
2 and r0 = z. For the transition |F,m〉 → |F ′,m′〉,
the separate components of the dipole moment can be defined as
dσF,m,F ′,m′ = −e 〈F,m| r−σ |F ′,m′〉 (4.4)
for each of σ = σ±, π. Only atoms in the relevant states where the light is
sufficiently near resonance with a transition will interact. We therefore need
to include terms dependent on the density matrix ρ̂F,m,F ′,m′ , which accounts
for the probability of the atom being in such a state, and is a function of both














−)ρ̂k + h.c., (4.5)
where the sum k is over all two level systems |F,m〉 ↔ |F ′,m′〉. In order to
simplify the calculation we can move from individually summing over each
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where % is the density of atoms, A is the area of the beam and j is all atoms







(d+k â+ + d
−
k â−)ρ̂k%Adz + h.c., (4.7)
with k as in Eq. 4.5 and l as the length of the atomic cloud in the z-direction.
The non-interacting part of the Hamiltonian must also be accounted for, which






~ωF ′,m′ ρ̂F ′,m′,F ′,m′%Adz, (4.8)
where the energy of the upper level of the atom ~ωF ′,m′ can be calculated
from Eq. 2.6, and can be written as ~ωF ′,m′ = ~(ωIR + ∆F ′), where ∆F ′ is
the relevant detuning. The interaction and atomic Hamiltonians are then
combined to obtain the total Hamiltonian
Ĥtot = Ĥint + Ĥatoms. (4.9)
We are working in the off-resonant limit, i.e. the laser light is sufficiently
far detuned from any transition so as to not drive population transfer. Con-
sidering the coherence σ̂F,m−1,F ′,m, the time evolution can be calculated using










recalling that all values ρ̂ and â± are functions of z and t. Using 〈m|m′〉 =
δm,m′ and the definition of the density operator ρ̂m1,m2 = |m1〉 〈m2|, we see
that
ρ̂m1,m2 ρ̂m3,m4 = ρ̂m1,m4δm2,m3 . (4.11)
This allows us to calculate
∂ρ̂F,m−1,F ′,m
∂t









where terms with population in the excited states have been set to zero. To
move to the rotating frame, we require the definition of our slowly varying
operators
ρ̂F,m−1,F ′,m = ρ̄F,m−1,F ′,me
−iω0t â± = ā±e
−iω0t. (4.13)
The only difference between the time dependence of ρ̂ and ρ̄ is that the term
−iω0ρ̂ is not present in the latter, as it is included in the definition. As the
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oscillation of ρ̄ is much slower than that of ∆F ′ , this allows the adiabatic















where we have treated ∂ρ̂F,m+1,F ′,m/∂t in the same manner. These values can
now be substituted into Eq. 4.9. Assuming negligible population in the upper










































have been introduced. In order to calculate these, we require the definition of
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The term in the large round brackets is the Wigner 3j symbol, as defined in
Eq. A.26, and the term in curly brackets is the Wigner 6j symbol, defined
in [127]. In this work, we are only interested in the relative strength of the
detected signal for each magnetic sublevel m, and therefore only concern our-
selves with the Wigner 3j symbol, bundling all other factors into a value only
dependent on F . The m dependent terms are(
F 1 F ′




(F ±m+ 1)(F ±m+ 2) : F ′ = F − 1
(F ∓m)(F ±m+ 1) : F ′ = F
(F ∓m)(F ∓m− 1) : F ′ = F + 1
(4.18)
We now only consider possible transitions on the 87Rb D1-line, which has
possible values F = 1, 2 and F ′ = 1, 2. For a full derivation of the constants for
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87Rb, see [97]. In calculating C±, we treat the F = 1 and 2 values separately,
and only consider population in the ground state F -manifold. Therefore,
introducing the new constants C we obtain
C±F=1 =CF ((F (F + 1)∓m−m
2)
+ CF+1((F + 1)(F + 2)± (2F + 3)m+m2)
C±F=2 =CF−1(F (F − 1)∓ (2F − 1)m−m
2)
+ CF (F (F + 1)∓m−m2)
(4.19)
for the ground state of 87Rb, where CF depend only on the value F . In order









where αF are the polarisability coefficients, and the value α0 is an overall scale
factor. The polarisability of a medium is defined as the magnetic dipole mo-
ment induced per unit applied electric field [174]. In our case this is effectively
a measure of how much an atomic cloud is altered by an applied laser beam,
and is a function of the detuning of the laser from a transition. The coefficient
b can also be established using Eq. 4.18. Regardless of whether F ′ = F ± 1





(F +m)(F +m+ 1)
×(F −m)(F −m+ 1)
(4.21)
is true. We therefore obtain the value
b = −α0α(2)F
√
(F +m)(F +m+ 1)(F −m)(F −m+ 1), (4.22)
where the values α0 and α
(2)
F are the same as in Eq. 4.20. This is because we
have extracted the m dependent terms in Eq. 4.17, and other terms in the
dipole moments d± are identical.
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where we have used the notational simplification ρ̂F,m,F ′,m′ = ρ̂m,m′ and the
values αF can be found in [97]. We now have the total Hamiltonian of the
atom-light interaction. As our observable is the polarisation of the detection
beam, this requires conversion to a more appropriate form.
4.1.2 Stokes Operator Form
We now introduce the Stokes operators Ŝ, which are vector representations of
the polarisation of light, of the same form as F̂ in Eq.s A.24 and A.25. We




















where the ladder operators are given by â†+ = (1, 0) and â
†
− = (0, 1). We also
require the operators in circular form
Ŝ+ =Ŝx + iŜy = −â†+â−,
Ŝ− =Ŝx − iŜy = −â†−â+,
(4.25)
and the atom number
N = â†+â+ + â
†
−â−. (4.26)
If we wish to convert the Hamiltonian for our atom-light interaction into
purely vector form, and hence establish the dependence of the Stokes oper-
ators on total angular momentum, we also require the relationships between
F̂ and ρ̂, quantising along the z-axis. Working from the definition of the
ladder operators F̂± (Eq. A.5) and their eigenvalue (Eq. A.16), we can work
backwards to obtain the eigenvalues of the Cartesian F̂ values. F̂z comes
from rearranging Eq. A.18. Combining and rearranging these two pairs of


























F (F + 1)−m(m± 1)ρ̂m±1,m, (4.28)
where in the F̂− component we have redefined m→ m−1, as we are summing
over all values of m regardless.
Substituting for the relevant Stokes operators and f̂ = F̂ /~ vectors into













Nf̂ 2z − Ŝ−f̂ 2+− Ŝ+f̂ 2−)
))
%Adz. (4.29)







F N + α
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by substituting in for f̂± = f̂x ± if̂y and Ŝ± from Eq. 4.25.
In order to find the change in the z component of the Stokes operator, we





and the commutation relations, the same as for F in Eq. A.2. We are ap-
proximating the time dependence as zero, and are only considering spatial







x − f̂ 2y )− Ŝx(f̂xf̂y + f̂yf̂x)) (4.31)
for the polarisation change in the relevant direction. In order to observe the
Voigt effect, we use light polarised with Ŝx,z ≈ 0 and at 45◦ in Ŝy. As our shift
is purely on Ŝz, we see that





(f̂ 2x − f̂ 2y )%dz, (4.32)




F /(2ε0c) is calculated in [98], and includes
the photon flux of light of the relevant polarisation sy. The total polarisation





x − F̂ 2y 〉, (4.33)
where Nm is the atom number in the relevant state and we have discounted the
Ŝz term due to our choice of initial polarisation. From Eq. 4.27, we calculate



















where we have used the same trick with redefining m as in the previous equa-
tions. The quantity (F̂ 2x − F̂ 2y ) is therefore calculated to be
〈F̂ 2x − F̂ 2y 〉 =
~2
2
(F (F + 1)− 3m2). (4.35)
We see from this that the magnitude of the polarisation change depends on
the internal state of the atom, as well as the total atom number in the cloud.
4.2 Two Colour Method
In this section the equipment and procedure used to measure the internal
state of the atom are detailed. In Section 4.2.1, the method of using different
lasers to detect the population in each of the two F -levels is described, as was
in place at the start of my PhD. The signal demodulation required to obtain
a measure of the internal state of the atom is the subject of Section 4.2.2. In
Section 4.2.3 our new method of detecting the signal using a single laser and
an electro-optic modulator to provide the two components is discussed, which
is used in order to stabilise against power fluctuations and provide a more
accurate relative measure of population in the two F -levels.
4.2.1 Two State Detection
Two different frequencies of light are required to detect the population of
atoms in each of the two ground state F -levels. The detection scheme, using
two lasers to provide the required frequency components of the beam, is shown
in Figure 4.2b. The polarisation change at each stage in the sequence is shown
in Figure 4.2a. The two beams are overlapped using a Wollaston prism, which
can combine beams of opposite polarisation, or separate a single beam into
orthogonal polarisations. After the first prism, the detection light is π and
σ±-polarised for F = 1 and 2 respectively, as marked at 1© in the figures. As
an equal combination of π and σ± polarisation is required, a half-waveplate is
then used to adjust this to ±45◦ for F = 1 and 2 respectively 2©. After passing
through the atomic cloud, this will shift to some polarisation with an ellipticity




























Figure 4.2: The figure shows the schematic of the experimental set-up fa-
cilitating our two-state detection method, in the case where two lasers are
used to provide the beam. The two frequencies of detection light, for F = 1
and F = 2 state detection, are shown in green and blue respectively. Two
Wollaston prisms are used to combine the two beams, and then decompose
these into separate polarisations after passage through the atomic cloud. The
polarisation of the beam at various stages is shown in (a) and the necessary
equipment shown in (b). Adapted from [98].
proportional to the atom number in the relevant state 3©. In order to split
correctly into its constituent polarisations at the second Wollaston prism, a
quarter waveplate is required to adjust this to the polarisation shown at 4©.
After passing through the prism, these are now separated into the two linear
polarisation components. A balanced photodetector (BPD) takes these two
components as its input, and measures the difference in power between them.
As we have correctly set-up our waveplates, the signal sent out by the BPD
will be zero in the case of no atoms, such that in the presence of atoms the
signal will be proportional to the atom number in the relevant state. Also
shown in Figure 4.2b are the RF-coil, providing the dressing required for the
signal demodulation, and the MW-horn, which is required for the preparation
of atoms in the desired state.
In Figure 4.3, the procedure for probing and detecting the atom cloud
is shown, following directly on from the state preparation sequence in Fig-
ure 3.8. We begin by ramping our static field in the y-direction from the
value required during the state preparation procedure to the value required
for our measurement. In the sequence shown, an example of a static field at
an arbitrary magnitude, at some angle in the y−z plane is shown. For fully π
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(a) F = 1
—–Detection














Figure 4.3: Graph of the fields active during the MW-probing and detection
process. Fields indicated are only the nominal values those fields are set to,
as ramping or jumping static fields will lead to oscillations in the output
field amplitude until this is allowed to stabilise. The detection sequence is
preceded by the state preparation procedure from Figure 3.8. After the state
is prepared, we ramp or jump our fields to the required values and allow this
to stabilise, before pulsing the MW in the desired manner (single pulse of
arbitrary duration shown for illustrative purposes). We then ramp to the
static field resonance, and perform our imaging using the two state detection
beams, which are ramped in power then switched off in sequence. All atoms
are then blown away and the power of the beams detected. The ratio of y to
z-direction field amplitudes is dependent on the desired MW-polarisation to
be experienced by the atoms. Adapted from [97].
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or σ±-polarised MW, the field is required to be purely in the y or z-direction
respectively. As the field Bz = 0 during the state preparation sequence, this
is jumped to a high field value before being reduced to the necessary value,
for reasons given in Section 5.2.2. During the field ramps, the RF is also
adiabatically ramped to the desired magnitude, with the atoms following the
orientation of the effective field.
After a wait of a few milliseconds to ensure that all fields have stabilised,
MW-probing is carried out. In Figure 4.3f a single MW-pulse of arbitrary
power and duration is applied. For optimal detection strength, the static
fields are then ramped to the resonant static field in both y and z for the
field angle chosen. Once this field change has been given time to stabilise, our
detection pulse sequence is carried out. The F = 1 detection beam is switched
on and ramped linearly in amplitude for 1 ms before being switched off and
the F = 2 beam enabled and ramped likewise. These two pulses register
consecutive measurements at the balanced photodiode. The F = 2 pulse is
shorter due to additional pumping processes in F = 2 causing problems with
the level assignment. Once the F = 2 beam has also been switched off, the
atoms are blown away. One beam transfers atoms from F = 1 to F = 2
via transitions on the D2-line (using the repump laser), and a resonant state
cleaning beam removes atoms in F = 2 from the cloud. Consecutive pulses of
each of the detection beams are then required in order to obtain the power of
the light in each beam, for the purposes of demodulation. A relative measure
of atom number is then obtained by analysing the BPD signal.
Note that the detection pulse for F = 2 is shorter. Only in the case
θ1 = π/2 is the RF-dressed state |1, 0〉 fully a quantum non-demolition mea-
surement; no other states are eigenstates of the measurement. As such, suffi-
ciently long detection pulses can destroy the atomic state. We find that the
F = 2 states are more strongly affected by this, and as such there is a trade
off between detection pulse length increasing signal strength and decreasing
state purity. Noise due to such effects is characterised fully in [98].
4.2.2 Signal Analysis
Now that we understand the effect of an atom cloud on the polarisation of
light passing though, we can consider how we may exploit this to gain infor-
mation on the nature of the atomic state. In order to measure the polarisation
change, we require splitting the light which has passed through the cloud into
its separate polarisation components and measuring the imbalance. We con-
sider the resultant signal, the difference between the σ± and π-components,
which our system is set-up to measure as zero difference in the absence of an
atomic cloud. The signal is required to be demodulated in order to extract
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the polarisation difference from the carrier wave, see [141].








for a square pulse of duration tp, where the term 1/
√
tp is the normalisation
factor given by 1/
√∫ tp
0
F2(t)dt for an arbitrary pulse of shape F(t). U is the
signal due to polarisation change, and the exponential term accounts for the
RF-dressing. This is a simplification, however, as it does not account for the
decay in signal strength over time e−γt. When we account for this we need to











for times 0 ≤ t ≤ tp. For all other times u = 0, as there is no applied probe
light and/or atomic cloud. γ is an experimentally determined decay factor.









F̂ 2x − F̂ 2y
〉
, (4.38)
where we have used Eq. 4.33 and included a constant dependent on the prop-
erties of the detector cPD. This, in combination with Eq. 4.35, allows the
demodulation of the function.
One issue when applying a square pulse of detection light is that the jump-
ing in light power causes a sudden spike in the detected signal. This can be
discounted by only processing the function in the region of stable beam power,
but a more efficient detection method is to slowly increase the laser power. A
linear ramp in power gives a mode function
ũ ∝ e−2γt+rt2 , (4.39)
where the value r accounts for the rate of increase in power. The constant of
proportionality for the normalisation is considerably more complicated than
in Eq. 4.37, but can be experimentally determined. A plot of these mode
functions for the two different F -levels is shown in Figure 4.4a, along with the
total modulated signal. The large spikes in signal due to fast switching of laser
power can be seen to be substantial when the light is switched off at the end
of the detection pulse, but are much smaller at the beginning of the detection
time. The signal after switching off the light is not important, and therefore
the final spikes can be safely discounted. In this figure the two frequencies of
laser light are pulsed and analysed separately, but simultaneous detection is
possible. For each state, the signal is only analysed for the interval between
the end of the first large oscillation after switching on the detection light, up
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(a) Detection Signal (b) Frequency Spectrum
Figure 4.4: An example unprocessed signal detected by the balanced photo-
diode is shown in (a), where we have some population in both F = 1 and 2.
u1,2 is the total signal from both F -levels combined, and ũ1,2 are the mode
functions for the signal from the two levels, as given by Eq. 4.39. In (b) the
frequency spectrum of this signal is plotted, showing a large amount of power
at 2× ωRF/(2π) = 360 kHz, and a smaller 1× ωRF component.
until the time when the the detection light is toggled off.
We recall from Eq.s 4.35 and 4.38 that
U ∝ (F (F + 1)− 3m̄2), (4.40)
where we have switched to using m̄ as we are in the RF-dressed scenario. This
means that depending on the state |F, m̄〉, the detected signal strength will
vary in overall scale. The relative signal strengths are given in Table 4.1. We
see that certain states have negative signal strengths, which correspond to a
polarisation change in the opposite direction. This sign change can be used
for state labelling in spectroscopic measurements.
F m̄ -2 -1 0 1 2
1 -1 2 -1
2 -6 3 6 3 -6
Table 4.1: The table shows the relative strengths of the signals detected in each
of the |F, m̄〉 sublevels, as given by Eq. 4.40. Negative magnitudes indicate a
polarisation rotation in the opposite direction.
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The detection method is a form of single-path homodyne interferometry;
the two polarisation components of the light provide the requisite equivalent
of having multiple paths. Although two different frequencies of light are used,
the method counts as homodyning as the component frequencies do not mix,
and make separate measurements. Signals at integer multiples of the RF-
dressing frequency are generated. It transpires that the signal at 1 × ωRF
disappears entirely at 45◦ polarisation relative to the quantisation axis, and
as such we use side-band detection of the 2×ωRF signal, which is maximal at
this point. The frequency spectrum of an example modulated signal is shown
in Figure 4.4b. We see a large amount of power at 2× ωRF/(2π) = 360 kHz,
and small signal at 1× ωRF, indicating that the polarisation of the detection
light is close to 45◦; this reduces cross-talk with from the 1×ωRF component.
Before demodulation, the signal must be low pass filtered to remove the low
frequency noise. For more details on the detection system see [98].
4.2.3 Common Mode Suppression
In order to accurately obtain the atom fraction in each of the F -levels, a com-
parison between the detected signals from both states is required. This can of
course be achieved by the afforestated method of using two separate lasers for
detection of the two states, but this has the disadvantage that fluctuations in
the power output from either laser, or due to any other optical components,
will be different for the two beams. In order to eliminate this power noise,
we can instead use an electro-optic modulator (EOM), producing multiple
frequencies in a single laser beam. This will enable the common mode sup-
pression of power noise. The simultaneous detection of the two states F = 1
and 2 is possible due to the difference in the sign of the gF -factors, meaning
that they counter-precess with respect to each other in the presence of a mag-
netic field. The difference in the polarisation dependence of their respective
signals can be used to distinguish the states.
The application of a static or slowly varying electric field to certain mate-
rials facilitates a change in its optical properties. One manifestation of such
an electro-optic effect is the Pockels effect, in which the induced birefringence
in a material is proportional to the applied electric field. Materials which
have the correct crystal structure, lacking inversion symmetry, display this
effect [155]. One such material is lithium niobate (LiNbO3), which is com-
monly used in optical devices, and is the medium used in the iXblue EOM
in this experiment. A laser beam of frequency ωIR can acquire a component
oscillating at βsin(ωmodt) on passing through the crystal. This gives a light

















Figure 4.5: A Mach-Zehnder interferometer splits a single beam into two equal
parts and sends these along different paths, then recombines them to obtain
an interference pattern dependent on the path difference. In an EOM of this
type, the path difference is generated by a modulator which varies the light
intensity in one of the paths by an amount dependent on the retardation of
















where, assuming β to be small, we have expanded ex for x = iβsin(ωmodt), and
then replaced sine with its exponential form. This shows that, in addition to
the carrier frequency, there are two main sidebands at frequencies of ωIR ±
ωmod. In full, this can be expanded using the Jacobi-Anger identity [45] to














as a sum of Bessel functions J. We therefore also obtain sideband frequencies
at ωIR ± kωmod for all integer values k [94].
A Mach-Zehnder interferometer splits an input light beam of intensity I0
into two equal parts, and sends these down separate paths to recombine at an
output, producing an interference pattern if there is a difference between the
two paths taken. We can achieve amplitude modulation by inserting a phase
modulator into one of these paths. The retardance of this material Γ causes
an amplitude modulation of cos(Γ). In a material which displays the Pockels







Figure 4.6: Scanning the full frequency range of the D1-line, spectroscopy
using the light through the EOM is shown with no modulation or bias in
(a). The spectroscopy with a bias voltage but no modulation is shown in
(b) and both bias and modulation are enabled in (c). The regions between
the transitions F = 2 → F ′ = 1 and F = 1 → F ′ = 2 are marked with
arrows to indicate the spectroscopy peaks for both the carrier and the sideband
frequencies. The horizontal axis shows the carrier frequency. The solid line
in (a) is a time averaged waveform, with an example single shot shown as a
dashed line. All graphs display signals in the same arbitrary units.
effect, the retardance changes proportionally to an applied voltage,




where Γ0 is the initial retardance of the material, and Vπ is the half wave
voltage of the modulator.
Figure 4.5 shows a schematic of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer used for
intensity modulation. Summing the light in the two paths after one arm has












where we have included a phase ϕ to account for any initial mismatch between
the two optical paths, and T is the optical transmission [122]. Substituting in
for the time dependent voltage
V (t) = VDC + Vmodcos(ωmodt) (4.45)
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and expanding as Bessel functions in the same manner as Eq. 4.42 shows that
different frequency components have different dependencies on the bias voltage
VDC, and as such the carrier and/or specific sidebands can be suppressed
depending on the bias [82]. In our case carrier suppression is chosen, as we
require two frequencies to detect population in the two different F -levels,
using both first order sideband frequencies. Equal power in both frequency
components is desirable, as the optimal power for detecting both states is
similar. Therefore two sidebands, rather than for instance one sideband and
the carrier, achieves this straightforwardly. A third frequency would also
interference with the atoms, as well as the shot-noise limited photodetection.
We input a laser of frequency roughly equidistant between that of the two
transitions F = 1 → F ′ = 1 and F = 2 → F ′ = 2, and then modulate at
slightly over half the frequency difference between that of the two transitions,
in order to achieve the two detection frequencies with appropriate detunings.
The carrier suppression will not be 100%, but a small amount of light far
(∼ 3 GHz) detuned from any 87Rb transition will have a negligible effect on
the atoms.
Light from the detection laser is input to the EOM, and for testing pur-
poses the output light was passed through a Rb cell to a photodiode (PD).
In Figure 4.6a, where neither bias nor modulation was applied, we see the
typical D1-line spectroscopy at the PD, which will be discussed further in
Section 5.1.1. As the EOM is highly temperature sensitive and can heat up
quickly when light or modulation is applied, the intensity of light through the
EOM is unstable. The solid line in the figure is a time average of the signal,
but an example single shot of the spectroscopy is shown by the dashed line,
indicating how much the intensity fluctuates over the 33 ms scan. This is
partially due to a 50 Hz oscillation in intensity of light through the EOM by
±2%, as measured with a fixed laser frequency, likely due to mains noise. As
the laser frequency is scanned over time, the measured time has been con-
verted to carrier frequency in the data using the measured locations of the
F = 2 → F ′ = 1 and F = 1 → F ′ = 2 transitions. This region has been
marked in the figure.
The effect of using the bias controller, which adjusts the bias voltage to
minimise the intensity of the light in the carrier frequency, is shown in Fig-
ure 4.6b. We see that the intensity of the output light drops by a factor of
≈ 80, although this oscillates in intensity by ±5% every 1 ms, showing the
response time of the device. Spectroscopy peaks are still roughly discernible in
the measurement, although demodulation would be required to recover these
reliably. In Figure 4.6c, the spectroscopy is shown with both the bias and the
modulation applied, at 3.417 GHz and 16.5 dBm input power. The final EOM
modulation frequency differs slightly from this value, but as a test case this is







Figure 4.7: The graph shows the detection sequence using common mode
suppression, plotting only the period where the sequence differs from the prior
sequence shown in Figure 4.3. (a-d) in this figure directly replaces (a-d) in
the prior sequence, with the corresponding fields off at times (0−13) ms. The
previous two separate beams for detecting F = 1 and 2 are now no longer
present. All other fields are unaffected, i.e. the RF and static field are both
enabled and constant in amplitude during the period shown in this figure.
successful in showing the two sets of spectroscopic peaks measured using the
two main frequency components of the output light. The regions indicating
spectroscopy peaks measured by each sideband are marked using the carrier
region, shifted by minus and plus the modulation frequency for F = 1 and 2
detection light respectively. Although the peaks do not align perfectly with
the marked locations, considering that this is using only a crude frequency
calibration, and the frequency scan is not necessarily wholly linear, this is
a good verification of the capability of the device. We see no indication of
the carrier spectroscopy, showing a good level of suppression, although due to
overlap in carrier frequency with sideband transition peaks we cannot reliably
say by how much this has been suppressed. As there are no 87Rb transitions
in the region of the carrier frequency, a lack of complete carrier suppression
should not alter the state of the atoms in any case.
Sending the output light from the EOM though the main chamber, after
a small fraction is picked off to send to a bias controller, we can now perform
common-mode suppressed two state detection. As the bias controller requires
continuous light, a low intensity beam is always provided to the EOM, but
this light power is increased during the detection pulse (using an AOM, see
Section 5.1.1), and also the MW-modulation is triggered. The detection se-
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quence used is the same as in Figure 4.3, only with a single detection laser
rather than two used sequentially. The altered part of the sequence is shown
in Figure 4.7. Note that although in the long term we will wish to use a
shorter detection pulse due to pumping processes in F = 2 causing issues
with level assignment, atom number issues mean this will have to wait until
after the 87Rb dispensers are replaced to be viable, due to our weak signal
strength. In Figure 4.8a a Rabi cycle is shown, with atoms prepared in the
bare state |1, 0〉 and driven to |2, 0〉 using a MW-probe, with the data taken
using a single detection laser for both states. An example modulated signal,
with the atoms in a 50 : 50 superposition of the two states, is shown in Fig-
ure 4.8b. Due to the maximum input power of the EOM, allowing through
only 0.25 mW of detection light for each state rather than the 0.5 mW used
previously, the mean amplitude of the detected signal will be lower than that
of the signal from the two laser system, Figure 4.4a. However the main differ-
ence is in atom number, as depleted dispensers at the time the common-mode
suppressed data was taken make the signal size much reduced. Replacing the
dispensers will give a much better indication of the shape of the signal, and
reduce the relative noise level, although time constrains have meant that this
has not yet been achieved.
Signal analysis has been performed in the same manner as in the two laser
case, described in Section 4.2.2. The only difference is that it is the phase
of the signal, rather than the individual detection pulses, which labels the
states. As F = 1 and 2 have opposite signs of Landé g-Factors, these will
precess in opposite directions. This means that when the incoming light is
at 45◦ to the quantisation axis, adjusted using a half-waveplate, the two F -
signals will be 90◦ out of phase. This will manifest as real and imaginary
parts of the demodulated signal obtained using Eq. 4.37. Similarly to when
demodulating the signal in Figure 4.4a, we consider only the region of balanced
signal between the large spikes caused by switching the detection light on and
off. Shown in Figure 4.9bi for a state where the atoms are primarily in F = 1,
and Figure 4.9bi for atoms primarily in F = 2, these signals are extracted
from the region (60 − 200) ms in data such as Figure 4.8b. The figure is a
plot of the imaginary and real parts of U from Eq. 4.36, which correspond
to signals from population in F = 1 and 2 respectively. We can clearly see
that the signal in F = 1 is strong in the first figure, with the F = 2 signal
showing only noise around zero signal, and vice versa in the second figure. An
alternative way to display this same data is using phasor graphs, which plot
the real versus imaginary signal at all times. Figures 4.9ai and 4.9aii show the
corresponding phasor plots for the two cases. The noise level, measured before
the detection beams are triggered, is also plotted in both phasor graphs. We
see that for the largely F = 1 state, the signal is purely imaginary, aside from
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(a) Rabi Cycle (b) Example Modulated Signal
Figure 4.8: Using a single laser passed through an EOM in order to simul-
taneously detect population in both F -levels, (a) shows a Rabi cycle on the
bare transition |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 0〉. An example modulated detection signal u is
shown in (b), along with its mode function ũ for a 50 : 50 superposition of
population in both F -levels. The reduced signal strength compared to Fig-
ure 4.4a is partially due to a 50% reduction in the intensity of the detection
light, but primarily due to a reduced atom number in the cloud caused by
87Rb dispenser depletion.
a real component which is comparable to the noise level, and likewise the
F = 2 signal is purely real when we discount the noise. The pairs of figures
(i) and (ii) show analysis of the signals at 60 ms and 120 ms in Figure 4.8a
respectively. The F = 1 signal is a factor of ∼ 3 smaller than the F = 2 signal,
as predicted by Table 4.1, although this is accounted for in the analysis.
Ideally the relative signal to noise ratio for both the original system and
the common-mode suppression would be analysed, when measuring the atom
fraction in a given state. However, in order to do this accurately we require a
larger signal strength, achievable with a higher atom number. Currently we
see from Figure 4.8b that the signal strength is much diminished compared
to the previous case of Figure 4.4a, due to a reduction in achievable atom
number by a factor of more than 10 in the nearly two years between measure-
ments. Replacing the 87Rb dispensers is therefore the next major step in the
experimental plan, at which point it will be possible to access the scientific
benefits of the common mode suppressed scheme. Practical benefits of the
single detection laser method in the day to day running of the experiment are
given in Section 5.1.2.
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(ai) Phasor Plot, State F = 1 (aii) Phasor Plot, State F = 2
(bi) Temporal Plot, State F = 1 (bii) Temporal Plot, State F = 2
Figure 4.9: The overall phase of a detection signal denotes the internal state
of the atom. In (a) phasor graphs, decomposing the detection signal into real
and imaginary parts, show that when atoms are prepared in F = 1 the signal
is imaginary, and for F = 2 the signal is real. A noise measurement is also
shown for reference, taken from signals such as Figure 4.8b at < 35 ms (i.e.
before the detection beam is triggered). At (60− 200) ms the detection beam
is enabled, and this is the region of interest in (b). The demodulated signal in
this region is plotted as a function of time, with the real and imaginary parts
showing the population in F = 1 and 2 separately.
Chapter 5
Experimental Apparatus
In this chapter, the equipment and experimental set-up used to take the data
in thesis are detailed. The laser system which generates the required powers
and frequencies of infrared (IR) light is described in Section 5.1. Other nec-
essary equipment to generate the static and oscillation magnetic fields and
vacuum system are detailed in Section 5.2.
5.1 Laser System
This section describes the laser system used for cooling, manipulating and
detecting the atoms in our experiment. The original system was developed by
previous PhD students, most recently Dr Sindhu Jammi, and is detailed in her
thesis [97]; the cooler and repumper laser system remains unchanged from this
time. The original system used six lasers, although we have since upgraded
to require only four lasers to provide the same functionality with increased
robustness. In this section we first go through the method of generating the re-
quired IR powers and frequencies (Section 5.1.1), before describing the layout
of the optical components and beam paths in the experiment (Section 5.1.2).
5.1.1 Generating the Beams
The IR frequencies used in this experiment are generated using external cav-
ity diode lasers (ECDLs). Starting with the basics of how these work, we
then state the requirements on the powers of each of the beams. Details of
the required frequencies and the laser locking methods used for frequency
stabilisation are then given.
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LensDiode Grating
OutputMirror
Figure 5.1: The figure shows a schematic of the workings of an external-
cavity diode-laser in the Littmann-Metcalf configuration. A semiconductor
diode provides IR light, collimated by a lens, and adjusted in frequency
using a diffraction grating. An adjustable mirror allows for cavity length
and hence resonant wavelength adjustment whilst also providing robustness
against changes in the output beam angle. Adapted from [154].
Diode Lasers
Conventional IR lasers operate using an anti-reflection coated semiconductor
laser diode and an external cavity. For details of such diodes, see [4]. Light
output from the diode passes through a collimating lens, before hitting an
optical grating. The diffraction grating has a periodically structured reflective
surface, the orientation of which determines the resonant frequency of the
cavity, and hence the output wavelength of the laser. Optical feedback to the
laser diode due to the external cavity improves the frequency stability of the
output light, hence reducing the linewidth of the laser [66]. A simple (Littrow)
set-up consisting of a diode pointing at an adjustable grating has the downside
that the angle of the output light is highly dependent on the grating position.
This is the set-up used by our standard home-build ECDLs. A configuration
which is robust against such changes, know as a Littmann-Metcalf set-up,
has an additional mirror opposite the grating which is adjusted instead of the
grating itself [32]. This is shown in Figure 5.1, and is the configuration used
by our Toptica ECDLs.
Optical isolators are required after this stage in order to only allow light
in one direction and prevent unwanted feedback from undesired reflections
later in the set-up. Beams output from simple ECDLs will not necessarily be
Gaussian in profile. In order to adjust the beam shape, a pair of anamorphic
prisms is used. These (right-angled) triangular prisms can be arranged such
that the relative width of the beam in the horizontal direction, in comparison
with the vertical direction, can be adjusted to achieve a circular profile [173].
Further sets of spherical lenses may also be necessary to change the area of
this Gaussian beam. Commercial lasers typically have inbuilt optical isolators
and beam shaping optics before the output, so such components are not nec-
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essary externally to the laser package. With the home-built lasers, external
components are required.
Beam Requirements
A number of different IR wavelengths and powers are required to operate the
experiment, as described in Chapters 3 and 4, for preparing and detecting
the atomic state respectively. A total of six different frequencies of light
are needed, of appropriate powers. Discussion of the required powers and
frequencies follows below, and is summarised in Table 5.1. In general, the
higher the cooler beam power the better, as this will provide faster cooling
due to a stronger molasses force. This is because the amplitude of the beam
is proportional to the Rabi frequency of the transition, which changes the
damping factor as seen in Eq. 3.1. Our cooler power is limited by the output
power of our TA Pro laser. Approximately 200 mW of power is output from
the main optical bench after frequency shifts, which is then divided into 3
equal power orthogonal beams, and can obtain a MOT of ∼ 2 × 107 atoms
after 2 s, which could be increased substantially using new Rb dispensers. The
repump power is required to be sufficient to prevent sizable losses to the F = 1
dark state. As we obtain diminishing returns on increases in atom number
with repump power (due to the finite number of atoms in the dark state),
our 30 mW repump beam is sufficiently close to saturation. The absorption
imaging power must not exceed ∼ 0.5 mW to avoid saturation at the camera,
which would prevent accurate measurement of the atom number, as described
in Section 3.1.2. The state cleaning power needs to be high enough to remove
all atoms in F = 2 in a reasonable time frame, and we find that 0.5 mW of
Beam Transition Detuning/(2π) (MHz) Power (mW)
Optical Pump
F = 1→ F ′ = 1
∆op = -30 0.8
Detect F = 1 ∆F1 = 60 0.25
Detect F = 2 F = 2→ F ′ = 2 ∆F2 = -200 0.25
Repump F = 1→ F ′′ = 2 0 30
Cooler
F = 2→ F ′′ = 3





Table 5.1: The table shows the frequencies of the beams in the experiment,
with the transition and detuning given, as well as the power in each beam.








































Figure 5.2: The figures (a) and (b) show the frequencies of the lasers on the D1
and D2-lines respectively. The spectroscopic data in (ai) and (bi) were taken
using the detection and the cooler laser respectively. Solid and dashed lines
indicate transitions and crossover transitions. Black vertical lines indicate the
frequencies the lasers are locked to (or receive as an input to the EOM). The
turquoise arrow marks the detection laser frequency before the EOM, and
other coloured arrows indicate the frequencies of the beams labelled on the
relevant transitions in (aii) and (bii). All coloured arrows in (ai) and (bi)
are AOM shifts, aside from the blue and green which are EOM sidebands.
Adapted from [97] with frequency calibrations from [171].
power for 2.5 ms is sufficient. Likewise an optical pump power of 0.8 mW
is sufficient to pump the majority of the atoms to the desired state in 2 ms.
Both frequencies of detection light are required to be ∼ 0.5 mW for optimal
detection strength, as too high a power will saturate the balanced photodiode.
Due to limitations on the maximum light power which can be pushed through
the EOM, the output power is only ∼ 0.25 mW per frequency component,
which although not optimal is still sufficient for our purposes.
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Optical Pump DL Pro (1) D1
Spectroscopy
F = 1→ F ′ = 1
Lamb Dip
−30∗ - 5.3a
Detect F = 1






Detect F = 2 −3.14
Repump DL 100 D2
Spectroscopy










∗ Beam split from laser into lock to +140 MHz, output to +110 MHz
Table 5.2: The table shows how the multiple beams used in the experiment
are produced at the correct frequencies from the four Toptica Photonics lasers.
This includes details of the locking, either to spectroscopy or a beat signal, as
well as the AOM frequencies and EOM frequencies where applicable. The final
column shows the figure number where the spectroscopy and lock signals can
be seen in Figure 5.3. The spectroscopic signals for the D1 and D2-lines are
shown in Figure 5.2ai and 5.2bi respectively, with locking frequencies labelled.
Table 5.1 details the relevant transitions and detunings for each of the
beams, and the frequencies are also marked in Figure 5.2. In Figures 5.2ai
and 5.2bi the saturated absorption spectroscopy signal of the detection and
cooler lasers are shown respectively, with both the frequencies of the final
beams and the frequencies the lasers are directly locked to indicated above.
Features in the spectrum are also labelled, with grey solid lines indicating tran-
sitions from F to F ′ or F ′′ (D1 or D2-line transitions respectively), and grey
dashed lines indicating the associated crossover transitions. In Figures 5.2aii
and 5.2bii the final frequencies of the beams are shown, with the colours of the
arrows labelled in (ii) corresponding to the same beams in (i). The method
of locking the lasers to the correct frequencies is described in the following
section, along with further description of the absorption spectrum.
Laser Locking
In this section the method of generating the correct frequencies of IR light
for each of the required beams is detailed. Typically the required frequen-
cies of laser light are resonant or near resonant with an atomic transition,
but are locked relative to a different transition. This is because for fast
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(a) Optical Pump Laser (b) Detection Laser
(c) Repump Laser (d) Cooler Laser
Figure 5.3: The spectroscopy signals for the four different lasers are marked
with coloured lines, with the optical pump, detection, repump and cooler
shown in (a-d) respectively. Their respective lock signals are shown in black
in the same figures. In (a) and (c) this is a derivative lock signal, and in (b)
and (d) the square waves are generated using beats to the respective derivative
signals. The transitions from F → F ′ on the D1-line are labelled in (a) and
(b) and the F → F ′′ transitions on D2 are labelled in (c) and (d). Solid and
dashed vertical lines mark transitions and crossover transitions respectively.
Some transition peaks are not visible as not all spectroscopy measurements
are properly saturated. Frequency calibrations are from [171].
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(∼microsecond) switching times we require the use of acousto-optic modula-
tors (AOMs). These devices consist of a crystal, in our case tellurium dioxide,
and a piezo-electric transducer to provide radio-frequency modulation, which
causes diffraction of the light at multiples of an angle proportional to the wave-
length (for small angles). As each of these orders of light (save for the zeroth
order) are being scattered from a moving plane, they gain a change in fre-
quency given by the scattering order multiplied by the radio-frequency. This
allows fast switching of light through non-zero orders, by toggling whether the
modulation signal is provided. AOMs can also be used for changing output
light power, by controlling the amplitude of the modulation signal. For more
details on AOMs, see [59].
The locking frequencies and AOM shifts were shown in Figure 5.2 relative
to the absorption spectroscopy data. When the light is near-resonant with
a transition it will be absorbed and scattered, causing a reduction in the
transmitted light intensity, as measured using a photodiode (PD). Measuring
the PD signal as a function of laser frequency will give a spectrum which is
representative of the internal structure of the atom. Naturally occurring Rb
contains both isotopes 85Rb and 87Rb, and as such we see peaks relating to
transitions in both isotopes in the spectroscopy. Figure 5.3 shows the relevant
sections of the spectroscopy taken with each of the four lasers in the vicinity
of the locking frequencies. The main peaks are Doppler broadened, as atoms
in the hot vapour cell are moving at a range of velocities, and as such will
experience different frequencies of laser light as being resonant.
The use of two beams, a high power pump and a low power probe, leads to
the emergence of sharper lines known as Lamb dips. Due to the fixed detun-
ing, these counter-propagating beams will excite atoms moving in opposite
directions, aside from on resonance with a transition, where both beams will
affect atoms which have roughly zero velocity parallel to the laser beam. The
pump beam excites these atoms to a saturation state where the population in
the ground and excited state are roughly equal. The probe beam will therefore
be less attenuated by the atoms at this point, and will appear as a peak in the
spectroscopic frequency scan. This is not the only form of spectral feature:
as counter-propagating beams will have an equal and opposite Doppler shift
relative to the atom, at halfway between two transition frequencies (from the
same initial energy level) some atoms will see both beams as being resonant,
meaning that atoms of this frequency are excited by the pump beam, and
therefore do not absorb the probe. These are crossover transitions which also
manifest as peaks in the spectrum, for more details see [139].
The method of locking each of the lasers is given in Table 5.2. Two lasers,
one on each of the D-lines, are locked to spectroscopy using a derivative lock
signal. A description of the method of generating a derivative lock signal
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and using proportional-integral-derivative control to stabilise the frequency of
lasers is given in my Master’s thesis [70]. In Figure 5.3a the spectroscopy and
derivative signal for locking to the F = 1 → F ′ = 1 Lamb dip are shown for
the optical pumping laser. In Figure 5.3c the spectroscopy and lock signal for
the repump laser are shown, locking on the F = 1→ F ′ = 1⊗2 crossover peak.
Derivative locks require demodulation of a signal with an applied frequency;
in the case of the repump beam the laser itself is modulated, and in the case
of the optical pumping laser the spectroscopy cell is modulated.
A mechanical shutter is placed on the cooler beam, as it is such high power
that any light from incorrect orders through the AOM which are not fully
cropped by the iris could affect the state of the atoms. As the imaging and
state cleaning light are switched using the same AOM, a further mechanical
shutter on the imaging beam ensures the state cleaning beam can be used
separately. The detunings of the beams can be optimised by altering the radio-
frequency applied to the AOM, adjusting the frequency to ensure optimal
signal size at the end of the sequence, either in the absorption signal or the
state-dependent detection signal as appropriate. This is performed using the
same method as was shown in Figure 3.2b for the MOT frequency, and we note
that the optical pumping must be calibrated using the appropriate initial m-
level, and calibrating the absorption imaging frequency also ensures the state
cleaning beam frequency is correct.
The other two lasers are beat-locked, although the spectroscopy for both
the detection (Figure 5.3b) and cooler (Figure 5.3d) lasers are still measured so
as to be able identify the frequency of the beatlock signal. In all spectroscopy
plots (orange for optical pumping, turquoise for detection, pink for repump
and red for cooler) the colours are the same as the labels in Figure 5.2. When
two frequencies of light are combined using a mixer, the output light will be
at two frequencies, the sum and the difference of the two inputs. With the
use of appropriate low-pass filters to keep only the difference between the two
signals, we can then use a mixer to combine the detected beat signal with a
reference signal from an oscillator which is set at the desired frequency differ-
ence between the two lasers. The difference between these two signals can be
minimised with the use of beat-lock electronics, as described in [6]. Such elec-
tronics provide a reference step-function signal shown in Figures 5.3b and 5.3d,
which is high when the frequency difference is positive and low when negative,
or visa versa. We therefore lock the laser to the edge of the function, where
the frequency difference is zero. Only details of the common-mode suppressed,
single detection beam laser set-up are given in Table 5.2 and associated fig-
ures, but originally two separate detection lasers were individually beat-locked
to the optical pumping beam.
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5.1.2 Optical Bench and Chamber Optics
In this section the paths taken by all beams on the optical bench and though
the main chamber are explained. Firstly, the current system using four lasers
to produce all beams is detailed, followed by the original six-laser system.
Both systems have been used to take sets of data shown in this thesis, and
some of the data was taken by the system at interim stages during the upgrade.
The advantages of using the current system for common-mode suppression in
the detection system were given in Section 4.2.3. Other changes to the system
were made to increase its robustness and reduce experimental downtime.
Four Laser System
We see from Figure 5.4 that there are four lasers forming the six different
frequencies of light. The correct laser frequencies are all generated on the
main optical bench, and then taken to the main chamber set-up by six optical
fibres and one periscope. The optical pumping and repump lasers both only
provide a single frequency to be output to the main chamber. The detection
laser provides both the F = 1 and F = 2 detection beams, using an EOM.
The cooler laser provides the cooling light, as well as the absorption imaging
and detection beams. This is the only laser with multiple outputs from the
main optical bench (as both frequencies of detection beam are output through
the same fibre). A periscope takes the high power cooler beam to the main
set-up, and two optical fibres take each of the state cleaning and imaging
beams, which are of the same frequency but require different paths through
the chamber.
Figure 5.5 shows three different cuts through the main chamber optical
set-up. A single cooler beam arrives in this region on the lower level below
the chamber (Figure 5.5a), and is then split into three beams using two beam
splitters. The vertical cooler beam is combined with repump light in order to
provide all the necessary frequencies for locking. All MOT beams are retrore-
flected, with waveplates providing the correct polarisations for trapping. As
the spherical octagon main chamber has a total of five pairs of viewports, this
allows the horizontal plane 3D MOT beams to be at 45◦ from both the detec-
tion beams in the z-direction and the imaging beam in the x-direction. Both
the CCD and the balanced PD shown in Figure 5.5c allow for the relaying
of data to the laboratory computer. The final two beams, for state cleaning
and optical pumping, are mounted at a small angle from vertical, in order
to pass through the region of the atomic cloud without requiring components
blocking the x-direction MOT beam (Figure 5.5b).
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Figure 5.4: The figure shows the layout of the optical bench used in this
experiment. The four lasers generate six beams of the correct frequency and
power for output to the main chamber (Figure 5.5). Electronics labelled
BT and PD are bias-tees and photodiodes respectively. AOMs display their
modulation frequency ωAOM/(2π) in MHz.
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(c) Upper View (Through Chamber)
Figure 5.5: Beam paths cross through the main chamber from all three Carte-
sian directions. In (a) the optical bench below the main chamber is shown,
where beams are distributed between the various levels labelled. In (b) we
see beams in the x − z plane, including all beams passing vertically through
the main chamber. In (c) we see all beams passing horizontally (in the y − z
plane) through the main chamber. Electronics labelled BPD and CCD are
the balanced photodiode and camera respectively.
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Original System and Upgrades
The experiment has been altered from the original laser system in place at
the beginning of my PhD. Details of the old system are provided as much of
the spectroscopy data was taken using this set-up. Initially six ECDLs were
used: three from Toptica Photonics and three home-built lasers. The Toptica
lasers are still present in the experiment, but the home-built lasers have been
removed and one further Toptica laser added. The cooler and repump lasers
are unchanged, and the detection laser was already present but has moved
position and purpose. The layout of the original D1-laser system is shown in
Figure 5.6a, where two lasers were used to generate the F = 1 and 2 detection
components separately. The use of an EOM to generate both frequencies from
a single laser has the advantage of providing common-mode suppression, as
detailed in Section 4.2.3. The laser which originally produced the F = 1
detection beam is now providing simultaneous detection of both states. In
the original case, the two detection beams were combined together using a
Wollaston prism (Figure 5.6b) before entering the main chamber. Although
overlapped in their path through the atom cloud, the beams were not both
pulsed at the same time unlike in the current system.
Due to instabilities in the frequency of all the home-built lasers, which
contained diodes approaching the end of their usable lifespan, these were
all removed. In addition to the removal of the F = 2 detection laser, the
optical pumping laser was replaced with a Toptica DL-Pro. The stability
of the optical pumping laser is key to the functionality of the experiment,
as it provides the reference for the beat signal locking the detection laser.
Replacing the home-built ECDL, which is more susceptible to thermal drifts
and mode-hopping, has improved the robustness of all three frequencies of
light on the D1-line. The imaging and state cleaning was originally produced
by a separate home-built laser, but this has also been removed, and instead
a small fraction of light from the cooler beam is picked off and used for this
purpose. This is the only difference in the set-up of D2-lasers compared to
in Figure 5.4. Polarising beam splitters and waveplates allow for complete
control over the power fraction in each of the beams.
The decreased maintenance needs of the experiment with fewer, more ro-
bust lasers, allows both for additional time the experiment is fully operational,
as well as improving the quality of the data by reducing the amount of times
a laser will come unlocked during an experimental run. The need to stop
data taking, lock the lasers and delete any points with incorrect locking, in-
troduces irregular time delays between data points. Due to drifts in atom
number over the course of a day, the detected signals require normalisation
by a fit to the total atom number. Any discontinuities in the smooth fit, due
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Figure 5.6: The beam paths for the laser system with two separate detection
lasers are shown in the figure. The optical bench configuration for the D1-
lasers is shown in (a). The method of combining these two beams at the
vacuum chamber using a Wollaston prism is shown in (b), with other beams
though this level the same as in Figure 5.5c. AOMs display their modulation
frequency ωAOM/(2π) in MHz.
to increased time between measurements, will lead to additional noise in the
processed data. Some experimental runs take many hours, and therefore the
lasers may come unlocked several times during one data set, so such irregu-
larities are unavoidable. However, more robust locking reduces this effect. A
further advantage is that the commercial lasers provide inbuilt optical isola-
tion and beam shaping, as well as a different grating configuration, allowing
























Figure 5.7: The figure shows a schematic of the vacuum system used in the
experiment. Optical access to the chapter is possible through 10 viewports,
and Rb dispensers and pumps are attached via a T and an 8-way connector to
the main chamber respectively. Due to perspective, axes are only indicative.
for wavelength adjustment without changing the angle of the output beam.
5.2 Other Apparatus
In this section, we go through the various physical equipment and electronics
necessary to run this experiment. We begin with the vacuum chamber set-up
(Section 5.2.1), then detail the equipment used for generating the static and
AC-magnetic fields (Section 5.2.2). The majority of this equipment was in
place at the start of my PhD, see [97]. The new circuitry used to enable the
generation of multiple MW-dressings is detailed in Section 5.2.3.
5.2.1 Vacuum Equipment and Dispensers
In order to be able to perform ultra-cold atom experiments, an ultra-high
vacuum (UHV) system is a requirement. Typically UHV is classed as roughly
< 10−9 Torr, in the region of free molecular flow, where collisions with the
chamber edges are much more common than collisions between atoms. As
the lifetime of atoms in a MOT is inversely proportional to the vacuum pres-
sure [17], the lower the pressure the better. Our vacuum system has a pressure
of ∼ 5 × 10−10 Torr, which gives a lifetime of the order of tens of seconds,
which is adequate for our ∼ 3 s sequences.
A schematic of the vacuum system in shown in Figure 5.7. The main cham-
ber is where the atom cloud is trapped and manipulation of the internal state
of the atom occurs. The spherical octagon chamber design, with eight small
side ports and large ports at the top and bottom, has viewports fitted directly
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to eight of the connectors. In order to attach all the necessary components for
maintaining the vacuum in the chamber without removing optical access to
the remaining two small chamber ports, connectors are required. On one side
of the main chamber a T-connector horizontally attaches the main chamber to
a viewport, as well as holding the vertically mounted Rb dispensers. The port
on other side of the chamber connects to a six-way cross, which also contains
a viewport, allowing optical access along the dashed line marked in the figure.
Together with our main chamber viewports, this allows for significant optical
access to the centre of the chamber.
The other components connected to the six-way cross are used to form and
maintain the vacuum. The gate valve and connection for roughing pump allow
for the initial pump down into a pressure range where the ion pump can take
over. Before this stage a bakeout must be been performed, where the chamber
is wrapped in heating tape for several days to remove any contamination from
inside the chamber which could lead to outgassing. At this stage the gate valve
can be closed and the turbo pump safely removed, allowing the ion pump to
maintain vacuum using a metal getter material which absorbs or otherwise
reacts with particles in the chamber. The ion pump continuously sputters
getter material in order to refresh the top layer. A titanium sublimation
pump is also connected, which similarly releases a getter material, although
this requires active heating of the titanium filament to refresh the getter. The
titanium sublimation pump is used for removing active gases such as oxygen
and carbon dioxide, whereas the ion pump removes inactive materials such as
hydrogen and the noble gasses. For more details on vacuum systems see [184].
An ion gauge is also connected in order to monitor the vacuum pressure.
In addition to sufficiently high vacuum, we also require the presence of
87Rb atoms in the chamber. For this we use dispensers which release atoms
when heated by an applied current. Typically these dispensers take ∼ 30 min-
utes to heat up to the requisite temperature for our desired atom number
whilst at high current, and this can then be dropped over the course of the
day to try maintain a relatively stable atom number. The maximum MOT
number will be limited by the vapour pressure of 87Rb in the chamber, and we
find for a typical dispenser current this power is sufficient to trap ≈ 107 atoms
with a 2 s MOT time, which is adequate for our purposes. We keep our MOT
times short as atom number has not been a key constraint with relatively new
dispensers, whereas maximising the number of data points which can be taken
in one day is important. Taking a single experimental run over multiple days
is inadvisable due to atom number drifts which will lead to discontinuities
in amplitude when piecing together data sets, and these cannot reliably be
normalised out.
We do however normalise for atom number drifts over the course of a
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long (∼hours) experimental run, as smooth thermal drifts can be removed
by a simple division by a polynomial fit to the total atom number (adding
together the F = 1 and F = 2 signals, accounting for relative detection
strength). Dispenser currents can be increased to reduce MOT times further,
but due to the finite amount of 87Rb available it is best not to run dispensers
at maximum current continuously, as well as to turn these off overnight, in
order to only need to break the vacuum and replace the dispensers once every
few years. The system also had two sets of dispensers inbuilt, so when the
first set failed a back-up was instantly available.
5.2.2 Magnetic Field Generation
A number of static and AC-magnetic fields are required in this experiment.
Uniform magnetic fields can be generated with a pair of Helmholtz coils,
which generate an approximately spatially invariant static magnetic field in
the central region between the two coils. In Figure 5.8a the three pairs of coils
around the the main chamber are shown; all pairs of coils must be oriented
such that current flows in the plane perpendicular to the axis of the desired
static field, and be centred on the main chamber. Due to residual static fields
in the laboratory, both from geomagnetism and laboratory equipment, current
compensation is provided in all three pairs of coils. The required compensation
voltages are given in Table 5.3. These voltages are continuously applied, and
are the zero offset for any voltages used to generate static fields. When altering
static fields, in order to achieve fast switching the current is jumped to higher
than required for ∼ 1 ms, then jumped down to the required value in order to
cancel oscillatory effects, as illustrated in Figure 5.8b. The current oscillations
are of the form
I = Ifinale
−t/τ sin(ωosct), (5.1)
Field Compensation (V) a (V/G)
Bx 0.58 -
By 0.81 0.48± 0.02
Bz −0.51 −7.0± 0.2
Table 5.3: Three pairs of mutually perpendicular Helmholtz coils are used to
cancel residual static fields in the main chamber. The compensation voltage
applied to each of coils is given in the table, and the calibration factors a, the
voltage per unit static field at the region of the atomic cloud, is also given.
Bx is for compensation only.










(a) Field Generation Equipment (b) Coil Oscillations
Figure 5.8: A schematic of the equipment used for generation of all static and
AC-magnetic fields is shown in (a). Three pairs of coils are used for the static
fields, and an RF-coil above and a MW-horn below the main chamber provide
the required AC-fields. Due to perspective, axes are only indicative. In (b)
the effects of jumping the current through a coil is shown. The set current is
shown (dashed brown) in comparison to the actual current through the coil
(solid brown). Oscillations which would occur with only a single current jump
are shown in dashed black, as given by Eq. 5.1.
where Ifinal is the desired current, τ is the time constant of the damping and
ωosc is the current oscillation angular frequency, which is dependent on the
coil inductance [26]. The duration and magnitude of the first current change
needs to be calibrated such that the initial oscillation cancels the oscillation
caused by the second jump.
The MOT quadrupole coils are wound on top of the x-coils, with one of
the currents counter-propagating. We recall from Eq. 3.2 that the trapping
force provided by the MOT is proportional to the spatial gradient of the static
field, therefore the tightness of a quadrupole trap will increase with the current
passed through the coils. For tight traps however, the capture volume for the
atoms decreases. Our quadrupole current is slightly below the optimal for
maximum atom capture, but sufficiently close for this not to be significant.
The maximum input current is limited by our field-effect-transistors, used to
reduce quasi-static field fluctuations after fast switching of the coil currents.
The resonant static magnetic field is known to be 257 mG due to the
frequency of the applied RF-dressing at 180 kHz (Eq. 2.32). We calibrate
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(a) Static Field y
(b) Static Field z (c) Field Angle Calibration
Figure 5.9: A graph of the measured atomic signal in both F -states is shown in
(a) and (b) as a function of the voltage applied to the y and z-coils, giving the
resonance voltages (−1.925 ± 0.003) V and (0.1182 ± 0.0002) V respectively.
A colour-map of the detected signal from a pure |1,−1〉 state is shown in (c)
for possible combinations of fields in the y and z-directions. A fit to the peak
signal values shows a simple trigonometric relationship between the field angle
and the coil voltages, after appropriate calibration factors are included.
the coils by preparing a 50 − 50 superposition of F = 1 and 2, and then use
our detection method to measure the signal from each state as a function of
voltage. The point at which the signal is maximal is the resonant static field.
From Figures 5.9a and 5.9b for the y and z-coils respectively, we see that
the resonances occur at (−1.925 ± 0.003) V and (0.1182 ± 0.0002) V. These
values are averages of the two F -level resonances, which will differ slightly
due to gF -factor differences. To a good approximation, applied coil voltage is
proportional static field, and as such we can use this data to obtain the static
magnetic field generated by a given pair of coils as a function of voltage, giving
the calibration values a in Table 5.3.
The orientation of the static field can be changed using a combination of
currents in the y and z-coils. In Figure 5.9c, atoms are prepared in a dressed
|1,−1〉 state. Scanning the magnitudes of the voltages in both the y and z-
directions, we measure the final detected signal, which should be maximal at
resonance. A Gaussian fit to the signal strength as a function of Vz for each
set value of Vy gives the peak voltage, as marked with crosses. A circular fit
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to the peak signal shows that the field angle Θ from the y-direction can be set
by a combination of voltages (in Volts) Vy and Vz in the two respective coils,
as given by
Vy = ayBDCsin(Θ), Vz = azBDCcos(Θ), (5.2)
where BDC is the desired static field (in Gauss) and a are the appropriate
calibration factors. This experimentally confirms that the field angle alters
with voltage as expected from simple trigonometric rules.
The RF-fields are provided using a simple coil above the main chamber,
connected to a generator. In order to protect against 50 Hz mains noise,
we trigger our experimental sequence after the MOT stage by introducing a
hold time to ensure the RF is phase locked to the AC-line trigger. The MW
is generated using a wave-guide horn placed underneath the main chamber,
which is optimised for the wavelengths required by our experiment. Both the
RF-coil and MW-horn are labelled in Figure 5.8a. The flare of the horn is
optimised for transmission of a given wavelength λ = w2/
√
3l, where w is
the width of the horn in the direction of the B-field and l is the length of
the horn in this direction [8]. A Rohde and Schwarz MW-generator is used
for spectroscopy. The power of the RF and MW at the location of the atoms
cannot be directly measured, and we rely on measurements of the atomic signal
to obtain this, as will be described in Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 respectively.
5.2.3 Microwave-Dressing Generator
The generator used for MW-dressing (Section 7.2) consists of a different fre-
quency sources, mixed in such a way as to be able to simultaneously provide
multiple MW-dressings at various amplitudes and frequencies. This genera-
tor consists of two crystal-oscillators, at 6 GHz and 100 MHz. In order to
generate the required frequencies in the region of 6.835 GHz, these signals are
combined in the manner shown in Figure 5.10. After mixing the 6 GHz and
1 GHz signals (gained by frequency multiplying the 100 MHz frequency by
a factor of ten) we have an output signal at a combination of 5 and 7 GHz
(as mixers give out the sum and the difference of the two input signals). A
four-slot programmable RF-generator card produces 165 MHz, which after
mixing with a 7 GHz signal gives out 6.835 GHz. The frequency the RF-
card can tuned more finely to give the desired final frequency, accurate to
< 1 kHz. Further combiners can be added to provide higher order dressings
by connecting to other outputs of the RF-generator.
After mixing, a variety of other frequencies will be present, so a cavity
tuned to (6.8± 0.1) GHz is used for filtering. A combiner is then used to put
this signal into the same cable as the MW-probe from our separate generator,
and both signals are then sent to the MW-horn. The output power of the







































Figure 5.10: The figure shows the electrical diagram of the microwave dressing
generator. Frequencies are labelled underneath the electrical connections.
Note that high pass filters remove some but not all incorrect frequencies.
programmable RF-card is adjustable as well as the frequency, allowing for
complete control over the individual dressings. Due to breakable components,
a number of limiters and attenuators are in place in the set-up. Various filters
remove any frequencies which, after mixing, may generate an undesired com-
ponent within the permissible region of the band-pass cavity. Combinations of
amplifiers and attenuators are used to get the required output power with the
available components. All components are protected such that the maximum




In this chapter we make use of microwave fields to study the structure of and
control the internal state of radio-frequency dressed 87Rb atoms. In Section 6.1
we formulate theoretically the effect of applying MW-couplings between the
ground state F -levels in alkali atoms, finding the coupling strengths of the
transitions and their dependence on static magnetic field. As previously, more
specific details are given for the case of 87Rb. We then show experimental
measurements of these transitions, with a focus on transition frequencies,
strengths and linewidths (Section 6.2). The couplings between energy levels
are also considered, both at the field resonance and as a function of static field
(Section 6.3). The field dependence of transition frequencies is measured, and
we then demonstrate the use of a particular transition for interferometry.
6.1 Theoretical Formulation
In this section we study the effect of applying MW-fields to the RF-dressed
atom in order to facilitate transitions between F -manifolds. We begin by
considering the possible transitions which arise due to the RF-dressed quasi-
energies, and the MW-polarisations and frequencies required to address these
(Section 6.1.1). We then use the rotating wave approximation to gain the
strengths of the couplings between these levels (Section 6.1.2). This section
contains theory developed with our collaborators at the University of Sussex
and the Institute of Electronic Structure and Laser, Foundation for Research
and Technology-Hellas, as detailed in our paper [167]. The bare coupling
coefficients are also discussed (Section 6.1.3).
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(b) All Bare Transitions (c) All Groups
Figure 6.1: The figure shows RF-dressed groups of transitions and the corre-
sponding MW-polarisations they can be addressed with. The π-polarised case
(ai) has the MW parallel to the static magnetic field and perpendicular to the
RF, and the σ±-polarised case (aii) has all fields orthogonal. Note that the
axis definitions in (ai) differ from those of physical space. The MW-field ori-
entation is shown in red, grey and blue for σ−, π and σ+ respectively, with the
DC-field shown in brown and the RF in lime (superposition of the green and
yellow σ± RF-couplings from Figure 2.3a). The required MW-polarisation to
drive transitions in each group is labelled on the bare transitions in (b), in the
same colours as in (a). The polarisation and group number is labelled to the
left of each transition, with the exception of the degenerate cases. Each group
forms a set of quasi-energy levels in the dressed case shown in (c), with the
F = 2 levels shown in the colour corresponding to their appropriate bare tran-
sition polarisation (the superposition σ± states are shown in purple). This is
equivalent to displaying the groups as having a fixed set of F = 2 level energies
and showing F = 1 as a set of quasi-energy levels. Note that the frequency
spacing between the groups of levels is not to scale. Adapted from [97] and
our paper [167].
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6.1.1 Dressed Microwave Transitions
Working from the complete picture of the ground state energies of the RF-
dressed levels in the weak field regime established in Chapter 2, we can con-
sider the effects of adding couplings between magnetic sublevels in the two
F -manifolds. These couplings will be of MW-frequency due to the energy
splitting between the two manifolds of EHFS = ~ωHFS = h × 6.8347 GHz for
87Rb [171]. As both the levels |F, 0〉 and |F + 1, 0〉 have no static field de-
pendence, the transition between these levels is fixed at EHFS. For the bare
atom in the presence of a static field, m-levels in each manifold are spaced
by ~ωbare = µBgFBDC (Eq. 2.13). Therefore transitions between F -manifolds
will occur at
ωbare,F,m̄→F+1,m̄′ = ωHFS + ωbarem
′ − ωbarem (6.1)
for all possible combinations of m and m′, given by |m| ≤ F , |m′| ≤ F + 1,
|m−m′| ≤ 1. Applying the RF-dressing ωRF = ωbare causes the frequency of
transitions between the m̄ levels in different F -manifolds to become
EnF,m̄→F+1,m̄′ = EHFS + n~ωRF + EF+1,m̄′ − EF,m̄, (6.2)
for transitions |F, m̄〉 → |F + 1, m̄′〉, where EF,m̄ is given by Eq. 2.43. n is the
group number, which corresponds to the bare state transition being addressed.
Using Eq. 2.42 we see that in the case of BDC = Bres then
ωnF,m̄→F+1,m̄′ = ωHFS + nωRF + Ω
+
RFm̄
′ − Ω−RFm̄, (6.3)
which is more helpful for the categorising of transitions, as we shall see in
Section 6.2 when we study the full dressed spectrum.
We now consider the emergence and nature of the groups n, which are
strongly dependent on the polarisation of the MW-probe. For the π-polarised
MW case, the MW is parallel to the static field (Figure 6.1ai), and in the σ±
cases the MW rotates in the plane perpendicular to the static field with the
appropriate helicity (Figure 6.1aii). Note that here we define the static field to
be always in the z-direction, which for the π-polarised case requires a rotation
by 90◦ in the y−z plane with respect to the coordinate system defined for the
laboratory, such as that shown in Figure 5.5. This is due to our experiment
having a fixed MW-field direction, due to the single stationary MW-horn, and
altering the polarisation experienced by the atoms by controlling the static
field orientation. Photons of polarisation σ = σ±, π have angular momentum
ς = ±1, 0 respectively. The group number |n| ≤ 2F + 1 (where the value F is
that of the lower of the two levels), and the number of transitions which can
be addressed with each polarisation of MW is given by 2F + 1. In 87Rb we
have |n| ≤ 3, so three bare transitions are possible to address with each
polarisation, giving a total of 9 possible transitions. The polarisation σ−
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forms the groups n = −3,−1, 1, π forms the groups n = −2, 0, 2 and σ+
forms groups n = −1, 1, 3. These transitions are labelled in Figure 6.1b,
where we see that the groups n = ±1 can be addressed by two polarisations
σ±. In the general case, a total of 6F + 3 bare transitions are allowed by the
standard selection rules, 2F of which will be degenerate.
For our purposes, because our MW is linearly-polarised and we there-
fore cannot generate the σ±-polarisations separately, we treat our dressed
87Rb atom as having a set of 7 groups. Each of these forms a set of quasi-
energy levels at multiples of the RF-dressing frequency, as shown in Fig-
ure 6.1c. The RF-dressing field in our experiment is relatively weak, with an
RF Rabi frequency more than 10 times smaller than the dressing frequency,
with ωRF/(2π) = 180 kHz and Ω
±
RF/(2π) ≈ 12 kHz, meaning that there is
no overlap in frequency between transitions in different groups at around the
resonant static field. The purpose of the application of a MW-field is to spec-
troscopically probe the transitions, and for the preparation of atoms in any
chosen state. In full Floquet theory, these quasi-energy levels are a conse-
quence of the periodic boundary conditions of the system [105], meaning that
energy levels in groups |n| ≥ 2F + 2 also exist, but are much suppressed and
therefore we discount these from our model.
In our experiment, spectroscopy is performed by preparing a pure |F, m̄〉
state and then applying a MW-pulse of some frequency ωMW. If population is
transferred between F -levels by the application of the MW, this frequency is
close to that of a transition. The experimental implementation of this method
in the bare case was described in Section 3.2.1. To theoretically model this in
the dressed case, first we must formulate the effects of the addition of a new
magnetic field. This will add a new term to Eq. 2.19, causing the total field
to become
B̂(t) = B̂DC + B̂RF(ωRFt) + B̂MW(ωMWt). (6.4)
The MW is of a form similar to that of the RF from Eq. 2.21:




B̂MW = B+MWê+ +B−MWê− +BπMWêπ.
(6.5)




0 + ĤDC + ĤRF + ĤMW. (6.6)
It is now necessary to transfer to a rotating frame by a method similar to the
RF-case in Sec. 2.2.2.
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6.1.2 Rotating Wave Approximation
This derivation follows the formalism detailed in our paper [167]. Using the
same form as Eq.s 2.12 and 2.38, we have the Hamiltonian
ĤMW = µBgJB̂MW.Ĵ, (6.7)
where we are now using Ĵ instead of F̂ as the MW is coupling between F -
manifolds, and it is therefore no longer valid to treat the vectors with respect
to a single value F̂. We are once again using spherical polar coordinates as
defined in Eq. 2.20, and the angular momentum relations from Appendix A.1.








similarly to the RF case in Eq. 2.24, with ησ given by Eq. 2.25. The com-
ponents of angular momentum J±,π should not be confused with the ladder








We note that Jπ ≡ J0 found elsewhere in literature [60].
We recall that σ = σ±, π for ς = ±1, 0. As previously, for subscripts we are
using the notational simplification σ− = −σ+ and π = −π, which states that
different values σ relate in the same way as their associated angular momenta
ς. Because B̂∗ must be counter rotating with respect to B̂, and will therefore
couple to a different spin component of Ĵ in the case of σ±-polarisation, we
introduce the MW-field components















Using the same method we applied to F̂ in Eq. 2.51, we now require two
rotations. We begin with the rotation around the RF-field using the same
Û± = e
±iωRFtFz from Eq. 2.27 (setting ϕ = 0). Our second rotation is around
θF , as defined in Eq. 2.47. This operator is labelled Ûy(θF+1, θF ), and accounts
for rotations in the two different manifolds. It is related to the single manifold
rotation operator Ûy(θF ) from Eq. 2.49.
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Applying these rotations to Ĵ gives
ˆ̄J = Û †y(θF+1, θF )Û
†
±(ωRFt)ĴÛ±(ωRFt)Ûy(θF+1, θF ), (6.12)









To formulate the coupling of states |F, m̄〉 ↔ |F + 1, m̄′〉 we require the ele-
ment 〈F + 1, m̄′| ˆ̄Jσ |F, m̄〉. Note that although in our system we only have
values F = 1, 2 as we are interested in 87Rb, this treatment is valid for any
RF-dressed alkali atom in the ground state and the weak field regime. As
such the formulation is left general with regards to the F -value. We make use




|F,m〉 〈F,m| , (6.14)
and Eq. 6.12 to gain the expression





〈F + 1, m̄′| Û †±(ωRFt)Û †y(θF+1) |F + 1,m′〉
× 〈F + 1,m′| Ĵσ |F,m〉 〈F,m| Ûy(θF )Û±(ωRFt) |F, m̄〉 .
(6.15)
As the identity commutes with Fz, and therefore Û±:





〈F + 1, m̄′| Û †y(θF+1) |F + 1,m′〉 eim
′ωRFt
× 〈F + 1,m′| Ĵσ |F,m〉 eimωRFt 〈F,m| Ûy(θF ) |F, m̄〉 ,
(6.16)
where we have substituted in for Û±(ωRFt) and used the fact that the rotation
operator is diagonal in this basis to simplify.
Although rotation in a single manifold may be gained simply from Eq. 2.55,
transitions between F -manifolds require a more complex treatment using
Wigner d-matrices. The Wigner d-matrix is given by
dFm̄′,m̄(θF ) = 〈F, m̄′| Ûy(θF ) |F, m̄〉 , (6.17)
which is simply the rotated form of Ûy(θF ). These matrices allow the formu-
lation of states which are a superposition of different |F, m̄〉 states, including
for different values of F . For more details on Wigner d-matrices, see Ap-
pendix A.4, where the matrices for F = 1, 2 are given in full by Eq. A.34 and
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Eq. A.35 respectively. If we now substitute this into Eq. 6.16, we obtain







× dFm,m̄(θF ) 〈F + 1,m′| Ĵσ |F,m〉 .
(6.18)
We see from this that the dressed transition |F, m̄〉 ↔ |F + 1, m̄′〉 is simply
a rotated version of the undressed transition |F,m〉 ↔ |F + 1,m′〉. We now
require use of the the Wigner-Eckart Theorem, which states that for some
tensor T jmj the mj dependence can be extracted, giving









where the 3×2 matrix is the Wigner 3j- symbol discussed in Appendix A.3 [60].
The values of these matrices can be calculated using the Racah equation,
Eq. A.26 [144].
We can calculate the irreducible tensor operator 〈F + 1‖J 1‖F 〉 by choos-
ing the simplest matrix element to obtain from product space analysis
〈F + 1, 0| J 10 |F, 0〉 = 1/2, and rearranging to see that〈
F + 1‖J 1‖F
〉
= (−1)−F−1 〈F + 1, 0| J 10 |F, 0〉 /
(




Substituting in for the 3j-matrix result from Eq. A.30 therefore finds〈







which we can then substitute back into Eq. 6.19 to obtain the result










We now recall the conservation of momentum requirement m′ = m + ς,
which allows us to simplify our equation to no longer sum over forbidden
values of m′ for a given m (which would result in a Wigner 3j term equal to
zero). Plugging Eq. 6.22 into Eq 6.18 and making this simplification gives









F + 1 1 F
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If we then put this into Eq. 6.13 we obtain our rotating frame Hamiltonian


















F + 1 1 F















allows the removal of the time dependence, as well as the simplification of the
BMW term, giving us the final result












F + 1 1 F




where we have substituted in for ησ from Eq. 2.25. We should also explicitly
note that
〈F + 1, m̄′| ˆ̄Hσ,n6=2m+ςMW |F, m̄〉 = 0, (6.27)
due to the angular momentum selection rules. The relationship between the
σ±-polarisation components of the Hamiltonian will be given by
〈F + 1, m̄′| ˆ̄Hσ,nMW |F, m̄〉 =
BσMW
B−σMW
(−1)ς+m̄′+m̄−1 〈F + 1, m̄′| ˆ̄H−σ,−nMW |F,−m̄〉 .
(6.28)










in order to simplify the expression when using this for 87Rb (I = 3/2). The
complete set of tables and plots for all normalised non-zero Hamiltonians are
given in Appendix B.1. As we are using linearly-polarised MW, and therefore
cannot apply a MW-field in B+MW without also applying B
−
MW and visa versa, it





for which the equations and plots are shown in Appendix B.2. All plots in







Figure 6.2: Relative magnitudes of coupling strength for each transition in
the approximation g2 = −g1 = 0.5 at the static field resonance. Numerical
values for all couplings are given in Table 6.1. Adapted from our paper [167]











































|1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 2
√









































|1, 0〉 ↔ |2,−2〉 −2 0 2 2 0 −2 −2 0 2 −2
|1, 0〉 ↔ |2,−1〉 −4 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 −4 −1













|1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 1〉 −4 0 0 −2 0 −2 0 0 −4 1
|1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 2〉 −2 0 2 −2 0 2 −2 0 2 2
































|1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 2
√









































Table 6.1: Relative magnitudes of coupling strength for each transition in the
approximation g2 = −g1 = 0.5 at the static field resonance, calculated using
Eq. 6.26. Cell colours correspond to the data sets in Figure 6.2.
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Appendix B are as a function of static magnetic field, as θF (Eq. 2.47) in the
Wigner rotation matrices is a function of BDC.
If we make the approximation g2 = −g1 = 0.5, the coupling coefficients
at the static field resonance (θ1 = θ2 = π/2) are as shown in Figure 6.2.
The figure shows the coupling coefficients of all transitions from |1, m̄〉 for
m̄ = −1, 0, 1 in panels (a-c) respectively. Transition frequencies are given
by Eq. 6.3, with ωRF/(2π) = 180 kHz and Ω
±
RF/(2π) = 20 kHz. The chosen
RF-field strength in the plot is roughly a factor of 2 greater than that used in
our experiment, in order to clearly separate all transitions in the figure. We
recall that each polarisation can only drive one bare state transition per |1,m〉
level, which accounts for the three groups of transitions per polarisation. The
corresponding group n for each set of transitions is also labelled, with dashed
lines indicating the group centre frequencies. The corresponding values of the
coupling coefficients for each transition are given in Table 6.1. We also recall
that each group will contain 5 transitions to |2, m̄′〉 for each possible value of
m̄. It can be seen in the figure that some of these transitions are missing,
for instance in Figure 6.2b the entire set of transitions |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, m̄′〉 cannot
be seen. This is because in the given approximation all of these couplings
have a strength of zero. We call these suppressed transitions, because they
cannot easily be driven on resonance (note that in the real case, using the
non-approximated values of gF , there is a negligible non-zero coupling).
In the following sections we will see that suppressed transitions do not
appear strongly when using the MW-spectroscopy technique to scan the spec-
trum. We will also make measurements of the predicted coupling strengths
using the Rabi frequencies of the transitions, where the Rabi frequencies are
given by ∣∣∣ ˆ̄Hσ,nMW∣∣∣ = ~Ωσ,nMW. (6.30)
In Chapter 7 we will be using these coupling strength predictions to choose
frequencies and field strengths for the application of MW-dressings which may
change the static field dependence of the transitions. Firstly however, we will
briefly consider the couplings in the case of no RF-dressing.
6.1.3 Bare Microwave Couplings
For a complete characterisation of the atomic system, we also require an un-
derstanding of the coupling coefficients between energy levels in the undressed
case (BRF = 0). To this end, we consider the product space of angular mo-
menta, starting from our known values L = 0, S = 1/2, I = 3/2 for the
ground state of 87Rb. The equivalent values for other alkali atoms can be
similarly calculated using their corresponding product space. The individual
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Table 6.2: The table gives the required coupling coefficients ΩMW/Ω
σ
norm when
MW-dressing on the bare transition |1,m〉 ↔ |2,m′〉.
Cartesian components of these spins can be calculated from Eq.s A.5, A.17
and A.18 (recalling that the |F,mF 〉 relations also apply to the constituent
angular momentum components). As L = 0 this does not contribute to the
product space, but the 2 × 2 matrices Sx,y,z and 4 × 4 matrices Ix,y,z require
consideration. In order to account for all 8 possible combinations of mS and
mI , we use outer products
F̂
SI
x,y,z = Ŝx,y,z ⊗ 18 + 18 ⊗ Îx,y,z, (6.31)
where 18 is the 8 × 8 identity matrix, and F is formed in the SI-basis. As
F and SI have a basis in common, we can then use the eigenvectors of F to





where V̂ is a matrix of the eigenvalues of F . Using the resulting F̂ matrix,
extracting the elements |F, m̄〉 〈F + 1, m̄′| provides the angular momentum
couplings given in Table 6.2, once the polarisation normalisation factors ησ




(gS − gI)µBBσMW = (gF=2 − gF=1)µBBσMW, (6.33)
is stated separately for conciseness, and is equivalent to the dressed normali-
sation factor Eq. 6.29. The conversion between Landé g-Factors uses Eq. 2.14.
6.2 Microwave Frequency Spectra
In this section, data is presented showing the full spectrum of possible tran-
sitions between RF-dressed F -manifolds in 87Rb. Firstly we consider how
to process two state detection data to account for atom number fluctuations
and state dependent differences in detection strength (Section 6.2.1). Spec-
troscopic data on the full set of quasi-energy level transitions is then shown
(Section 6.2.2), giving measurements of the transition frequencies and RF-
field strength. Certain groups are studied in more detail. Next, we consider
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the linewidths of the transitions, including distortion due to power and other
broadening effects (Section 6.2.3). Finally, in Section 6.2.4 we look at the
effects of Rabi oscillations on the lineshape of single transition peaks. Specif-
ically, this chapter focuses on comprehensively analysing groups n = 3 and
1, i.e. one group which is dependent purely on a single MW-polarisation
component (σ+) and one which depends on a superposition of both σ±.
6.2.1 Signal Normalisation
In order to the measure the transition frequencies in the dressed 87Rb ground
state, we begin with atoms prepared in a pure |1, m̄〉 state using the method
described in Section 3.2. In this section, we are interested in the resonant
static field case only; the effects different static magnetic field strengths will
be discussed in Section 6.3.1. We therefore set the static field to the resonant
magnitude, in the y-direction for π-polarisation, the z-direction for σ± polari-
sation, or some other angle for a combination of the two (see Figure 5.9c). As
discussed in Section 5.2.1, the first issue that we encounter is that the number
of atoms in the MOT will vary over the course of the day, subject to dispenser
heating times and slow thermal drifts.
As we are only interested in the population fraction in a given state, we
can normalise against atom number fluctuations by comparing the F = 1
and 2 data sets. In Figure 6.3, signals from the two states are shown for an
initially pure RF-dressed |1, 0〉 state probed with a MW, and the measured
signal strength is plotted as a function of probe frequency. The features of
this spectroscopy data will be discussed in Section 6.2.2; for now we consider
only the change in total atom number over time. The populations in the
two states were measured consecutively from the same atom cloud, with each
pair of data points taken using the full experimental sequence (Figures 3.8
and 4.3), measured in order from low to high MW-frequencies. The F = 1
signal is clearly increasing over time, whilst the the F = 2 signal is fixed at
zero, excluding the five large peaks. This shows that the change in signal
amplitude is not to do with population transfer: aside from at the peaks, the
internal state of each atom has not changed, merely the total number of atoms
is rising over the course of the (∼ 30 minute) run. In order to fit this increase
in atom number, the regions near transitions need to be excluded. By finding
points in the F = 2 data set which are more than 4 standard deviations
from the root mean squared noise level, we can exclude the corresponding
F = 1 points. The omitted points are marked in red in Figure 6.3a, with
all other points marked in green. The fit to the allowed data shown in the
figure is quadratic, although for much longer length runs (∼ hours) we may
require a higher order polynomial. The data sets for both F -levels can then be





Figure 6.3: The figure shows the method of normalising the atomic signal
against changes in atom number. Atoms are prepared in the initial RF-dressed
state |1, 0〉 and then probed for 5 ms by the MW. The F = 1 and 2 signals
are plotted in (a) and (b) as a function of MW-probe frequency in the group
n = 3. When far from a transition, the F = 1 data is proportional only to the
atom number and the detection strength of the state |1, 0〉. We can therefore
fit the F = 1 data, excluding peaks, and use this to normalise against atom
number changes for both states. Adapted from our paper [167].
divided by the magnitude of this fit to account for the atom number variation.
Such a method can also be used to account for changes in detection strength,
for instance due to external static field drifts, assuming they happen on a
timescale much longer than the ∼ 3 s sequence time.
Another consideration is the reduction in measured atomic signal as a
function of drop time. After the MOT stage, the entire experimental sequence
takes place whilst the atoms are in free-fall. Collisions between atoms in
the cloud or background gases are likely a negligible effect, as in our UHV
system the lifetime should be at least tens of seconds [160]. A more pertinent
consideration is the issue of the free-falling atomic cloud passing away from
from the central region of the Gaussian detection beam. As the atoms are
interrogated with a smaller fraction of the light further from the centre of the
beam, a smaller change in polarisation is measured. We can see this effect
in Figure 6.4a, where Rabi cycles on the dressed transition |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 are
shown, with the amplitude of the oscillation in both states decreasing by 35%
over the course of 5 ms. We can process the two signals (after accounting for
different state detection strengths) to obtain the total atomic signal shown
in black. Such a method establishes the form of the envelope of the two sine
waves, which is required in the fit used to extract the Rabi frequency. Note
that in all data sets, each pair of measurements of the states F = 1 and 2 is
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(a) Signal Decay (b) Atom Cloud Fall Rate
Figure 6.4: An example Rabi oscillation between the two F -levels is shown
in (a). The decay in total signal strength over time can be measured by
summing the two signals. In (b) the position of the atom cloud over time in
free fall is plotted, using the same absorption image data used to generate
Figure 3.4b. The position is fit as a function of time, measuring the cloud
acceleration to be (10.5± 0.4) ms−2, as discussed in the main text. It is this
cloud motion through the detection beam region which causes the reduction
in signal strength over time shown in (a).
taken using a separate experimental run.
The detection beam is aligned just below the MOT location using fluo-
rescence imaging [164]. We see that the reduction in signal strength is ap-
proximately linear over time, due to the detection beam being centred slightly
above the cloud at t = 0 ms as defined in Figure 6.4a. This is intentional, as it
allows for sufficient detection light whilst also making the measured signal be
less strongly dependent on drop time. In a standard sequence, the detection
of the atomic state occurs ∼ 35 ms after the end of the CMOT phase. An
estimate of the free-fall distance expected during this time can be obtained
from measuring the rate at which the atoms fall using absorption imaging.
This can be performed in the same manner as the MOT expansion over time
was measured in Figure 3.4b; reanalysing the same absorption imaging data,
but now fitting the vertical cloud position x as a function of drop time gives
the graph in Figure 6.4b, which also shows a fit to the equation of motion.
The acceleration of the cloud is measured to be (10.5± 0.4) ms−2, faster than
if simply due to gravity, so static field spikes during the CMOT stage due to
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fast switching of the quadrupole coils could be increasing this. An error of
7 % on the magnification of the imaging system would also wholly account
for the discrepancy. After 35 ms the cloud will have fallen by (6.5− 6.9) mm,
accounting for either explanation or some combination of the two. This is of
course simply measuring the cloud after the CMOT phase with none of the
following parts of the sequence, including various field ramps and laser pulses,
which may somewhat alter the acceleration. The errors on these values are
therefore likely higher than stated. We also note that changes in cloud loca-
tion due to MOT realignment, which is performed every few months, will also
cause variation in detection strength between some measurements.
It is also important to recall that the signal strength depends on the par-
ticular |F, m̄〉 state the atoms are in, by an amount given in Table 4.1. This
is harder to account for if the atoms are in a superposition of m̄ states for
a fixed value F , but due to our state cleaning procedure this can usually be
discounted. In the case of spectra such as Figure 6.3b, the change in the sign
of the signal allows state labelling: the outer two peaks indicate transitions to
|2,±2〉. All peak heights could be individually scaled if required. The effect of
the signal strengths of the |1, m̄〉 state which the F = 2 signals are normalised
against will also need to be accounted for. However, at this stage we make
the choice to leave in all effects related to state detection strength, such that
the spectra presented in the following section are representative of both the
physical effects and the experimental method used. Disentangling these two
components will be addressed in Section 6.3.2.
6.2.2 Transition Frequencies
In order to experimentally confirm the predicted transition frequencies from
Eq. 6.3, we must spectroscopically measure this. Atoms are prepared in each
of the three possible states |1, m̄〉, and a MW-probe is applied for 0.4 ms, with
points taken at frequencies around ωHFS, and then the population in both F -
levels is measured. Population transfer occurs only at or near transitions, and
therefore the peaks in the F = 2 spectrum mark these locations in Figure 6.5,
where each panel corresponds to a different initial state. Some transitions
are not visible, due either to being suppressed as the coupling strength is
approximately zero on resonance, or due to the effects of driving multiple
Rabi oscillations, which we will consider in Section 6.2.4. Note that due to
high MW-driving power (BMW = 2.9 mG), even suppressed lines may be
driven. The seven groups n of transitions are labelled in the figure, with the
location of the corresponding bare transition frequencies (as given by Eq. 6.1)
marked as grid lines.
The atom number has been normalised as described in the previous section,







Figure 6.5: Data showing the full spectrum of transitions from F = 1 in the
RF-dressed ground state of 87Rb. The three panels correspond to different
initial state preparations. The state was probed for 0.4 ms with relatively
high MW-probe strength (BMW = 2.9 mG). Adapted from our paper [167].
so we recall that there will be scaling differences between panels. The data
sets for σ± and π-polarisation were taken on two separate days, with points
taken for each of m̄ = −1, 0, 1 taken consecutively for a set MW-frequency, in
order to ensure peak heights within an given group are subject to the same
thermal drifts in atom number. Normalisation is especially important over
such an experimental run lasting many hours, as over this time the atom
number changes by a factor of ∼ 2. Points were taken every 1 kHz, and a
rough fit to transition frequencies gives Ω±RF/(2π) = (12 ± 0.5) kHz, which
using Eq. 2.42 gives B±RF = (24± 1) mG. This method is imperfect, however,
as it assumes circularly polarised RF, whereas in practice there is likely some
small ellipticity due to practical constraints. The reason for the uncertainty
in RF-field strength is that we cannot measure the RF-power at the region of
the atoms directly in the vacuum chamber.
We can make a rough estimate of the RF-power from the coil properties
and input power, but the error on the distance to the atoms makes this a
less reliable method of power determination. As the atoms are in free-fall,
the length of the experimental run will also alter the strength of the RF-field
seen by the atoms. A rough approximation of the location of the atoms in
the chamber, the typical length of a single experimental sequence, and a 1/r2







Figure 6.6: Group 1 low MW-probe power (BMW = 0.4 mG) transition data.







Figure 6.7: Group 3 low MW-probe power (BMW = 0.4 mG) transition data.
Adapted from our paper [167].
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drop off in coil power indicates that a change in sequence length of 1 ms
gives a change in RF-power of (3 ± 1)%. Data-sets taken either side of a
realignment of the MOT could vary in RF-field strength by as much as 20%
due to potential changes in vertical position by ∼ 1 cm. Thus variation in
RF-power measurements between data-sets need not be a cause for concern.
The main drawback of using a high power MW-probe, in this case 2.9 mG,
is that the peaks are highly power broadened, as we will discuss in Sec-
tion 6.2.3. In order to gain more detailed information on the dressed spectrum,
a fine scan of groups n = 1 and 3 are shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 respectively.
Once again, the three panels per group correspond to the three possible ini-
tial states |1, m̄〉, and the data was taken and normalised in the same way as
for Figure 6.5, only purely using σ±-polarisation, a 5 ms spectroscopy pulse
and 18 dB lower MW-probe power. The data in each of the panels will again
be subject to different scalings. Data points were taken every 0.5 kHz, aside
from in the region (ωMW − ωHFS)/2π = (180n± 1) kHz, where the points are
every 0.1 kHz so the sharpness of the peaks can be resolved. The data in
Figure 6.7b was previously used as a normalisation example in Figure 6.3b.
The transition frequencies are as given by Eq. 6.3, with the grid lines marking
the predicted frequencies for Ω±RF/(2π) = 12 kHz, which the data shows to be
true to within ±0.5 kHz.
Each of the transitions |1, m̄〉 ↔ |2, m̄′〉 have their respective values m̄+m̄′
marked on the figure. Only two of the peaks cannot be seen, the |1, 0〉 ↔
|2,±1〉 peaks in group n = 1 (Figure 6.7b); this agrees with the predicted
coupling strengths shown in Figure 6.2b. It is clear that in all panels the peak
with m̄ + m̄′ = 0 is considerably narrower than the others. We call these
the clock transitions due to their increased robustness against static magnetic
field variations, for reasons considered in Section 6.3.1. The full height of these
peaks has been cropped in this figure, as we will analyse these in more detail
in Section 6.2.4, along with other effects on peak widths in Section 6.2.3.
6.2.3 Broadening Effects
In this section the factors which alter the linewidths in our spectroscopy mea-
surements are considered. In the simplest model, a transition between two
energy levels is a delta function centred on the transition frequency; total ab-
sorption occurs at resonance, and zero elsewhere. This is of course unphysical,
as other effects need to be taken into account, such as the natural linewidth of
a transition which depends on the spontaneous decay rate. Another factor is
collisional broadening, where interactions between atoms in the cloud due to
thermal motion will widen the possible range of frequencies the probe light (in
this case MW) can be absorbed at. As the CMOT was measured to be 23 µK
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(a) Peak Widths
(b) High MW-Probe Power (BMW = 2.9 mG)
(c) Low MW-Probe Power (BMW = 0.4 mG)
Figure 6.8: In (a) the average widths of the transition peaks δω are plotted
in groups n = 1 and 3 for two different probe powers. Example fits to these
spectra are given in (b) and (c) for the high and low power spectra respectively,
where the difference in power between the two probes is 18 dB. In (b) the fit is
Lorentzian, Eq. 6.34, and in (c) it is Gaussian, Eq. 6.35, with w = δω plotted
from both equations. Adapted from our paper [167].
this is unlikely to be a substantial effect however, as the collision rate will
be < 0.1 Hz. The linewidth of the transition will also be increased by power
broadening, which occurs when the probe power is sufficiently above the sat-
uration intensity of the transition that absorption on resonance is suppressed,
but at small detunings transitions may still be driven [181].







(ω − ω0)2 + (12w)2
, (6.34)
where ω is the probe frequency, ω0 is the transition frequency and the propor-
tionately sign accounts for the amplitude dependence on detection strength.
The width w depends on the probe intensity [69]. Further broadening can be
caused by external fields, as the AC-Stark and AC-Zeeman effects can cause
a change in linewidth for electric or magnetic fields respectively. There two
different types of effect this can have on the linewidth: homogeneous and in-
homogeneous broadening. Thus far the effects we have considered have only
been of a form which affect all atoms in the cloud equally. Such homogeneous
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Figure 6.9: Gaussian and Lorentzian peaks of the same full width half maxi-
mum are plotted in the figure, normalised to 1 at ∆ = 0. The mean noise level
of 16% in Figure 6.5 is also marked, showing the difficulty in distinguishing
between the two lineshapes in the data.
effects typically cause a Lorentzian change in lineshape [46], as we calculated
for power broadening. Assuming uniform field fluctuations across the cloud,
light-shifts are a homogeneous effect. Some effects on the linewidth do not
affect all atoms equally however, for example Doppler broadening in room
temperature vapours (shown in Figure 5.2), and these are known as inhomo-
geneous effects.
In the case of magnetic fields, a pair of Helmholtz coils will not form a
perfectly even magnetic field across the whole region of the cloud. As such,
we have inhomogeneous broadening, which is not Lorentzian in nature. Due








linewidth, where w is dependent on the magnetic field variation. The pro-
portionality sign is once again required to account for the detection strength.
Some transitions |1, m̄〉 ↔ |2, m̄′〉 will experience such a broadening to a higher
extent than others, depending on the value m̄ + m̄′. In the approximation
−g1 = g2, transitions with m̄+m̄′ = 0 are between two levels with a matching
dependence on the trapping potential, and as such are impervious to field
fluctuations, as we see from Eq. 2.43. At low powers (BMW . 0.4 mG), this
appears to be the dominant effect. In Figure 6.8 the linewidths of transitions
in the groups n = 1 and 3 are plotted. These are taken in the low power case
from fits to Figures 6.6 and 6.7, and in the high power case (BMW = 2.9 mG)
from fits to Figure 6.5. An example fit to both the high and low power spec-
tra are shown in Figures 6.8b and 6.8c respectively, for the case of n = 3,
|1, 0〉 → |2, m̄′〉.
The Gaussian fit to lineshape in the low power case is good, aside from
for the clock transition, which will be considered in detail in Section 6.2.4.
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(a) FWHM Versus Power (b) Example Peaks
Figure 6.10: The width of the transition peak |1, 0〉 → |2,−2〉 as a function of
MW-probe power is plotted in (a), as an average of three repeat measurements.
Three sample peaks of different MW-powers are shown in (b) with Gaussian
fits also plotted. The shift in transition frequency of < 1 kHz between peaks
is likely due to the back action of the MW on the RF-dressing power. The
fit to the highest power peak is less good as the lineshape contains a larger
Lorentzian component due to power broadening.
The linewidth can be seen in Figure 6.8a to be dominated by magnetic field
inhomogeneities, as there is a pronounced dependence on δm̄ (we will consider
this further in Section 6.3.1). As the linewidth is still finite at δm̄ = 0,
there is a small contribution from power and/or collisional broadening and the
natural linewidth. In the high power case, the fit to lineshape is Lorentzian as
power broadening is a significant effect. Note the difference in scale between
the two example spectra: the additional power is substantially changing the
peak shapes. As the power broadening is consistent across all peaks, this is
effectively offsetting the peak widths from the low power case.
Note that as two different lineshapes have been fit, the two sets of widths
w are not directly comparable. Strictly speaking, the fit to the spectral peaks
in both data sets should be to a convolution of the two lineshapes, but for
the sake of simplicity the fit is performed only to the dominant of the two
effects. The difficulty in fitting a combination of a Gaussian and a Lorentzian
linewidth to our data is illustrated in Figure 6.9, where the amplitude A of the
two lineshapes is plotted with the same full width half maximum (FWHM),
normalised in height by A0 = A(∆ = 0). As the noise level is ∼ 16% of
the average peak height in the full data set, this causes the issue that region
where the two peak shapes are most distinct, |∆/FWMH| > 1, is not able to
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(a) Group 1 (b) Group 3
Figure 6.11: The clock transitions |1, m̄〉 → |2,−m̄〉 in groups n = 1 and 3 are
plotted in (a) and (b) respectively, as extracted from the data in Figures 6.6
and 6.7. BMW = 0.4 mG. These can be fit to Eq. 6.36, which accounts for the
effects of multiple Rabi cycles. Adapted from our paper [167].
be fit. The relevance of the peak shape below the noise level will be explained
in Section 7.1.2 when considering minimum detunings to avoid population
transfer.
In Figure 6.10a, the width of a spectroscopy peak is plotted as a function
of MW-probe power. The chosen peak is on the transition |1, 0〉 ↔ |2,−2〉,
which exhibits large inhomogeneous broadening, and was also selected be-
cause the state |1, 0〉 gives detection signals which are twice as strong as the
|1,±1〉 states. Gaussian fits were used, although as we see from sample peaks
in Figure 6.10b, this is not a good fit to the lineshape at high probe pow-
ers. In spite of this, fitting a Gaussian to a partially Lorentzian lineshape is
permissible as either model should give a similar measure of the FWHM. We
see that at high MW-probe powers where homogeneous broadening is dom-
inant, the linewidth rises linearly with power. Accounting for the vertical
intercept determined by the inhomogeneous broadening, this plot can be used
to extrapolate the fractional increase in linewidth of an arbitrary transition
as a function of MW-power (0.52 BMW kHz/mG) which will be considered
in more detail in Section 7.1.2. Note that the data in Figure 6.10 was taken
using a different MW-generator which can achieve higher powers, and will be
discussed in Section 7.2.1.
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6.2.4 Rabi Cycle Distortion
One further linewidth consideration is the effect of driving multiple Rabi cy-
cles. For instance, if measuring the transition peak in F = 2, starting from
zero population before driving, at times before t = π/Ω the signal strength
will increase with t. For instance in Figure 6.4a the F = 2 signal increased
up until ∼ 0.5 ms. After this point with total population in the upper state,
further MW-driving will reduce the measured signal. If we consider the vari-
ation of the coupling strength as a function of detuning, this allows different
parts of the same peak to undergo different numbers of Rabi cycles for the
same input MW-probe power and duration, which will distort the shape of
the peak. In order to get a representative idea of transition magnitudes, it is
important to not drive more than one full Rabi cycle.
The lineshapes of peaks experiencing such distortion can still be useful to















as a function of MW-pulse duration t, where ΩMW is the Rabi frequency and
∆MW is the detuning [69]. Such a fit is performed for the clock transitions
n = 1 and 3 in Figures 6.11a and 6.11b respectively. These are a zoom into the
central frequency region of the Figures 6.6 and 6.7 previously discussed. We
now see why the Gaussian fit in Figure 6.8c was so inaccurate: the lineshapes
are much distorted in the case of these sharp transitions.
The fraction of power in the peak sidebands is small for such a low MW-
probe power, but increasing this power can cause peaks to be completely
suppressed at the central frequency. As the transition |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 in n = 3
shows the highest level of distortion of all given MW-peaks, this provides an
interesting case to study when the maximum MW-power is limited by exper-
imental equipment. We see in Figure 6.2b that this transition has the highest
of all predicted coupling strengths (joint with the corresponding transition in
n = −3), and therefore its strong dependence on MW-power is as expected.
Note that only the absolute value of coupling strength is relevant here. A fine
scan of the peak shape, with points every 50 Hz, is shown in Figure 6.12, with
fits to Eq. 6.36. The transition peak on resonance is clearly much reduced
in the case of high power. The data for the corresponding clock transition in
n = 1 is also shown, to allow comparison with a lower coupling strength case.
Fits to the data allow for extraction of the Rabi frequency, and hence cou-
pling strength as a function of MW-probe power; this will be studied further
in Section 6.3.2.
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(a) 0 dBm (b) 10 dBm (c) 20 dBm
Figure 6.12: Fine scan (points spaced by 50 Hz) of the clock transition |1, 0〉 ↔
|2, 0〉, in groups n = 1 and 3 at three different MW-driving powers, with fit
to Eq 6.36. In (a-c) the 0, 10 and 20 dBm probe powers are shown, later
calibrated as BMW = 0.4, 1.2 and 3.7 mG respectively.
6.3 Coupling and Field Dependence Data
In this section, we experimentally study the properties RF-dressed transi-
tions, starting with the frequency dependence on static magnetic field (Sec-
tion 6.3.1). We then measure the strength of the couplings between sublevels,
and how these depend on static field (Section 6.3.2), as well as comparing a
number of methods of measuring the static field strength of resonant tran-
sitions. Finally in Section 6.3.3 we demonstrate the ability of multi-photon
transitions to perform Ramsey interferometry. As in the previous section, the
data shown focuses on the groups n = 1 and 3.
6.3.1 Static Field Dependence
We recall from Figure 6.8a that the widths of the transition peaks in an
RF-dressed spectroscopy measurement depend strongly on the value m̄+ m̄′.
As there are no differences between the |F, m̄〉 levels with regards to spatial
separation or magnetic trapping, as the atoms are in free fall, we know that
this effect is inherent to the energy levels. The dependence on sublevel number
can be explained using Eq. 2.43, which states that the energy dependence of
a given level is proportional to gF m̄. In the approximation −g1 = g2 and
B+RF = B
−
RF, transitions between a pair of levels with m̄ + m̄
′ = 0 will have
zero static field dependence.
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(a) Clock Transition Frequencies (b) Highlighted Levels
Figure 6.13: The frequency dependence of the clock transitions |1, m̄〉 ↔
|2,−m̄〉 in group n = 1 are shown in (a), with fits to Eq. 6.2 giving B±RF =
(26± 1) mG. The dotted and dashed lines mark the F = 1 and 2 resonances
respectively. The theoretical energy levels are plotted in (b) in an arbitrary
group n, with the pairs of clock levels highlighted in colours corresponding to
the transitions in (a). Adapted from our papers [103] and [167] respectively.
The measured transition frequencies for such clock transitions |1, m̄〉 ↔
|2,−m̄〉 in n = 1 are plotted in Figure 6.13a, along with a fit to Eq. 6.2 which
yieldsB±RF = (25±1) mG. The frequency was measured by taking spectroscopy
data in the same manner as for Figure 6.11, only now for numerous values
of static magnetic field. The peak atomic signal was then fit as a Gaussian
in order to extract the transition frequency, which is now plotted as function
of static field. The |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 clock transition has a (5 ± 1) Hz/mG
dependence of transition frequency on static field at resonance, attributable
to intermediate field effects. The other clock transitions |1,∓1〉 ↔ |2,±1〉
have a more pronounced dependence of (−40 ± 2, 38 ± 2) Hz/mG at this
point respectively, due to the imbalance in the gF -factor magnitudes. The
corresponding energy levels are shown in Figure 6.13b, with the pairs of clock
states highlighted in colours corresponding to the transitions in Figure 6.13a.
As the highlighted pairs of energy levels have a near equal dependence on
static field, these transitions are the most robust against fluctuations. The
two resonance points BFres are marked in the both figures. Considering how
small the (1 mG) difference between the two resonances is, we see than it
is valid to treat this as a single resonance point for our current purposes.
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(a) Detection Strength Scaling
(b) Cut (c) Full Scan ——–
Figure 6.14: A colour map of the population in F = 2, plotting static field
as a function of MW-probe frequency, is shown in (c) after applying a MW-
pulse to a pure |1,−1〉 state. The resonant static field is marked with a
dashed line, and a cut of the data at this point is plotted in (b). The solid
lines in (c) are fits to the transition frequencies, as given by Eq. 6.2, yielding
B±RF = (24.5± 0.5) mG (BMW = 2.0 mG). Adapted from our paper [71]. The
F = 1 signal as a function of static field is shown in (a), when probed with
a MW far from resonance with any transition. This was used to normalise
changes in atom number and signal strength in the F = 2 data.
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Cancelling the effects due to −g1 6= g2 is the subject of Chapter 7.
A full scan of all transitions from |1,−1〉 in group 1 is shown in Fig-
ure 6.14c. In the same manner as for previous spectroscopy measurements,
the atoms are prepared in a pure |1,−1〉 state and then probed for 4 ms with
a MW-pulse, where the frequency and static field are scanned. The final pop-
ulation fraction in F = 2 is plotted as a colour-map, where positive signals
are shown in red, negative in blue and zero in white. We see that the clock
transition |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 1〉 is the flattest as expected. Due to the necessity of
a large step size in both static field (2 mG) and probe frequency (1 kHz), in
order to make taking the data in one day possible, the peak shapes are not
fully representative. The transition frequencies can be extracted from a rough
Gaussian fit to the atomic signal as a function of probe frequency for each
static field, in the same manner as performed in Figure 6.8c. The peak loca-
tions as a function of static field for all transitions are then simultaneously fit
to Eq. 6.2, obtaining the RF-field strength BRF = (24.5± 0.5) mG. Thus far
we have assumed that the static field strength is always linearly proportional
to the current in the relevant coils. This calibration is likely imperfect, how-
ever, as the fit also requires the static field scaling to be changed by 4 % about
the resonance point. A cut of the spectroscopy data at the resonant static
field is plotted in Figure 6.14b, which corresponds to the data at the dashed
line in Figure 6.14c. All data was normalised against the mean F = 1 sig-
nal measured far from resonance with any transitions, shown in Figure 6.14a,
accounting for variation in detection strength as a function of static field, as
well as atom number drifts over time.
6.3.2 Coupling Coefficient Measurements
The coupling strengths for all possible transitions between quasi-energy levels
|1, m̄〉 ↔ |2, m̄′〉 were given by Eq. 6.26, with the resonant strengths given
in Table 6.1. In this section we will consider a number of different ways
of measuring coupling strength, and compare each of these results with the
predicted values for the corresponding n = 1 and n = 3 transitions. Using the
simplest data analysis method, the full set of all resonant transition strengths
in these groups will also be measured. Finally, the dependence of coupling
strength on static magnetic field will be experimentally demonstrated for the
clock transitions.
Our measurements rely on the fact that Rabi frequency is directly pro-
portional to coupling strength (see Eq. 6.30). The MW-probe power is also
a factor in the coupling strength, and in order to separate the two effects it
is necessary to measure the Rabi frequency at a number of different MW-
probe powers. We already know from Eq. 6.36 that we can measure the Rabi
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(a) 0 dBm (b) 10 dBm (c) 20 dBm
Figure 6.15: Rabi oscillations on the RF-dressed transition |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 in
groups n = 1 and 3 are shown for relative MW-probe powers of (0, 10, 20) dBm
in (a-c), later calibrated as BMW = (0.4, 1.2, 3.7) mG respectively. The fits are
to a sine wave decaying in amplitude as a function of the MW-pulse duration
t.
frequency from fits to the power distorted peak shapes in spectral data. Al-
ternatively we can use the more direct approach of simply preparing a pure
|1, m̄〉 state and driving Rabi cycles to |2, m̄′〉, measuring the population trans-
fer as a function of pulse duration. We have already seen in Figure 6.4a that
such measurements suffer from signal strength reduction over time. For short
(∼ 5 ms) pulse times this loss was roughly linear, but for longer pulse times
this is a more complex function. Fits to Rabi frequencies, with an arbitrary
non-periodic envelope, are shown in Figure 6.15 for the same MW-powers and
frequencies used for taking the spectral data in Figure 6.12.
As the resonant coupling strength of the |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 clock transition in
n = 1 is one third the strength of the corresponding transition in n = 3, it is
unsurprising that there is a marked difference in their measured Rabi frequen-
cies. Rabi frequency as a function of MW-power is plotted in Figures 6.18a
and 6.18b for the spectral and temporal measurements respectively, with er-
rorbars scaled to the goodness of the fits. We see from this that the fits to
spectral lineshapes give a more precise measure of Rabi frequency. This may
be because the MW-pulse duration, and hence the signal detection strength,
are fixed for all points, and therefore there is no error introduced by an enve-
lope fit. Fitting the gradient of the Rabi frequency versus the MW-amplitude
extracts the values given in Table 6.3 for both models, in comparison with
the theoretical result. The values are given for analysis of all clock transitions
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(a) Spectral Data (b) Temporal Data
Figure 6.16: The figure shows the Rabi frequency as a function of MW-probe
peak voltage, as extracted from a spectral scan (a) and a temporal scan (b),
using data from Figures 6.12 and 6.15 respectively. Transitions were driven on
|1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 in groups n = 1 and 3. The gradient of the input voltage versus
Rabi frequency is a measure of the coupling strength, as given in Table 6.3.
VMW is the voltage output from the MW-generator, which will be proportional
to amplitude of the MW at the atom cloud.
in the chosen two groups. As the amplitude of the MW at the atom cloud is
not directly measurable, the plots are as a function of the amplitude output
by the MW-generator. However, use of the coupling strengths from Eq. 6.26
along with our Rabi frequency data from Figure 6.16 allows the calculation
of the field BMW at the region of the atom cloud:
BMW = 10
PdBm/20 × (0.367± 0.034) mG, (6.37)
where PdBm is the power output from the MW-generator in dBm. The er-
ror on the calibration factor is likely larger than stated, as the MW-power
experienced by the atomic cloud is dependent on its location, which may
vary due to both MOT alignment and time of flight (as discussed in Sec-
tion 6.2.2). For conversion from VMW (in Volts) to static field, we substitute
in 10PdBm/20 = VMW/(5
√
2), as the generator has an output resistance of 50Ω.
For comparison, we can also calculate this same calibration factor from the
bare MW Rabi frequencies. From the data in Figure 3.6b, we can measure
the Rabi frequencies of the bare π-polarised transitions |1,m〉 ↔ |2,m〉, which
gave ωRabi/(2π) = (7.3± 0.1, 8.3± 0.1, 7.4± 0.1) kHz for m = −1, 0, 1 respec-
tively. The theoretical coupling coefficients for the three transitions have the
strength ratio
√
3/2 : 1 :
√
3/2 (≈ 0.87) which compares favourably with the
measured ratio of 0.88± 0.2 : 1 : 0.89± 0.2, where the m = 0 coupling is used
as the reference. Having established that the couplings do appear to be of the
predicted form, the relationship between the Rabi frequencies and the static
field can now be obtained using Eq. 6.33, along with the bare coupling coeffi-
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cients from Table 6.2. As this data was taken with a MW-power of 23.7 dBm,
we calculate that
BMW = 10
PdBm/20 × (0.393± 0.006) mG, (6.38)
which is in good agreement with the dressed prediction.
One further way of extracting coupling strengths is from the amplitudes
of the transition peaks, using spectroscopy data such as from Figures 6.8b
and 6.8c for comparatively high and low MW-probe powers respectively. Due
to the various reasons discussed in Section 6.2.1, such as imperfect atom
number normalisation and detection strength variation, this is not a reli-
able method, but is good for giving a rough indication. Using fits to the
Lorentzian or Gaussian peak shape, in the same manner as we fit the peak
widths in Figure 6.8a, the amplitudes are extracted, as given by the constant
of proportionality in Eq.s 6.34 and 6.35 respectively. The mean height of
all measured transition peaks is compared with the mean predicted coupling
strength, in order to provide a scale factor which accounts for the arbitrary
units of the detected signal. This is performed as a single factor for each ini-
tial state preparation |1, m̄〉, after the appropriate detection strength scalings
from Table 4.1 are accounted for.
The appropriately scaled measurements of coupling strength are shown in
comparison with the theory in Figure 6.17, for both low and high MW-probe
power. As expected, the values are subject to a high level of error, particularly
for the clock transitions where Rabi-peak distortion makes the simple fits un-
reliable, but the approximate values are a decent match with the theory. For
the clock transitions, the predictions of coupling strength from the measured
Rabi-frequency are also shown, providing a much more reliable match with
the theory. The Rabi peak distortion method provides the best match, but
this can only be reliably measured for peaks with low inhomogeneous broad-
ening; for non-clock transitions, this does not provide a reliable fit. Direct






-1 0 1 -1 0 1
Theory 2.83 1.63 2.83 2.83 4.90 2.83
Spectral 3.07± 0.37 1.35± 0.03 2.88± 0.43 2.90± 0.37 4.83± 0.03 2.82± 0.43
Temporal 2.75± 0.59 1.96± 0.40 2.54± 0.83 2.66± 0.20 5.10± 0.29 2.85± 0.21
Table 6.3: The couplings strengths of the n = 1 and 3 clock transitions
|1, m̄〉 ↔ |2,−m̄〉 are given in the table, measured using two different types
of fits to Rabi frequency as a function of power. Example fits are shown in
Figure 6.16.







Figure 6.17: The figure shows the measured and predicted coupling strengths
of all transitions in groups n = 1 and 3. The high (2.9 mG) and low (0.4 mG)
MW-power peak heights were measured using fits such as those in Figure 6.8.
These measurements have been scaled by a single factor in each panel which
accounts for the MW-probe power. The spectral and temporal Rabi frequency
measurements were only performed for the clock transitions (m̄ + m̄′ = 0),
and use fits such as those in Figure 6.16.
was only performed for the clock transitions of particular interest in Chap-
ter 7. Such a method would be the most accurate way of determining any
arbitrary coupling strength.
Thus far, only the resonant coupling strengths have been investigated.
It is also possible to measure the Rabi frequencies, and hence the coupling
strengths, as a function of static magnetic field, as was theoretically predicted
by Eq. 6.26. We can use the same method of measuring the Rabi frequency
as in Figure 6.15, but fix the MW-probe power and instead scan the static
magnetic field and the MW-pulse duration. In this case we need to ensure
that the MW-probe is always resonant with the transition. For group n =
1, the MW-transition frequency as a function of static field was shown in
Figure 6.13a, and corresponding data was taken for n = 3. Although it should
be sufficient to use the predicted transition frequency dependence on static
field from Eq. 6.2, which the data shows good agreement with, the decision was
made to directly measure the transition frequencies before measuring the Rabi
frequencies, in order to be confident there is no miscalibration of the static
field. Using the measured transition frequency for each static field strength,
the Rabi frequency was measured for all clock transitions in groups n = 1
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(a) Group 1 (b) Group 3
Figure 6.18: Measurements of Rabi frequency as a function of static field for
all clock transitions |1, m̄〉 → |2,−m̄〉 in groups n = 1 and 3 are shown in
(a) and (b) respectively (BMW = 2.9 mG). Predicted Rabi frequencies from
Eq. 6.26 are plotted, using the measured RF-field strengths from Figure 6.14,
and a fit to the overall amplitude scale factor accounting for the MW-probe
strength.
and 3, as plotted in Figures 6.18a and 6.18b respectively. The corresponding
theoretical predictions are also plotted, using the measured RF-field strengths
from Figure 6.14; the amplitude is scaled by a factor to account for the MW-
probe power and other constants. The match between data and theory is
good, including the zero coupling points in the n = 1 case expected from the
change in sign of the coupling strength.
A less accurate but much simpler method of coupling strength estimation
uses fits to the spectroscopy peaks such as those in Figure 6.8c, only now as
a function of static field. For this, we reanalyse the data from Figure 6.14c,
fitting the peak locations for each value of static field (e.g. Figure 6.14b). As
previously, this does not give good results for the clock transition (|1,−1〉 ↔
|2, 1〉), particularly in this case as the linewidth is of the same magnitude as
the frequency step size. For the other transitions from |1,−1〉 in n = −1, the
peak height as a function of static field is plotted in Figure 6.19, along with
the corresponding theoretical predictions. The data has been scaled by the
appropriate detection strengths, as well as a single factor accounting for the
arbitrary units of the detected signal. Despite the imprecision of this method,
the approximate locations of the minima and maxima roughly correspond.
The two transitions with |m̄+ m̄′| = 1 show better agreement with the data,
likely due to reduced susceptibility to static field noise. As the clock transition
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(a) |2,−2〉 (b) |2,−1〉
(c) |2, 0〉 (d) |2, 2〉
Figure 6.19: Estimates of the n = 1 coupling strengths of the transitions
|1,−1〉 ↔ |2, m̄′〉 as a function of static field are gained from fits to the signal
amplitudes at the transition frequencies in Figure 6.14. These are plotted
for all non-clock transitions, along with corresponding theoretical predictions.
Overall features of the theory and data are consistent, although as this is a
crude method of measuring the coupling coefficients the correlation is imper-
fect. Adapted from our paper [71].
Figure 6.20: Data and corresponding theoretical prediction of Rabi frequency
for the transition |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 1〉 in group n = 1. The scale of the figure
matches that used in Figure 6.19. Adapted from our paper [71].
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|1,−1〉 → |2, 1〉 is of particular interest in this work, the Rabi frequency as
a function of static field was measured again, using the same method as in
Figure 6.18a, only with a smaller step size and wider static field range. This
is plotted in Figure 6.20, along with the theoretical prediction as before. This
transition will be used for interferometry purposes in Section 6.3.3 as well as
coherence control data in Chapter 7.
6.3.3 Ramsey Interferometry
In this section, experimental and theoretical results on interferometry using
dressed states are shown. This work was performed with Dr Fabio Gentile
and also appears in his thesis [75], as well as our paper [103]. Interferometry
is the method of combining two waves and studying their interference pattern
in order to make a measurement. In the case of atoms, the Ramsey interfer-
ometric technique is used [145], which requires splitting a cloud in two and
recombining after some delay time. Assuming there is a difference between
the paths experienced by the two parts of the cloud, this can have some effect
on the final phase. We can therefore extract information on a measurable
parameter using our interferometric phase.
A basic two-pulse-Ramsey sequence in a two-level system begins with
atoms in a pure |1〉 state. In order to split the cloud, a π/2 MW-pulse is
used to put the atoms into a superposition of states, e.g. (|1〉+ |2〉)/
√
2, and
then after some hold time a further π/2-pulse puts all population into |2〉 if
the two parts of the atom cloud experience the same effects and the MW is
resonant with the transition. If the two pulses are of duration tp and the delay













where ΩMW and ∆MW are the Rabi frequency and the detuning of the MW-
driving field respectively. This is similar in form to the interference seen when
performing an optical two-slit diffraction experiment [89]. Performing this
experiment using the RF-dressed states |1〉 = |1,−1〉 and |2〉 = |2, 1〉 gives
the data shown in Figure 6.21a, with the corresponding theoretical predic-
tion shown in Figure 6.21b. The sequence was taken with tp = 0.416 ms
and tgap = 2 ms, and the theory is purely the plot of Eq. 6.39 with these
values, rather than a fit to the data. The theory and data show good agree-
ment in their general shape, even if they do not match perfectly due to the
simplifications required to generate the theoretical model, e.g. no free phase
evolution, and the approximation as a two-level-system. For instance, the fact
that the population fraction never reaches zero in the central set of peaks is





Figure 6.21: An initial state |1,−1〉 is subjected to the full two-pulse-Ramsey
sequence, with a MW-probe detuned from resonance with the transition to
|2, 1〉 (in n = 1) by ∆MW = ωMW − ωHFS − ωRF. The data, for a 2 ms pulse
separation and a 0.416 ms pulse time, is shown in (a), with the corresponding
theoretical prediction in (b) as given by Eq. 6.39.
a characteristic feature [14] not predicted by the simple model.
The primary drawback of the basic two-pulse Ramsey sequence is that a
dynamical phase may accumulate between the two parts of the cloud, increas-
ing the noise level in the final reading. This undesired phase evolution over
time is likely to take place even in the presence of no driving. It is therefore
advantageous to instead use the full three-pulse-Ramsey sequence, which adds
a central π-pulse to fully flip the state (|1〉 + |2〉)/
√
2 → (|1〉 − |2〉)/
√
2, in
order to reverse the direction of the phase evolution in the second part of the
sequence, and hence remove the dynamical phase. The final pulse therefore
puts the atoms back into state |1〉 in the case of resonant MW and no external
influences. How pure a final state |1〉 is regained is a necessary measurable
from which the externally induced phase is extracted. Such a sequence of
MW-pulses is shown in Figure 6.22, with the spacing between the centre of
the two π/2-pulses given by tseq.
The three-pulse sequence requires a more complex treatment, using the









as originally derived for RF-coupling in Eq. 2.41. In deriving this for the
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Figure 6.22: The figure shows the MW-probe strength during a three-pulse
Ramsey sequence. tπ is the Ramsey π-pulse duration for a fixed MW-power,
and the separation between pulses is tgap. This sequence was used to generate
the data in Figure 6.23a, where a phase ϕ is applied to the final pulse, with
the other pulses defined as having zero phase.
RF case, where the phase was a fixed value, we incorporated the phase of
the dressing into the Rabi frequency term. For the MW-field, we require a
variable phase, and therefore need a slight change in the definition of the
Rabi-frequency, which is no longer inclusive of the phase dependent factor.































in order to calculate the change in population between our two levels over the
course of the sequence. In the case of free evolution, the Hamiltonian is as
before, only with ΩMW = 0 as there is no MW-driving. We then need to find







This can be solved numerically with the use of a quantum mechanics toolbox
in Python [102].
In order to test interferometry using dressed states in our experiment, an
arbitrary phase needs to be applied in order to simulate some measurable
change. I-Q modulated signals consist of in-phase ‘I’ and quadrature ‘Q’
components. This allows the generation of a signal of arbitrary phase ϕ by
the combination of two signals at both zero and π/2 phase. The I-Q modulated
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which can be combined together to make the signal
A = AI + AQ = Atotsin(ωt+ ϕ). (6.45)
It is only the relative phase which is measurable, and as such we only change
the phase of the final π/2-pulse.
We can now scan the parameter space of all possible vales ϕ, as well as
the detuning of the MW from resonance with a transition (normalised by the
Rabi frequency, so as to not be dependent on the MW-power). Performing
the full Ramsey sequence on the transition |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 1〉 in group n = 1
gives the colourmap data in Figure 6.23a, which shows the final population
fraction in F = 2. The input duration of the π-pulse was calibrated using
the same technique as in Figure 3.6b, which provided the input parameter
tπ = (0.74 ± 0.05) ms, and the spacing between pulses was set to be tgap =
1 ms. The theoretical model of the same data is shown in Figure 6.23b, which
shows good agreement with the data, particularly considering that this is a
pure theoretical prediction with no fit parameters. The measured Ramsey
fringes are not as smooth as in the predicted case due to slight fluctuations in
experimental parameters (e.g. atom number, external static fields) over the
course of the ∼ 2 hour experimental run.
One notable discrepancy with the theoretical prediction is an offset in
phase; this is more easily visible in a cut through the data at a fixed frequency.
In Figure 6.24a, the phase scan for a resonant MW-probe frequency, we see
that in the case of applied phase ϕ = 0, there is still a residual phase of
0.38 rad. This is likely due to some external variation, such as static field
inhomogeneity. As the atoms are in free-fall, they will experience some small
change in static field over the course of the sequence as Helmholtz coils do
not provide a perfectly uniform static field. MW-probe strength will also
have a small spatial variation. In Figure 6.24b two further cuts through the
data are shown, this time for variable detuning and fixed phase. Both the
ϕ = 0 and π rad cases are shown, as well as the corresponding theoretical
predictions, offset by 0.38 rad to account for measured phase. The agreement
with the data is good, although imperfect atom number normalisation leads to
some discrepancies, particularly around zero phase. Overall, we have shown
that interferometry using dressed states is achievable and can be used to
measure changes in some external parameter. In this case we have measured
an artificially applied phase, but this method can be logically extended to
measure more physical parameters.
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(a) Data (b) Theory
Figure 6.23: Performing the full three-pulse-Ramsey sequence, scanning both
the detuning of the MW-probe and the phase of the final pulse, gives the
colourmap in (a) of the population fraction in F = 2 at the end of the sequence.
In (b) the theoretical prediction of the same sequence is shown. Adapted from
our paper [103].
(a) Cut through ∆MW = 0 (b) Cut through ϕ = 0, π
Figure 6.24: Ramsey interferometry data plotting the final population fraction
in F = 2 is shown in (a) as a function of the applied phase at the resonant
static field, along with the corresponding theoretical prediction. We see from
this that there is a mismatch of δϕ = 0.38 rad between the applied and
measured phases at the end of the the sequence. In (b) the applied phase is
fixed at ϕ = 0 or π rad, and the theoretical prediction is plotted for ϕ − δϕ,
to account for the phase mismatch. Adapted from our paper [103].
Chapter 7
Coherence Control
In order to maintain the coherence of an atomic superposition state, all pop-
ulated energy levels must react in the same way to external variables. A
significant factor in the case of magnetically trapped atoms is magnetic field
gradients and fluctuations. The ability to engineer the magnetic field depen-
dence of atomic energy levels by use of the AC-Zeeman effect will be demon-
strated in this chapter, in order to increase the robustness of the atomic state
by reducing decoherence due to static magnetic field gradients. We begin with
theoretical methods of modelling this effect (Section 7.1) before showing data
and analysis of such methods in action (Section 7.2).
7.1 Theoretical Model
In this section the general theory of using the AC-Zeeman effect to manipulate
the static field dependence of energy levels is set out. We begin with the basics
of quantum coherence and how this may be influenced by the AC-Zeeman
effect (Section 7.1.1), before moving on to consider appropriate frequencies
for dressing in order to cancel field dependence (Section 7.1.2). We then
consider two different ways of modelling the effect of such a MW-dressing,
firstly in the case of treating the dressed levels (Section 7.1.3) and then in
analysis of the bare system (Section 7.1.4).
7.1.1 Coherence and the AC-Zeeman Effect
Quantum coherence is a property of an isolated system in a linear superposi-
tion of states, which we describe using a density matrix. A state Ψ composed
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where c1 and c2 are the quantum amplitudes of the two states. ρ11 and ρ22
are the populations in each state, and the off-diagonal elements ρ12 and ρ21
are the coherences between the two states [69]. Decoherence occurs when the
system interacts with external parameters; interactions with the environment
turn a pure superposition state into an incoherent mixed state by introducing
external couplings which cannot be fully modelled [79]. As we can control the
internal state of the atom using magnetic fields (Section 3.2) a coherent pro-
cess can be reversed, but decoherent changes are irreversible as we do not have
full control of the environment. In order to perform interferometry, where the
superposition state of the atom is used to make a measurement, coherence is
a key requirement. Any decoherence from interactions with the environment
will manifest as noise on the measurement, or destroy the measurement al-
together. As the interaction with the environment is equivalent to making a
measurement of the state, decoherent quantum systems will begin to behave
more like a classical system where the state of the system is defined by a sum
of probabilities, rather than a probability density [195]. One possible cause of
decoherence is magnetic field variations or gradients; control of the magnetic
field dependence of a system can be used to alter its coherence.
In this work, our interest is in improving the coherence of an RF-dressed
atomic superposition state. If there is no variation in transition frequency
with static field, this decouples a superposition state between the two energy
levels from the effects of the static field, making the system robust against
field fluctuations or gradients, and removing static-field related decoherence
effects. This is necessary in cases where magnetically trapped atoms are used,
as we cannot simply remove static field gradients, which are a requirement of
many trapping geometries. In cases where static fields are not required, such
a technique could be used in place of magnetic shielding, which can be bulky
and inconvenient.
Thus far we have considered both the effects of a static magnetic field
on the magnetic sublevels of RF-dressed 87Rb and of a resonant MW-field
which drives population transfer between manifolds. The next step in the
manipulation of the internal state of the atom is to introduce detuned MW-
fields to alter energy levels without transferring population. The AC-Zeeman
effect is the shifting of energy levels in the presence of a detuned AC-field.
In the simple case of a two-level system with a non-zero coupling coefficient,
the application of a red-detuned (∆ < 0) dressing causes the levels to shift
further apart in energy, and in the case of a blue-detuned (∆ > 0) dressing
this shifts the lines closer together, as illustrated in Figure 7.1a.
In the laboratory frame, we can treat the shift as a simple perturbation w of
the two level system with energies 0 and ~ω0 for the ground and excited state
respectively. The Hamiltonian and corresponding eigenvalues will therefore
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(a) AC Zeeman Splitting
(b) Lab Frame
(c) Rotating Frame
Figure 7.1: The splitting of a two level system in the presence of a detuned
AC-magnetic field is shown in the figure. In the schematic (a) the effects of
a blue and red-detuned dressing on a two level system are shown. Adapted
from [27]. The avoided crossing between two energy levels when a dressing
field is applied (Eq. 7.2) is shown in (b), and the energy dependence of a single
one of these levels in the rotating frame (Eq. 7.4) is shown in (c). Dashed

















For an arbitrary choice of perturbation strength, in the case where the energy
level splitting is a function of static field, this is plotted in Figure 7.1b, with
the undressed case indicated with dashed lines. We see from this that the
AC-coupling causes the emergence of an avoided crossing, derived in more
detail in [186].
We now consider the same effect in the rotating frame of the dressing
frequency. Applying a MW-dressing of the form BMW = ΩMWcos(ωMWt)/2










which we can move to the rotating frame, using the same method as in Sec-
tion 2.2.2 and Eq. 2.29,






After performing this transformation and dropping the fast oscillating terms,

















where ∆ = ω0−ω, and we have removed the MW subscripts for ease of reading.














where the approximation is a good model at sufficiently large detuning. The
full equation is plotted in Figure 7.1c as a function of static field, which in this
simple case will be proportional to detuning. The approximation is invalid at
close to zero detuning as it tends to infinity at this point.
In order to build up a picture of the effects of a single off-resonant MW-
dressing in a multi-level atom, we first consider that only the transition closest
to resonance with the dressing field will be shifted by the dressing. To can-
cel the difference in static field dependence between two energy levels, we
therefore require a dressing on a transition which has a Rabi-frequency of the
appropriate form
Ω2dress ∝∼ EF+1,m̄′ − EF,m̄ + ~ωoffs, (7.7)
where EF,m̄ is as defined in Eq. 2.43, and ωoffs is an arbitrary offset. This offset
is included to account for static field independent energy contributions, such as
the hyperfine splitting, as well as any field independent shifts in the transition
energy caused by the dressing. Using the approximation as a three-level-
system, Figure 7.2 shows the dressed energy level shifts, where the dressing is
on a level with magnetic sublevel number m̄d. If the choice is made to dress
the lower energy level on |F, m̄〉 ↔ |F + 1, m̄d〉, this generates a shift δEF,m̄,
or in an equivalent system the upper energy level is dressed via |F, m̄d〉 ↔
|F + 1, m̄′〉, and the resultant shift is δEF+1,m̄′ . The figure shows red and
blue detuning in (a) and (b) respectively. The sign of the shift on the chosen
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(a) Red-Detuning from |F, m̄〉 (b) Blue-Detuning from |F ′, m̄′〉
Figure 7.2: In the figure we consider a three-level-system, probed on the tran-
sition |F, m̄〉 → |F + 1, m̄′〉 and dressed using a third state with magnetic sub-
level number md. In (a) the dressing is on the transition |F, m̄〉 ↔ |F + 1, m̄d〉,
which causes a shift of δEF,m̄ in the energy of the probed transition, and in (b)
the dressing is on the transition |F, m̄d〉 ↔ |F + 1, m̄′〉, which causes a shift of
δEF+1,m̄′ . Undressed energy levels are marked with solid lines, shifted levels
with dashed lines and detuned frequencies in grey. Red and blue-detuning
are shown in (a) and (b) respectively, although the sign of detuning is not
constrained.
energy level will depend on the detuning by
sign(δEF ) = (−1)F−I+1/2sign(∆) (7.8)
in order to ensure the shift decreases the transition frequency between the two
F -levels for blue detuning and increases it for red.
7.1.2 Choice of Dressing Frequency
From here on, we fix our probe on the RF-dressed transition |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 1〉,
although the same method can of course be used to adjust the field dependence
of any arbitrary transition. Explicitly the field dependence to be cancelled is











from Eq. 2.43, as was plotted in Figure 6.13a for the experimental values of
B±RF = (26±1) mG and Bres,1,2 = (256.4, 257.4) mG respectively. This is true
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for all values n, as we have discounted field independent terms, which only
contribute to the linear offset ωoffs(B
dress
MW = 0) = ωHFS + nωRF.
We now need to make a choice of energy levels on which to dress our
clock states, using Eq.s 7.7 and 7.9 to find an appropriate transition. Firstly,
we need to consider detuning restrictions, as one of the requirements of our
MW-dressing field is that it is not sufficiently close to an allowed transition
from any populated state to actively drive population transfer. It is clear that
we cannot maintain a coherent superposition between two states in a system
where atoms are being driven to a third state. A simple way to estimate
the minimum required detuning from resonance with a transition to ensure
robustness against population transfer is to look at the linewidth of the tran-
sition when probed. From our analysis of linewidths in Section 6.2.3, we can
estimate the required detuning.
Figure 6.10a showed that at high powers the linewidth of a transition in-
creases linearly as a function of MW-probe power. Also, as we saw from
Figure 6.8, despite the differences in heights of transition peaks due to varia-
tions in coupling strength, the increase in linewidth due to power broadening is
uniform across peaks. From a linear fit to peak width versus |m̄+m̄′| from the
low power data in this figure, we obtain the inhomogeneous linewidth contri-
bution. The increase in linewidth as a function of MW-power can be obtained
from Figure 6.10a. A rough approximation of any linewidth is therefore given
by
FWHM/(2π) ≈ |m̄+ m̄′| × 1.10 kHz + 0.52 BMW kHz/mG, (7.10)
where BMW is in milligauss. We are working using the FWHM as this is com-
parable in both Gaussian and Lorentzian lineshapes, unlike the defined width
w (see Figure 6.9). The total population fraction transferred will depend on
the coupling strength of the transition, so instead we standardise by choos-
ing the point where the population has dropped by some fraction. Using the
Gaussian lineshape, the population transfer has dropped to 1 % of its reso-
nant value at 1.29 FWHM from resonance, or for 0.1 % this is 1.58 FWHM.
We make the choice to dress at ∆/(2π) = 10 kHz, where for BMW = 8 mG
the population transfer drops to < 0.1 % of its maximum value before MW-
dressing. However, we are still safe to dress at higher MW-powers than this,
as the transition frequency is shifted by an amount ∝ B2MW away from the
dressing frequency, whereas the linewidth of the transition increases roughly
∝ BMW. Treating the lineshape as Lorentzian, the < 0.1 % population trans-
fer point is a factor of 10 further detuned. With the outermost transitions
in two neighbouring groups separated by less than this frequency, this is not
practical to achieve. The transition peak is also well below the noise level at
our chosen detuning, so this should be sufficient.
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In the above discussion we are of course only choosing a best case scenario
for our limited experimental parameters. A final atom loss of 0.1 % is likely
due to a higher fraction of the atoms having some interaction with the third
state, particularly over long interrogation times. Measurement of atom loss to
a third state would therefore be beneficial, and could potentially be achieved
using a state cleaning procedure to remove atoms in the clock states after
dressing. This would allow measurement of the residual population fraction
in the third state. Potentially also Rabi cycles on the dressing transition may
be measurable, although these would be subject to a significant level of noise.
A number of experimental improvements to increase both atom number and
detection strength would be required in order to make the measurement of
such a small atom fraction achievable. Future upgrades to the experiment
(Section 8.2.2) should enable these measurements, as this area warrants fur-
ther study. Population transfer is not a concern in the unconstrained case,
however. For interferometry, the use of considerably higher RF-dressing fre-
quency and strength make higher detunings easily achievable, allowing for an
arbitrarily low atom fraction loss. A detuning of ∆/(2π) = 310 kHz from all
populated states is used in [157] for a MW-dressing on the bare 87Rb atom
to have a negligible probability of undesired population transfer. Increasing
each of the radio frequency, RF-power and static field strength by a factor of
ten in our experiment would facilitate such a MW-dressing of the RF-dressed
atom.
As the MW-probe will be on the trappable clock transition, the only two
levels which will be populated are |1,−1〉 and |2, 1〉. We are therefore uncon-
cerned by any couplings near-resonant with transitions solely between unpopu-
lated states. The lowest frequency transition in any group is |1,−1〉 ↔ |2,−2〉,
and the highest frequency transition from a populated state is |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 1〉.
In order to meet the requirements on MW-dressing detuning, we require the
frequency to be either red-detuned from the former or blue-detuned from the
latter of these two transitions. Opposite signs of detuning would lead to popu-
lation transfer on |1,−1〉 ↔ |2,−1〉 or |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 1〉 respectively. The chosen
transitions are 120 kHz detuned from the nearest transition from a populated
state in another group, or 300 kHz if the MW is purely either π or σ± polarised
and therefore some groups are forbidden.
We now consider which of these couplings are of an appropriate form to
cancel the field dependence as given by Eq. 7.7 and plotted in Figure 6.13a.
The values Ω2 for all transitions |1,−1〉 → |2,−2〉 and |1, 1〉 → |2, 1〉 are
shown in Figures 7.3a and 7.3b respectively. Due to our requirements on
detuning, for dressings primarily on |1,−1〉 we require Ω2 have the opposite
static field dependence of that to be cancelled, whereas for dressings on |2, 1〉
we require Ω2 to match this dependence. Explicitly, as we saw in Figure 7.2,
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(a) |1,−1〉 → |2,−2〉 (b) |1, 1〉 → |2, 1〉
Figure 7.3: The values Ω2MW are shown as a function of static field for dressings
on the outermost transitions from our chosen clock states, in all groups n.
Dashed lines indicate the resonant static field. For plots of coupling strengths
of all possible transitions, see Appendix B.1.
both a red-detuned dressing on the lower energy level and a blue-detuned
dressing on the upper level negatively shift the dressed energy of the level in
question. As only one of the clock levels is shifted, dressing on the lower level
thus increases the separation between the two clock levels, whereas dressing
on the upper level reduces it.
As the clock transition is decreasing in frequency as a function of static
field at the resonance point (Eq. 7.9), the first order cancellation requires a
dressing either using a transition where a value Ω2 shown in (a) has a pos-
itive gradient at resonance, or one in (b) that has a negative gradient at
∆ Transition n -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
red |1,−1〉 ↔ |2,−2〉 −ve −ve −ve min +ve +ve +ve
blue |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 1〉 −ve max +ve min −ve max +ve
Table 7.1: When intending to reduce the static field dependence about res-
onance for an arbitrary transition, we begin by establishing the slope of the
transition frequency versus static field at this point. We then select a group
with the ability to cancel this dependence, marked as positive or negative
gradient, or minimum or maximum point in the table. Note that the table
is not directly giving the slope of Ω2 as shown in Figure 7.3, but that of the
dependence to be cancelled when accounting for the sign of the detuning.
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resonance. Transitions which fit this requirement are |1,−1〉 → |2,−2〉 for
n = −3,−2,−1 and |1, 1〉 → |2, 1〉 for n = −3,−1, as marked in Table 7.1.
The table gives the sign of the field dependence of a transition at resonance
which can be reduced using the stated dressings, as well as minima and max-
ima in order to cancel second order dependencies. In the general case with
no restrictions on detuning, a similar table can be drawn up for all transi-
tions using the slopes of Ω2 at resonance from Appendix B in the case of
blue detuning, or for red detuning −ve ↔ +ve and min ↔ max. Note that
although the strength of the (approximately circularly polarised) RF-dressing
does determine the gradient at resonance, it will not alter the overall sign. It
is also important to recall that, due to the differences in the magnitudes of
the gF -factors of the two clock states, there is not a single resonance point,
and by ‘at resonance’ we mean in the region BF=1res ≤ BDC ≤ BF=2res . Mak-
ing the choice to have our first order dressing predominantly shift |1,−1〉 and
adding the chosen detuning, we obtain the first order MW-dressing frequencies
(ωdMW−ωHFS)/(2π) = (−598,−415,−236) kHz when dressing on the identified
groups n = −3,−2,−1 respectively.
7.1.3 Treatment of Quasi-Energy Levels
The theory thus far has worked in the simplified case where only a single
one of the two clock levels is shifted by the dressing, with only the transition
closest to resonance causing a shift. In simple level schemes where the required
detuning is much smaller than the separation between transitions, this model
is sufficient. However, we recall that in our experiment the minimum detuning
and the level separation are both of the order of 10 kHz, and that the full level
scheme allows 105 RF-dressed transitions of different frequencies. One method
of approximating the effect of dressing on a many level system is by summing
over multiple detuning and level dependent shifts. This model has successfully
been used by Prof. József Fortágh’s group at the Universität Tübingen, in the
case of the 87Rb atom [157]. We are using the same method, only with our
more complex level scheme which emerges when RF-dressing couples magnetic
sublevels. Another difference is that we are working with the full definition of
the AC Zeeman shift on each level, rather than the approximation δE ≈ Ω2/∆,
which has purely been used as an aid to determining appropriate MW-dressing
frequencies in this thesis. The choice to use the full theory was made because
our MW-dressing detunings are two orders of magnitude lower than in the
case of the aforecited paper, and as such the approximated δE, which tends
to infinity at zero detuning, is not appropriate.
In a two-level system, the shift on an energy level by a dressing detuned by
∆ from a transition with coupling coefficient Ω is given by Eq. 7.6. However,
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(a) Dressing on |1,−1〉 (b) Dressing on |2, 1〉
Figure 7.4: In the full set of quasi-energy levels, a dressing is shown on the
transitions |1,−1〉 ↔ |2,−2〉 and |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 1〉 in (a) and (b) respectively.
Correspondingly, the quasi-energies are drawn in F = 2 and 1. The purple
arrow indicates a clock transition |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 1〉, and the grey arrow indicates
the MW-dressing. Black dashed lines indicate the shift on the energy of
the neighbouring dressed levels, although all other levels are also shifted by
decreasing amounts with increased detuning. Note that the frequency spacing
of the levels is not to scale.
as shown in Figure 7.4, when considering the full level system the number of
possible transitions from |1,−1〉 is 35, and from |2, 1〉 is 21. The energy levels
are depicted with the frequency of the F = 1 and 2 groups set as constant
in (a) and (b) respectively, with the groups of quasi-energy levels shown for
the other F -manifold in the same manner as in Figure 6.1c. Note that the
energy level spacings between groups are not to scale. In both cases the probe
frequency is fixed on |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 1〉 in group n = 1, and the dressing is red
or blue-detuned from all populated transitions in group n = −2 in (a) and (b)
respectively. Shifts on the energy levels directly involved in the dressing are
marked as in the three level system (Figure 7.2), and smaller additional shifts
are marked on neighbouring energy levels. Although only a small number of
shifts are indicated in the picture, all energy levels in the system will in fact be
similarly shifted, although by decreasing amounts as the detuning increases.
In order to model the total shift on a single energy level, it is therefore re-
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quired to take into account the shifts from all possible transitions by summing














where Ωk is the Rabi frequency of the transition and ∆k is the corresponding
detuning. Note that |F, m̄〉 is the level on which the shift is being considered,
and k is all transitions from this level to magnetic sublevels in the other ground
state F -manifold, including for all components of MW-polarisation and all
groups n. The sign of the shift is fixed by the inclusion of the prefactor from
Eq. 7.8, ensuring the lower and upper levels shift in opposite directions. As Ω
is a function of BσMW, this allows groups of transitions to be suppressed by the
choice of MW-polarisation. We can likewise account for mixed combinations
of σ± and π-polarisation using B
π
MW = BMWcos(Θ) and B
±
MW = BMWsin(Θ),
where Θ is the angle of the static field relative to Bx, as marked in Figure 5.9c.
Accounting for the shifts on both clock levels |F, m̄〉 and |F + 1, m̄′〉, the total
transition energy will be given by
Etot = ~ωHFS + ~nωRF + (EF+1,m̄′ + δEF+1,m̄′)− (EF,m̄ + δEF,m̄), (7.12)
where EF,m̄ is as defined in Eq. 2.43. As the RF-dressed transition frequencies
are a function of BDC, the MW-detuning must account for this. The detuning
from any arbitrary transition will be given by
∆nF,m̄→F+1,m̄′ = ωHFS + nωRF + (EF+1,m̄′ − EF,m̄)/~− ωMW, (7.13)
where ωMW is the MW-dressing frequency. As we have fixed the sign of the
detuning relative to the transition rather than relative to a certain energy
level, ∆nF,m̄→F+1,m̄′ ≡ ∆nF+1,m̄′→F,m̄.
Advantages of this theory are that it is simple to extend to account for an
arbitrary number of dressing frequencies, and it deals well with the effects of
multiple groups of RF-dressed transitions. One limitation is that the model
does not account for the interdependence between energy levels, i.e. that
non-clock transitions that are involved in generating shifts will themselves
also be shifted by other couplings. As the maximum energy shifts we measure
are of the order of 100 Hz, and the minimum detuning is 10 kHz, this is
not a substantial effect. This does however mean that the accuracy of the
model will decrease with increasing MW-dressing power, unless the detuning
is likewise increased. A further consideration is that, due to the model treating
degenerate energy levels as singularities, we also face issues when extrapolating
the potentials to static fields further from resonance. An alternative method,
treating the bare levels directly, has different advantages and limitations, as
follows.
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7.1.4 Treatment of Bare Energy Levels
Thus far we have focused solely on the dressed couplings, but in this model
we turn our attention to the MW-couplings between the bare energy levels
in different F -manifolds |1,m〉 ↔ |2,m′〉. Although this method lacks the
ability to properly account for the effects of quasi-energy levels, it has the ad-
vantage that in the rotating wave approximation it gives complete information
on all energy levels and their inter-dependencies, avoiding the complications
associated with singularities in the other model. The bare treatment also
should be able to better account for the back action of the MW-dressing on
the RF-dressing power.
Using the bare coupling coefficients, as were given in Table 6.2, we can
begin to construct the complete laboratory frame Hamiltonian. As we are only
considering the energy levels with L = 0, there is no spin-orbit coupling (gS
and gJ differ by a factor 6×10−6 [171]), and the hyperfine splitting from Eq. 2.4
can be simplified to ĤHFS = AHFSŜ.̂I. Also included in the Hamiltonian are
the effects of static magnetic field from Eq. 2.13, as well as the RF-coupling
between sublevels of the form ĤRF = F̂xBRFcos(ωRFt). We also require a
MW-coupling term in the matrix cells representing |1,m〉 ↔ |2,m+ ς〉 (where
ς = ±1, 0 for MW-polarisations σ±, π respectively), recalling that n = 2m+ ς.













Ωn,σMW cos(ωMWt) (|F,m〉 〈F + 1,m+ ς|+ h.c.) ,
(7.14)
where σ = σ−, π, σ+ or σ± as determined by the group number. The sum over
σ in the MW-coupling term is only necessary in the case of n = ±1, as all
other groups may only be addressed with a single polarisation component.

















and Eq. 7.4 will take us into the rotating frame of both the RF and the MW-








where Htot,F are from Eq.s 2.44 and 2.45, and M̂n,σ is the matrix of the
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Ωσnorm is given by Eq. 6.33 and δ is the Kronecker delta. The eigenvalues of
this Hamiltonian will give the full set of energies of all 8 magnetic sublevels.
The value n is chosen to be the group whose centre frequency is the least
detuned from the MW-dressing frequency. One problem with the model is
that only a single dressing frequency may properly be accounted for, due to
the limited applicability of the rotating wave approximation. Adding multiple
couplings F ↔ F+1 means that we cannot simply discount terms oscillating at
twice the rotation frequency, as the model will not simplify properly. We can
however approximate a second MW-dressing, now on the transition |1,m2〉 →




rot + a |F,m2〉 〈F,m2| − a |F + 1,m2 + ς2〉 〈F + 1,m2 + ς2| ,
(7.18)
by an amount a ∝ (Bn2,σ2MW )2. This hybrid of the Hamiltonian and dressed level
models can be used to obtain a rough estimate of the second order potentials
only. The first order dressing should be defined as the strongest of the two,
and the model becomes more reliable as the first order dressing increases in
power relative to the second dressing. Third and higher order MW-dressings
should not be estimated using this method.
A further drawback is that the model only handles transitions occurring
via photons of σ−-polarised RF in F = 1 and σ+-polarised RF in F = 2, which
resonantly couple neighbouring |F,m〉 sublevels. In fact, both components of
the RF-field interact equally with both sets of sublevels. All single-photon
RF-interactions with the magnetic sublevels are marked in Figure 7.5a, with
solid arrows marking transitions handled by the model and other interactions
indicated by dashed arrows. As dashed arrows do not correspond to a transi-
tion between energy levels, these have previously been discounted. However,
these become relevant when we add in a MW-field, for instance a σ±-polarised
field on the bare transition |1,−1〉 ↔ |2,−2〉 (Figure 7.5b), or a π-polarised
field on |1,−1〉 ↔ |2,−1〉 (Figure 7.5c), which correspond to the centre fre-
quency of the dressed groups n = −3 and −2 respectively. For simplicity
the MW-field is marked as resonant with a transition, although in practice
the detuning is not constrained. We see in the figures that in addition to
single photon transitions, there are several two-photon transitions which now
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(a) RF Single Photon (b) MW σ± Two Photon (c) MW π Two Photon
Figure 7.5: The arrows show some of the possible energy changes due to the
RF and MW-fields in the laboratory frame picture, in solid lines if on possible
single photon transitions, and dashed otherwise. In (a) all direct interactions
between a single resonant RF-photon and an energy level are shown. A MW-
field at the n = −3 and −2 centre frequencies are shown respectively for
σ± and π-polarisation in (b) and (c). Example two-photon transitions using
the MW-field and a σ− polarised RF-photon are also shown, with equivalent
transitions using σ+ omitted for readability.
emerge. Only interactions using a single σ−-polarised RF-photon and the
MW are marked, although equivalent transitions using σ+-polarised RF are
also enabled. The number of possible paths between F -levels will increase
significantly with higher order transitions, with increasing numbers of RF-
photons forming ever more complex chains of couplings. These multi-photon
paths correspond to the effect of other groups of transitions on the energy
levels.
Although higher order transitions have a decreasing effect on the system,
the fact that only couplings via the solid arrows marked in the figures can be
handled by this model is the main drawback compared to the quasi-energy
level method. The greater the detuning from the centre of the nearest group,
the less accurate the model will be, due to the single group modelled having
less of an effect compared to that of other groups. Via the treatment as quasi-
single-photon transitions, the quasi-energy level model fully accounts for all
multi-photon couplings. The Hamiltonian model should however be better at
handling the back-action of the MW-dressing on the RF. We will therefore
need to see how the models compare with experimental data before coming
to a conclusion as to which is more appropriate for our purposes.
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(a) Example Rabi Cycles (b) Field Calibration
Figure 7.6: The MW-dressing field strength is calibrated using the Rabi-
frequency data extracted from temporal measurements such as those shown
in (a). Plot (b) shows the voltage input into the MW-dressing generator
versus the Rabi frequency of the bare |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 transition, as well as the
associated static field, calibrated using the same method as for Eq. 6.38.
7.2 Coherence Data
Now that we have an understanding of the theory behind our method of
coherence control, we can begin to experimentally investigate. In this section
we begin by detailing the method used for measuring the effectiveness of our
coherence control (Section 7.2.1), before providing data showing the effect of a
single MW-dressing for three different frequencies which can all reduce the first
order static field dependence at resonance (Section 7.2.2). After comparing
the fit of our theoretical models to this data, we move on to suppression of
the field dependence to second order (Section 7.2.3).
7.2.1 Measurement Method
Before we can begin making measurements using our MW-dressing generator,
we first require a calibration of the field strength generated at the region of the
atoms. The home-built MW-dressing generator described in Section 5.2.3 is
used to generate the fields. Previous data was taken with only the MW-probe
generator (Figure 5.10) enabled, with the RF-card inputs for the MW-dressing
switched off. We now turn on the RF-card, and set the power of the MW-
dressing by adjusting the peak to peak voltage. After frequency mixing and
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amplification, we obtain the final output power which requires calibration.
The simplest way to measure the MW-field at the atoms is by measuring the
Rabi frequency using the same method as in Figure 3.6b. Rabi cycles were
measured on the bare |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 transition, a few examples of which are
shown in Figure 7.6a. Extracting the Rabi frequencies from fits to such data
allows the plotting of the Rabi-frequency as a function of voltage, as shown
in 7.6b, where the errorbars are given by the 95 % certainty bounds on the
frequency fit. Using the bare Rabi-frequency predictions from Table 6.2, we
gain the conversion to static field also marked on the figure. The coefficients
of the third order polynomial
BMW ≈ (−3.11V 3 × 10−6 + 5.18V 2 × 10−4 + 0.0656V + 3.09)× 1 mG (7.19)
were determined from a fit to the data, where V is the input RF peak to peak
voltage in volts. The fit has a root mean squared error of 0.06 mG in the
measured range 10 mV ≤ V ≤ 150 mV. After mixing the RF with a 7 GHz
MW, the signal goes through 4 different amplifiers to reach the MW-horn,
as well as numerous other non-linear electrical components. It is therefore
unsurprising that the voltage versus Rabi frequency data is non-linear, and
we see the effects of non-linear compression. The specifics of the compression
profile are not of particular interest in this work, and are sufficiently well
approximated by the above equation, but for more details of such effects
see [13]. One unexplained curiosity is the 3.1 mG vertical intercept. We
would, of course, expect the fit to extrapolate to zero MW-power at zero
input voltage; the cause of this discrepancy is unknown, but one possibility
is that there is an inaccuracy in the way the RF peak to peak voltage is
controlled in the low voltage regime. As undressed data is taken with the
RF-output triggered off, rather than simply having the amplitude set to zero,
this does not have an effect on the undressed data.
In order to measure the coherence increase due our dressing, we require
a minimum of two different MW-frequencies and strengths. From here on
the different MW-fields will be denoted BpMW and B
d
MW for the probe and
dressing respectively. Our transition of interest is the RF-dressed trappable
clock |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 1〉. Using the state preparation method described in Sec-
tion 3.2, a pure dressed |1,−1〉 state is produced. The only difference from
the sequence used for spectroscopy (Figure 4.3) is that an additional MW-
dressing field is switched on 0.2 ms before the MW-probe is applied. We are
initially considering only the first order dressing, red-detuned from the tran-
sition |1,−1〉 → |2,−2〉, in the three different groups n = −3,−2,−1. The
measurement of the clock transition is taken in group n = 1, which introduces
an additional complication for the n = −2 dressing.
Due to the constraint of having a single horn outputting the MW for both
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(a) 246 mG Cut (b) n = 0 Probe Scan (c) n = 1 Probe Scan
Figure 7.7: Colourmaps of the |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 1〉 transition in groups n = 0
and 1 are shown in (b) and (c) respectively as a function of both static field
and MW-probe frequency (BdMW = 0), taken using the same method as in
Figure 6.14. A cut through (b) of fixed BDC = 246 mG is shown in (a).
A Gaussian fit, rather than the full fit to Eq. 6.36 is used, in order for the
fitted centre frequency of the main peak to not be compromised by other fit
parameters.
the probing and the dressing, these must be of the same polarisation. This is
not an issue in the case of dressing on σ±-polarised groups, as a measurement
of the clock transition in all four odd numbered groups is possible for the
region |BDC −Bres| ≤ 12 mG, as was experimentally and theoretically shown
in Figure 6.18 for groups n = 1 and 3. For the same transition in n =
±2, 0 the zero coupling point is closer to resonance, and as such measurement
of the transition across a sufficiently large static field range is not possible.
We therefore require measurement of the transition using σ±-polarisation,
and hence need the MW to contain a mixture of σ± and π-polarisation if
dressing on n = −2. Quick tests found that the n = 1 clock transition
could be measured with sufficient resolution to locate the transition peak over
the desired static field region at 15◦ from purely π-polarised. Due to the
limits on the maximum power output of the MW-generator, this angle was
minimised to allow for the maximum component BπMW, and therefore enable
the measurement of a larger MW-dressing power range.
The problems associated with detection of the static field dependence of
the clock state in groups which have zero-coupling points can be seen in Fig-
ure 7.7. The resonant point BDC = 257 mG is roughly at the zero coupling
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point in the group n = 0 (in the approximation g1 = −g2 this is exactly
true) and as such this is a bad choice for measuring the change in static field
dependence at resonance. Group n = 1, on the other hand, is at a local maxi-
mum in the coupling at the resonance point, and therefore provides the better
measurement. Interestingly the minima do not appear when using a 15◦ field
angle from pure π-polarisation, and detecting on n = 1. As our model of the
coupling coefficients only gives either pure σ± or pure π-polarised couplings,
this is not a fault in the model, but does reveal an unforeseen limitation when
combining MW-polarisations.
Figure 7.7 was taken using the same method as for Figure 6.14, only now
displaying the F = 1 population rather than F = 2, due to a breakage of the
F = 2 laser at the time this data was taken. As the state is prepared in F = 1,
detection on F = 2 has the advantage that the noise level of the spectroscopy
measurements far from any transition is much lower, as a fluctuation in atom
number does not have any effect on this region. Due to time constraints,
this and some of the later data (Section 7.2.2) has not been retaken since
the upgrade to the common-mode suppressed detection system. Figure 7.7a
shows a single scan of the MW-probe frequency at BDC = 246 mG, with the
signal strength at which there is zero population in F = 2 approximated from
the mean signal strength far from the transition. Some of the additional noise
in the measurement is not seen in the full colourmaps due to the choice of
colour scale.
Transition frequencies as a function of static field are still clearly dis-
cernible when detecting on F = 1, as the transition peaks are much larger
than the noise level at all static fields sufficiently far from a coupling min-
imum. As we are primarily interested in the frequencies, rather than the
coupling strength of the clock transition, the additional signal noise is not
the limiting factor in our first order dressing data (Section 7.2.2). The MW-
probe step size, and hence the overall number of data points per set, limited by
practical experimental run times, is a bigger constraint. For second order data
(Section 7.2.3) the upgraded detection system allowed the direct measurement
of population in F = 2.
The transition frequency is measured using a Gaussian fit to the peak
for each value BDC, with the errors given by the 95 % confidence bounds.
We recall that for high MW-probe powers, the peak shape becomes distorted
(Eq. 6.36), but so long as the power is kept sufficiently low that the centre
of the transition peak is not reduced by multiple Rabi-cycles, a simple Gaus-
sian fit to the central peak provides a more accurate frequency measurement
than fitting a distorted peak shape. This is because fitting the full model to
‘sideband’ peaks, which are in some cases barely above the noise level, gives
a larger error on the transition frequency. The interdependence of the height
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and width of the peaks in this model also makes it less robust to fit program-
matically. As such, the Gaussian model (with amplitude as a fit parameter)
is used for this and all future such plots, with the zero population in F = 2
point fixed as the centre of the noise far from resonance with a transition, and
the point with all population in F = 2 set at where the F = 1 signal is zero.
Analysis of the field dependence of the clock transition as a function of
static field for different strengths and frequencies of MW-dressing will be made
using purely the transition frequencies and their associated errors gathered
from fitting in this manner. For simplicity, fits to RF and MW-dressing field
strengths will not be made using the full colourmap data, due to long com-
putation times, and the fact that the linewidth of the transition is purely
dictated by the MW-probe power. Using a lower MW-probe power would in-
crease the accuracy of the transition frequency measurement, but would also
require a much finer scan of MW-probe frequency in order to be detectable.
For reasons previously stated (Section 6.2.1) relating to thermal drifts in atom
number and practical constrains on experimental run times, we are restricted
in the number of points it is reasonable to take in a single data set. As such, a
probe strength of BpMW = 0.46 mG was chosen in order to give a linewidth of
≈ 200 Hz, which allows us to clearly measure the transition frequency when
using a MW-probe step size of 50 Hz. Using 1 mG steps in static field over
a range of Bres ± 12 mG allows scanning the full range of possible transition
frequencies in roughly an hour. The transition frequency varies by < 1.5 kHz
in this static field region using MW-dressing strengths achievable in our ex-
periment. The probe strength is increased to BpMW = 0.92 mG when using a
15◦ field angle, giving a similar linewidth.
7.2.2 First Order Dressing
We now experimentally explore dressing using the MW-frequencies chosen in
Section 7.1.2. In the case of dressing on a σ±-polarised MW group, we begin
by applying a MW-dressing at (ωdMW − ωHFS)/(2π) = (−598, or −236) kHz,
i.e. red-detuned from the n = −3 or −1 group, and measuring the transition
frequency as a function of MW-dressing power by detecting on the clock tran-
sition in n = 1, with pure σ± polarisation for both dressing and detection.
For the comparable case for dressing on a π-polarised group, the MW-dressing
is at (ωdMW − ωHFS)/(2π) = −415 kHz, red-detuned from the n = −2 group
and detecting on the n = 1 clock transition, with all MW 15◦ from pure π-
polarisation. All three dressing frequencies are marked in Figure 7.8, relative
to the spectroscopy data from Figure 6.5a. The data shows the frequencies of
the transitions from |1,−1〉 to all possible states |2, m̄′〉, and gives an idea of
the associated detunings.
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Figure 7.8: The MW spectroscopy data from Figure 6.5a, taken using an
initially pure |1,−1〉 state, is shown in the figure, with all chosen first order
MW-dressing frequencies marked. The red, grey and blue lines shown MW-
dressings primarily on n = −3,−2,−1 respectively.
Using these frequencies, Figure 7.9 shows colourmaps of static field versus
probe MW-frequency, with dressings on n = −3,−2 and −1 shown in (a-
c) respectively. In all figures, (i) shows the case with no MW-dressing, and
two increasing dressing strengths are shown in (ii) and (iii). In the case of
n = −3 and −1 these dressings were formed by V dMW = (80 and 140) mV
input to the MW-dressing generator, corresponding to BdMW = (10.1 and
13.9) mG. For n = −2, the corresponding values are V dMW = (70, 120) mV and
BdMW = (9.1, 12.4) mG. The particular examples in (ii) were chosen to show a
dressing strength where the static field dependence is somewhat reduced, but
the gradient of static field versus transition frequency is still clearly negative.
In (aiii) and (biii) the examples chosen show a small positive gradient, and in
(ciii) the gradient remains negative but is close to zero, limited by the power
output of our dressing generator. Note that (ai) and (ci) show the same data
(over different ranges), as the two undressed cases with the MW-probe purely
σ±-polarised are identical. The range of the scanned static field varies slightly
due to datasets for dressings on different groups being taken at different times,
and not originally intended to be collated. Regions below the red lines in (cii)
and (ciii) do not have available data.
All MW-dressings shown cause the transition frequency to increase some-
what across the whole static field range, due to red-detuned dressings always
increasing the separation between two levels. All have a lesser effect on the
transition frequency at static fields below the resonance point, as predicted
by the coupling coefficients (Figure 7.3). In all cases, this causes the gradient
dωdMW(Bres)/dBDC at the resonance point to increase from ∼ −40×2π Hz/mG
towards zero with increasing MW-dressing power. This is shown in Fig-
ure 7.10a, where the gradient at resonance for a range of dressing strengths
is plotted. In order to not have the extracted gradient be dependent on the
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(ai) Bd,n=−3MW = 0 mG (aii) B
d,n=−3
MW = 10.1 mG (aiii) B
d,n=−3
MW = 13.9 mG
(bi) Bd,n=−2MW = 0 mG (bii) B
d,n=−2
MW = 9.2 mG (biii) B
d,n=−2
MW = 12.4 mG
(ci) Bd,n=−1MW = 0 mG (cii) B
d,n=−1
MW = 10.1 mG (ciii) B
d,n=−1
MW = 13.9 mG
Figure 7.9: With a MW-dressing frequency of (ωdMW − ωHFS)/(2π) =
(−598,−415 and −236) kHz in (a-c) respectively, the field dependence of
the transition frequency is shown for the undressed case and two different
dressing strengths Bd,nMW in each case.
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(a) Data (b) Dressed Predictions (c) Bare Predictions
Figure 7.10: The measured change in the derivative of the clock transition
frequency dωclock/dBDC at resonance due to a change in the MW-dressing
strength is shown in (a). The theoretical predictions based on the treat-
ment of both the dressed and the bare level system are shown in (b) and (c)
respectively. Note that the errors on the data points are the error on the mea-
surement of the gradient for a single dressing power. Fluctuations in relevant
fields between data-sets may account for the lack of a smooth trend. These
predictions are with the RF-power as a fixed input value. The line colours
correspond to those of the marked dressing frequencies in Figure 7.8.
theoretical model chosen, this was measured from a fit to the data using a
quartic function, which provides a good fit across all data-points, although
this is of course completely unreliable outside of the measured static field
range. The errors on the measured gradients are propagated from the errors
on the transition frequencies. It would appear that day-to-day fluctuations in
RF and MW-field strengths also add to the measurement error, as we can see
that the measured gradient is not the smooth continuous change we would
otherwise expect.
The theoretical predictions of this gradient are shown in Figure 7.10b for
the dressed treatment and Figure 7.10c for the bare treatment. The shape of
the gradient’s dependence on dressing power is similar in both cases, although
neither accurately fits the experimental data. As the gradient predictions have
the measured values B±RF as a fixed input, the back-action of the MW on the
RF-power is not accounted for in (b), and (c) is inaccurate due to its only
modelling a single group of transitions. We see from the data that in the
n = −3 and −2 cases the resonant gradient has passed zero, i.e. there is a
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(a) n = −3 (b) n = −2
(c) n = −1 (d) RF Fits
Figure 7.11: Shown in (a-c) are the extracted clock transition frequencies
as a function of MW-dressing power for three different dressing frequencies,
(ωdMW − ωHFS)/(2π) = (−598,−415 and −236) kHz respectively. Fits are to
Eq. 7.12, with B±RF as the fit parameters. The output RF strengths from all
fits are plotted in (d).
dressing strength at which the first order field dependence is fully cancelled.
In the case of dressing on n = 1, the data indicates that the gradient will fall
to zero at a higher MW-dressing power than we can currently produce.
We can now consider the predictions of both models relative to the data.
In Figure 7.11, the measured transition frequency as a function of static field
is shown for all three dressing frequencies (ωdMW − ωHFS)/(2π) = (−598,−415
and −236) kHz in (a-c) respectively, for a range of MW-dressing strengths.
Available data has dictated which MW-powers are shown, but a larger number
different of MW-powers were taken for the 15◦ case, as this reaches zero first-
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order field dependence at resonance at the lowest MW-power, and is therefore
the best candidate for second order dressing given our power limitations. The
fits to the data are from Eq. 7.12, with the RF-power of both σ± components as
a fit parameter. As this model does not otherwise account for the back-action
of the MW-dressing on the RF, we expect the fitted RF-power to decrease
with increasing MW-power. As we see in Figure 7.11d, this is broadly true,
although with some fluctuations, potentially due to variations in RF-power,
MW-power, or location of the atoms due to static field fluctuations which
can alter the effective power of both the RF and the MW seen by the atoms.
The input MW-power is calculated using Eq. 7.19, only with the zero dressing
case forced to BdMW = 0, as the equation does not provide accurate predictions
when the MW-dressing is triggered off. We see that the fit quality across the
whole range is good, although some of the highest MW-power data in the
n = −2 case does not fit so well. We see that for n = −3 and −2 dressings,
the point where the gradient of transition frequency versus static field is zero
will be a local minimum, whereas for n = −1 this will be a local maximum.
The shape of this residual field dependence will be important as the starting
point for applying higher order dressings.
In Figure 7.12 the root mean squared error (RMSE) on the fit to all data
points in each set is shown for various fit types. For the fits previously dis-
cussed, the RMSE/(2π) = (14, 17 and 17) Hz for n = −3,−2 and −1 re-
spectively. Another possibility for fitting the data is to fit independent clock
transition frequency offsets for each of the different BMW values. This would
account for any inaccuracies in the probe frequency due to thermal drifts caus-
ing miscalibrations in the generator. Although we see from the figure that this
does cause an increase in the quality of the fit, this may be simply because
any increase in the number of fit parameters will improve matters. Fitting
both the RF and the offset together improves the RMSE somewhat compared
to fits to RF-power alone, but the 14 % improvement in fit quality may be in-
sufficient evidence that MW-frequency fluctuations are really a contributory
factor. In order to investigate this effect, a GPS device to use as a stable
reference for the generator is to be installed, which will completely remove
any mechanical effects of device temperature on output frequency. Once this
has been added, we will be able to conclusively say whether probe frequency
drifts are a significant factor, which we cannot be certain of at this time.
We can however conclude that the RF-field requires fitting as a function
of MW-dressing strength, due to a combination of the effect of the back-
action of the MW on the RF, and day-to-day fluctuations in the RF-power
experienced by the atoms, as shown by both Figure 7.11d and the substantial
(88%) reduction in RMSE this fit parameter causes. The ellipticity of the
RF is also fit, indicating a (3.4 ± 0.4)% higher B−RF component. Although
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Figure 7.12: The root mean squared error on fits to the data in Figure 7.11
are shown using different fit parameters: the RF-field strength, the MW-probe
frequency offset, both or neither, for both the treatments of the dressed and
of the bare levels.
there is little variation in fit quality between the three different dressings, as
expected the n = −3 dressing fits the best, as this is the simplest case with
a single (σ−) polarisation contributing to the dressing. The data for dressing
on n = −2 fits the least well, particularly at high MW-dressing powers, due
to the fact that our model for predicting coupling coefficients does not fully
account for mixed π-σ± dressings. The σ±-polarised n = −1 dressing can be
fully modelled however, and provides a robust fit.
We can also consider the alternative method, modelling the bare levels
using the eigenvalues of Eq. 7.16. The RMSEs of such a fit are also shown
in Figure 7.12. Note that as the bare model does not consider the transition
frequency offsets due to the RF-dressed groups, even in the case where the fit
parameters are stated to be ‘none’ an offset frequency is required as an input.
This was set to fix the zero dressing case at the correct frequency, but was
not fit separately for each individual value of BdMW in the unfit case shown
by the green bars. Fitting each MW-probe frequency offset separately for
each MW-dressing power improves the fit somewhat. Interestingly, fitting the
RF-powers improves the fit substantially, although as this model is intended
to account for the back-action of the MW-dressing on the RF-power, this is
unexpected. Either the RF-power fluctuation is a much larger effect than
the back-action, or simply this improvement in fit is a result of an increase
in number of fit parameters. As with the previous model, fitting individual
MW-probe frequency offsets improves the fit quality somewhat (by 8%), but
again this may simply be due to the increase in number of fit parameters. The
RMSE of the fit to RF-power is 42% lower in the dressed treatment than the




(d) Dressed Theory Resorted
Figure 7.13: In (a) all energy levels are shown with no MW-dressing power, but
in the rotating frame of a ωHFS/(2π)− 236 kHz MW-Dressing. Other figures
show the level scheme with a MW-dressing of strength Bd2MW = 13.9 mG at
this dressing frequency. In (b) prediction using the treatment of the bare
energy levels is shown. Both (c) and (d) show the predictions from the quasi-
energy level model, which in the case of (d) has the level scheme reorganised
to account for degeneracies. Levels |1,−1〉 and |2, 1〉 are highlighted in green
and blue respectively.
corresponding bare treatment. We therefore choose to work primarily with
the quasi-energy level model, as not only does it provide the better fit, but
also because the main advantage of the bare level treatment, in accounting
for the back action of the MW on the RF, does not appear to be sufficient in
practice.
We now consider the full energy level structure of the n = 1 group. In the
rotating frame of both the RF-dressing and a MW-dressing at ωHFS/(2π) −
236 kHz, the potential energies of all |F, m̄〉 levels are plotted in Figure 7.13a
in the limit BdMW = 0 mG. Both theoretical models give the same predicted
potentials in the case of zero MW-dressing power. The clock levels are high-
lighted in green and blue for |1,−1〉 and |2, 1〉 respectively. One area where
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the treatment of bare levels has a practical advantage is in the calculation
of potential energies. As there are no singularities in the model, the eigen-
values of the Hamiltonian directly give the potential energies of all |F, m̄〉
levels. The predicted levels using this model are plotted in Figure 7.13b for
BdMW = 13.9 mG, i.e. using the parameters in Figure 7.11c which gave the
minimum gradient dωclock/dBDC at the static field resonance. We see that
the shift on the energy level |1,−1〉 is primarily due to avoided crossings
with |2,−2〉. Increasing the MW-dressing power will increase the number of
avoided crossings, as well as increasing the magnitude of the distortion caused
by any given avoided crossing.
It is also possible to predict the potential energies using the quasi-energy
level model, if we account for the emergence of singularities. In Figure 7.13c
the predicted potentials using this model are plotted, for the same dressing
strength and frequency as previously. The blue potential |2, 1〉 and three
other potentials are accurately described by the model; these are the levels
which are never degenerate in energy with any other level within the static
field range shown. The energy level highlighted with a thicker black line is
|1,−1〉 at 235 mG. BDC . 280 mG, but at the points where ∆1,−1↔2,−2 = 0
(∆F,m̄↔F ′,m̄′) we get a discontinuity in the potential energy. This sign change
is a result of the potentials |1,−1〉 and |2,−2〉 switching which is the lowest
energy level in the laboratory frame. In order to obtain a more physical
prediction of the potential energies, we require a redefinition of the states.
We therefore we relabel the levels whenever they experience a sudden jump in
frequency, which we define to be at static field Bdegen, obtaining the potential
energy scheme shown in Figure 7.13d. To do this, we flip the labels of the two
states |F, m̄〉 ↔ |F + 1, m̄′〉 which exhibit a jump in transition frequency at
the same static field. Note that there can be multiple static fields at which
this is true. If Bres < Bdegen, the energy levels are flipped for all values
BDC > Bdegen, or if Bres > Bdegen the energy levels are flipped for all values
BDC < Bdegen. This ensures that the definition of the states at the static field
resonance remains unaltered. This method gives a similar prediction to the
alternative treatment from Figure 7.13b. Note that the potential energies in
Figure 7.13c experience small offset discontinuities, (300− 500) Hz, at energy
level degeneracies, which have been removed in the resorted level prediction.
The reasons for the jumps are unclear, although as the region of interest
is around the static field resonance this should not cause an issue in our
transition frequency predictions. We also note that, depending on the strength
of the dressing, not all degenerate levels will form avoided crossings. The
shape of the potential energy levels are shown purely as an illustration of the
practical consequences of the dressed couplings.
Both the shape and depth of the potentials are important to understand,
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(a) Varying Detuning (b) Varying BRF
Figure 7.14: The effects on the trap depth of holding BRF constant and varying
the MW-dressing detuning are shown in (a), and the corresponding effect for
fixing detuning and varying BRF is shown in (b). Both dressed and bare
treatments are shown.
as when magnetically trapping this will dictate the maximum temperature of
atoms which may be trapped. WithBMW = 13.9 mG, using the approximation
~ωpot = kBT , the predicted trap depth of |1,−1〉 using the dressed (bare)
treatment is 7.53 (8.48) kHz, giving a temperature of 361 (407) nK. Due to
the relative detuning, the depth of the |2, 1〉 potential is 19 times deeper: our
interest is therefore in increasing the depth of the |1,−1〉 potential. In our
experiment, due to limitations on our MW-dressing power, this number cannot
be significantly improved. In future experiments not subject to the same
constraints however, a substantially increased trap depth should be achievable
whilst still providing first order coherence control. Theoretical models indicate
that both increasing the magnitude of the detuning from the transition (within
the restrictions on detuning) and decreasing the RF-power increase the trap
depth, but likewise require higher MW-dressing power to achieve first order
coherence. The required dressing strength for optimal coherence control can
be established by calculating the derivative at resonance as a function of MW-
dressing power, as in Figure 7.10, and extracting the zero crossing point in the
gradient. The trap depth is then measured as the difference in trap frequency
between the potential minimum close to the resonance point and at the first
turning point. This was performed for a range of MW-dressing frequencies,
with BRF fixed at its measured value, see Figure 7.14a. Alternatively, the
MW-dressing frequency can be fixed at (ωdMW−ωHFS)/(2π) = −236 kHz, and
the RF-dressing strength varied, as shown in Figure 7.14b, assuming circular
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RF-polarisation. In both cases the dressing is primarily on n = −1, and we
note that lower dressing frequencies have a higher magnitude of detuning.
We therefore see that both theoretical models of potentials predict that both
increasing the detuning and reducing the RF-power increases the trap depth,
as these parameters control the static field at which avoided crossings occur.
Note that the exact values of trap depth predicted are not robust, as the back
action of the MW-dressing on the RF cannot be accounted for in the dressed
treatment, and the bare treatment is less reliable due to not modelling the
effects of other groups of transitions. However, both models are sufficient to
indicate the overall trend.
7.2.3 Second Order Dressing
In order to achieve higher order coherence control, multiple MW-dressings of
different frequencies can be simultaneously applied to the RF-dressed atom.
Data in this section was taken using the common-mode suppressed detection
system, and measurements are of the final population fraction in F = 2 after
MW-probing. There are two logical ways of numbering the MW-dressing
orders: by MW-power, or by which order of static field dependence they
are chosen to cancel. For convenience, this section discusses the dressings
in terms of the latter definition, with the superscripts d1 and d2 denoting
the dressings cancelling the first and second order static field dependencies
respectively. However, for all data shown here either definition would result
in the same numbering. This is because it is likely (but not always guaranteed)
that higher order field dependencies will require lower MW-dressing powers
in order to be cancelled.
We begin by choosing an appropriate first order dressing as a basis on
which to build higher order coherence. It transpires that there are no single
σ±-polarised dressing frequencies which can flatten a field dependence which is
at a minimum or maximum at the static field resonance (see Table 7.1). The
choice is therefore made to focus on flattening the field dependence of the
transition after a first order π-polarised dressing with (ωd1MW − ωHFS)/(2π) =
−415 kHz. It is of course possible to have a first order dressing using σ± and
a second dressing of π-polarisation. However, due to our system being limited
in the maximum dressing power which can be produced, as well as having a
single MW-horn so all MW-fields must be of the same polarisation, we can
achieve higher MW-dressing powers for both orders if they are of the same
polarisation. As previously, we choose a static field which orients the atoms
at 15◦ from experiencing pure π-polarised MW, in order to still have sufficient
σ±-polarised MW to probe the atoms in group n = 1.
Table 7.1 shows that dressing either red or blue-detuned from the n =
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0 group has the effect of flattening a field minimum. We now investigate
the effects of an additional dressing at (ωd2MW − ωHFS)/(2π) = 43 kHz, i.e.
blue detuned by 19 kHz from the |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 1〉 transition, so predominantly
shifting the upper clock state |2, 1〉. As the two different dressing orders
manipulate different states, it will later be easier to disentangle the effects of
the two dressings on the full set of potential energies. From Eq. 6.26, we know
that the coupling coefficient of |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 1〉 in n = 0 is
~ΩMW = |
√
3(1 + cos θ1) sin (2θ2)Ω
π
norm|, (7.20)
as plotted in Figure 7.3b. In the approximation g2 = −g1 = 0.5, then θ1 = θ2
(Eq. 2.47). As θF = 0 at Bres, this means that the coupling coefficient is zero
at the static field resonance. Therefore in order to cancel the second order
field dependence at this point, we simply start from a first order dressing
at (ωd1MW − ωHFS)/(2π) = −415 kHz, of strength Bd1MW = 12.4 mG, which
completely removes the static field dependence of the transition frequency at
the resonant static field. We then apply our second order dressing frequency,
which has zero coupling at the field resonance, but flattens the second order
dependence symmetrically about this point.
Two complications arise when using this method, one of which is inherent
to the model and the other of which is a technical constraint particular to
our experiment. Firstly, we recall that θ1 6= θ2, meaning that the coupling
minimum is not exactly at Bres (which we defined as the mean of the two state
dependent resonances BFres). This is simple enough to account for, as a slight
change in the strength of Bd1MW can shift the zero gradient point after first
order dressing to coincide with that of the coupling minimum in the second
dressing. The second issue we encounter is that we do not have a proper
characterisation of the 1 dB compression profile of our MW-dressing generator.
This was not problematic when setting the power of the first order MW-
dressing, as we could simply measure the dressing power using Rabi-frequency
data, as in Figure 7.6. In the case of two simultaneous dressings of different
frequencies we cannot easily measure the ensuing power reduction. For the
time being, we therefore simply use trial and error to find the appropriate
generator input voltages for the two dressings to maximally reduce the second
order field dependence within the constraints of the dressing powers achievable
with our system. In the future, the installation of a MW-antenna near the
main chamber to directly measure the power of different spectral components
of the dressing would remove the uncertainty on dressing power.
In Figure 7.15 the measured singly dressed clock transition frequency with
Bd1MW = 12.4 mG is plotted, alongside three different doubly dressed cases.
In all cases V d1MW = 110 mV, although with increasing second dressing power
the first order MW-dressing power experienced by the atoms will reduce. The
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(a) Bd1,2MW Fit Together (b) B
d1,2
MW Fit Separately
Figure 7.15: The clock transition frequency as a function of static field
is shown for a single first order MW-dressing at (ωd1MW − ωHFS)/(2π) =
−415 kHz, and three double dressings with an additional frequency of
(ωd2MW−ωHFS)/(2π) = 43 kHz. In both figures the RF-power is a fit parameter,
but in (a) the fit forces both MW-frequency components to be reduced by the
same amount due to the limits of the generator, and in (b) the two fractions
are fit separately.
input peak to peak voltages for each of these data sets were V d2MW = (0, 40, 60
and 70) mV. In Figure 7.15a the parameters of the fit were BRF and the
overall scale factor on both Bd1MW and B
d2
MW, which the fit predicts to be a
reduction in power (36±2) % compared to the MW-dressing powers calculated
from Eq. 7.19. However, fitting the two MW-dressing powers as separate
parameters allows for decent quality fits with a wide range of ratios between
the two. The fits in Figure 7.15b predict that Bd1MW is attenuated by 17 %,
but Bd2MW is attenuated by 45 %. This does not seem likely, as the higher
power components should be similarly or more largely attenuated; however the
RMSE is reduced by a factor of two compared to the previous fit. This shows
that we cannot accurately obtain the field strength of the two MW-dressings
from this data. The data does however show that with the combination of
two different dressing we can fully flatten the clock transition frequency to
less than the resolution-limited linewidth over the measured range.
Figure 7.16 shows colourmaps of three different dressing scenarios. Fig-
ure 7.16ai shows the undressed clock transition, and Figure 7.16bi shows the
transition with a single dressing of (ωd1MW − ωHFS)/(2π) = −415 kHz and
strength Bd1MW = 12.4 mG. In Figure 7.16ci, this same dressing (V
d1
MW =
110 mV) is again applied, but with an additional second order dressing at
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(ai) Undressed Transition (bi) Singly Dressed Transition (ci) Doubly Dressed Transition
(aii) Undressed Potentials (bii) Singly Dressed Potentials (cii) Doubly Dressed Potentials
Figure 7.16: The colourmaps show the MW-probe frequency verses static field,
with the clock transition frequencies marked. In (a) we see the case with no
MW-dressing, in (b) a single dressing at (ωd1MW − ωHFS)/(2π) = −415 kHz of
strength Bd1MW = 10.92 mG is shown, and in (c) the doubly dressed transition
is shown, with the additional dressing at (ωd2MW − ωHFS)/(2π) = 43 kHz. We
see that in the doubly dressed case we achieve a clock frequency dependence
on static field of less than the resolution-limited linewidth. Theoretical pre-
dictions of the clock state potentials are also plotted in the corresponding
figures (ii). Adapted from our paper [71]
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(ωd2MW − ωHFS)/(2π) = 43 kHz with an input voltage of V d2MW = 70 mV. In the
case of first order dressing, this voltage input to the generator would form a
dressing of strength Bd2MW = 9.1 mG; however as both the first and second
order dressings are passing through the same set of amplifiers simultaneously,
the previous calibration of MW-dressing field strength as a function input
peak-to-peak voltage no longer applies. In the fit to the dressed model, a re-
duction in both dressing strengths by (36± 2)% is required. As there is some
interdependence in how these two values can alter the fit, if the two frequencies
are not attenuated equally the errors on these values will be larger.
In the corresponding figures (ii), the predicted potentials of the clock states
are plotted. We see in Figure 7.16aii that the undressed potentials differ in
minimum static field by 1 mG, as predicted by Eq. 2.32. The purpose of the
first order dressing is to overlap these two potentials, in this case by shifting
the lower clock state |1,−1〉 to the same potential minimum as that of |2, 1〉
(Figure 7.16bii). The purpose of the second dressing is to alter the curvature
of the |2, 1〉 potential about the static field resonance to match that of |1,−1〉,
which we see in Figure 7.16cii. If we look at the full set of potential energy
levels we can consider the mechanism by which this is achieved. We recall
from Figure 7.13d that it is an avoided crossing with |1,−1〉 ↔ |2,−2〉 which
causes the shift in the potential minimum due to the first order dressing.
This was when dressing on a different group of transitions, but we see from
Figure 7.17b that a dressing on n = −2 has a similar effect. One difference
in the n = −2 dressing case is that state |1, 1〉 at close to 200 mG shows an
avoided crossing which does not correspond to a degeneracy with an energy
level in this group. Instead we see that this turning point must be a result of
the interaction with another group of transitions, in this case n = −3. Due
to the small σ±-polarisation component of the primarily π-polarised dressing,
interactions with the n = −3 group are permitted, the centre of which is
a 124 kHz detuned from the centre of the n = −2 group in the rotating
frame of the dressing. Similar effects are not seen for a dressing using pure
σ±-polarisation on n = −1 (Figure 7.13d) as both neighbouring groups may
only be addressed with π-polarisation, and therefore the centre of the nearest
non-forbidden group is 236 kHz detuned, and hence has a negligible effect on
the energy levels within the static field range shown. Note that the MW and
RF-dressing strengths used are as extracted from the fit to Figure 7.15a.
In Figure 7.17a we see that the second dressing shifts the potential of
|2, 1〉 via an avoided crossing with |2, 2〉. However, how we choose to define
our MW-dressed states in this case matters. In the rotating frame of the MW-
dressing, in the limit of zero MW-dressing power, the states |1, 1〉 and |2, 1〉
are degenerate at (233 and 281) mG. It is these two degeneracies which are
primarily responsible for the change in the shape of the potential. However,
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(a) Dressing d2
(b) Dressing d1
(c) Dressings d1 and d2
(d) Derivative from Dressings d1 and d2
Figure 7.17: The MW-dressed potentials for all MW-dressed energy lev-
els are shown for different dressing possibilities. In (a) a dressing at
(ωd2MW − ωHFS)/(2π) = 43 kHz is shown, and (b) shows a dressing at
(ωd1MW − ωHFS)/(2π) = −415 kHz. The effects of combining both dressings
is shown in (c). The clock states |1,−1〉 and |2, 1〉 are highlighted in green
and blue respectively, and in (c) other groups of quasi-energy levels are shown
in grey. In (d) the derivative of the potentials as a function of static field is
shown, before resorting the energy levels, with the derivatives of the shifts
caused by both the first and second order dressings plotted separately, which
simply sum to make the derivative of the doubly dressed potentials. This plot
marks the locations of flips in the definition of states with crosses.
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due to our choice to fix the state labels at Bres, when resorting the potentials
to account for flips in the definition of states, these states become redefined.
We are however primarily interested in the potential minima of our clock
states, which are close to the resonant static field. Therefore defining our
MW-dressed states relative to this point gives the most intuitive method of
labelling potentials.
In Figure 7.17c, the effect of applying both orders of MW-dressing to
the full set of potentials is shown. As previously, a set of 8 quasi-energies is
shown in black (aside from the highlighted clock states), but unlike previously
we now require a representation of the shift from two different dressings on
different groups of quasi-energy levels. The 8 main energy levels are shown in
the rotating frame of the (stronger) first order dressing, with another group of
quasi-energies marked in grey representing the second order dressing. We see
that, because the two dressings primarily manipulate different clock states,
there is little interaction between the two dressings, and as such the two
effects may be considered separately. We know from Figure 7.13c that before
accounting for flips in the definition of MW-dressed states, we see sudden
jumps in the potential energies corresponding to avoided crossing locations. If
we take the derivative of these potentials as a function of static field, whenever
there is a state flip we see a spike in the derivative. Performing this analysis
for all potentials in the case of the dressing shown in Figure 7.17c before
state reorganisation gives the derivative as a function of static field shown
in Figure 7.17d. Crosses mark the location of state flips, where our analysis
redefines the energy levels in order to extract smooth potentials. This analysis
gives an identical plot to the derivative of both dressings d1 and d2 taken
separately and then added together on the scale shown (i.e. a sufficiently broad
vertical axis scale that only derivative spikes are visible). We are therefore
effectively adding the avoided crossings caused by dressing one to the avoided
crossings caused by dressing two to create the final set of potentials. This is
not necessarily true in the case of two dressings primarily manipulating the
same state, but does give an idea of how multiple dressings interact.
In order to demonstrate the improved coherence of a superposition of clock
states due to the MW-dressings, we could use the simple interferometric se-
quence demonstrated in Section 6.3.3. Simulating arbitrary field fluctuations,
the resulting phase change of the test interferometer both with and without
MW-dressing could be compared. The coherence of MW-dressed superposi-
tion states in the presence of static field gradients could also be measured
with the use of asymmetric currents in pairs of compensation coils. Quick
tests indicate that we require an improved atom number, achievable after re-
placing the 87Rb dispensers in the chamber, before such measurements can be
reliably obtained. This, along with measurement atom losses to a third state
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as a function of MW-dressing detuning, are areas for future study.
Overall, in this section we have shown the potential for multi-order control
of clock transitions, experimentally showing that we can remove the field de-
pendence of the transition to at least second order. With the help of improve-
ments to the system to be able to detect transition frequencies to a higher level
of precision, this technique could be used to generate and measure improve-
ments in coherence control to higher orders. Increased interrogation time, for
example by measuring trapped atoms, removing the measurement time limi-
tations which are a consequence of working in free fall, would allow for such
advancement. We have however achieved our goal of providing a generalised
method of selecting and optimising MW-dressings to achieve coherence con-
trol of clock transitions, which is applicable in the ground state of all alkali
atoms with a σ± RF-dressing, and experimentally shown the effectiveness of
this for 87Rb atoms to second order.
Chapter 8
Conclusion and Outlook
In this chapter, we first summarise the results of work to date on the mea-
surement of the spectrum of radio-frequency dressed 87Rb, and on the co-
herence control of its trappable clock states (Section 8.1). We then consider
the broader applications of these results, in quantum sensing in general and
trapped rotation sensors in particular, as well as how the experiment can be
improved in the future (Section 8.2).
8.1 Conclusion
The first major aim of this work was to use birefringent detection to mea-
sure the internal state of the radio-frequency dressed 87Rb atom. Using this
method, the energy level structure and couplings between levels have been
studied (Section 8.1.1). This knowledge has then been used to facilitate
the development of a technique to engineer robust clock transitions which
have a reduced transition frequency dependence on static magnetic field (Sec-
tion 8.1.2).
8.1.1 Microwave Spectroscopy
Microwave spectroscopy is a useful tool for characterising the energy level
structure of the 87Rb atom when dressed with a radio-frequency field cho-
sen to couple between the hyperfine magnetic sublevels. Such a dressing al-
lows multi-photon transitions between F -manifolds, which enables transitions
which are forbidden in the bare case by the standard angular momentum
selection rules. Our state preparation sequence utilises a ‘shelving’ method
consisting of microwave and laser pulses to prepare atoms purely in a sin-
gle magnetic sublevel. Using a birefringent detection method, we can deter-
mine the population fraction in each of the two F -levels. The introduction of
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common-mode suppression, using a single laser to probe both states, has made
this detection system robust against the effects of laser power fluctuations.
Starting from an initially pure atomic state, a MW-probe can be used to
transfer population between F -manifolds. Probe frequencies at which popu-
lation transfer can occur correspond to one of the 105 (non-degenerate) tran-
sitions between manifolds in the atomic ground state. This full spectrum
has been measured at the resonant static field, and a sample group of transi-
tion frequencies has been measured as a function of static magnetic field, in
both cases confirming the predicted energy level structure of the RF-dressed
atom. Utilising the full spectral data, the resonant coupling coefficients in
sample groups have been analysed. For specific transitions, these coefficients
have been measured more accurately using Rabi-frequency data. Both at the
static field resonance, and as a function of static magnetic field, these coupling
coefficient measurements verify our theoretical predictions.
8.1.2 Coherence Control
Pairs of clock states have a reduced transition frequency dependence on ex-
ternal parameters. Utilising our knowledge of the internal state of the atom
gained from spectroscopic data, we can manipulate the static field dependence
of an energy level. This method utilises the AC-Zeeman effect, the shifting
of pairs of energy levels in the presence of a detuned AC magnetic field. The
transition frequency dependence of the coupling coefficients on static field al-
lows for a MW-dressing which alters the field dependence of one or both of
the two states. This allows for the matching of the field dependencies of the
two clock states in the desired static field range. If both states have a match-
ing response to variations in the trapping potential, static field gradients and
field noise will affect both states equally, and as such will not lead to the
decoherence of a superposition of the two states.
This work presents data on manipulating the field dependence of |1,−1〉 ↔
|2, 1〉, a pair of RF-dressed weak-field seeking states of interest in trapped
interferometry experiments. From these, we engineer pairs of trappable clock
states which have no first order dependence of transition frequency versus
static magnetic field at the field resonance. Data is included which shows that
at resonance the gradient of static field versus transition frequency turns from
negative, with no MW-dressing, to positive with increasing dressing power for
two different dressing frequencies. We also demonstrate that further dressing
at a different frequency can be combined with this first order dressing to
reduce the field dependence of the transition to less than the resolution-limited
linewidth. Predictions of the potentials of the clock states are also included
for both orders of dressing, to demonstrate that these remain trappable states.
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Appropriately chosen third and higher order MW-dressings are predicted to be
able to reduce this dependence still further. The general method for choosing
appropriate dressing frequencies in order to reduce the decoherence of an
arbitrary superposition state in the ground state of any RF-dressed atom is
also described.
8.2 Outlook
In this work, we have gained an increased understanding of the energy struc-
ture of 87Rb and how this may be manipulated. Broadly this is intended
to be used as a tool for the development of RF-dressed alkali atom systems,
providing the full theoretical couplings which form the basis necessary for
manipulation of the field dependence of atomic states. Although the exper-
imental focus has been on 87Rb, the equations and methodology provided
should allow for easy extrapolation to other alkali atom species. A rotation
sensing experiment is intending to implement this technique in the near fu-
ture (Section 8.2.1). With regards to the experimental apparatus itself, a
number of upgrades are planned to further improve its detection capabilities
(Section 8.2.2).
8.2.1 Interferometric Sensing
The initial driver behind developing a coherence control method for trappable
clock states came from an experiment being developed by my colleagues at
the University of Nottingham, working towards a Sagnac rotation sensor using
state dependent trapping of 87Rb atoms. The Sagnac effect occurs when
a beam is split into two parts which propagate around the same path in
opposite directions. When the two parts of the beam meet and interfere,
if the paths taken by the beams are identical, constructive interference will
occur. However, if the device is rotating the effective paths taken by the
beams will differ in length, and this will manifest as a phase change between
the two components. Originally, such interferometers used a beam of light,
but the use of atoms has the advantage that the mass energy of the atom is
∼ 1010 higher than the equivalent mass energy of a visible photon; this should
similarly increase the sensitivity of the device. Ramsey interferometry enables
the splitting and recombining of atoms as required.
An atomic cloud is prepared in a state |1〉, at location A© in the laboratory
frame (Figure 8.1a), and then split into into a superposition of states, (|1〉 +
|2〉)/
√
2 using a π/2-pulse (Figure 8.1b). State dependent trapping allows
the transport of the two halves of the cloud in opposite directions around
the ring. With the device rotating at angular frequency ωS, in order for the
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Figure 8.1: Schematic of the phases of a Sagnac interferometric sequence.
Adapted from our paper [103] and others [75, 172].
atoms to travel half way around the ring in the device’s inertial frame, one of
the two states has to travel ωSt further than the other (Figure 8.1c). As the
two states will evolve over time, a π-pulse is used to flip the superposition by
π radians into (|1〉 − |2〉)/
√
2 at this point, so that this evolution occurs in
the opposite direction in the next stage and therefore cancels (Figure 8.1d).
The atoms then travel from this location B© another half rotation around the
device to location C©, with the total path lengths of the two states differing by
2ωSt (Figure 8.1e). Finally a π/2-pulse is applied to recombine the two states
(Figure 8.1f). The atom fraction in state |2〉 can then be used to extract the
Sagnac phase and determine the rotation rate of the device.
The ability of the trapping and state-dependent guiding to transport the
two states along identical paths around the edge of the device, and to perfectly
spatially overlap the atoms at the correct locations, is vital to the reliability of
the device. Using a toroidal ring trap, the location of the atoms is determined
wholly by the magnetic field. However, Landé gF -factor differences mean that













Figure 8.2: Increasing the interaction time of detection light with atoms can
improve measurement precision. Trapping atoms in a optical dipole trap, as
illustrated in (a), would remove the constraint of free-fall times. The addition
of another cavity for the detection light (b) around the region of the cloud
could also improve the measured signal by enabling each detection photon to
pass through the interaction region many times, enhancing the signal.
potential. This is where the coherence control technique developed in this
thesis will be applied. Engineering the field dependence of the two states
to have a matching response to the trapping potential using the methods
developed in this work will enable further development of this device. For
more information see [75, 103].
8.2.2 Experimental Improvements
There are a number of planned experiment improvements which will be advan-
tageous in taking increased sensitivity data on the spectrum of radio-frequency
dressed 87Rb and the effects of microwave dressings. Data showing double
MW-dressing of the clock transition reducing the transition frequency depen-
dence on static field to less than the linewidth is near the limit of the current
measurable flatness. This could be improved by increased interrogation time,
and improved state detection. Also, issues with measurements of atoms in free
fall experiencing gradients in AC-field strength can cause errors on temporal
measurements.
These issues could be avoided if the atoms were spatially confined. As a
significant part of this work requires the investigation of atoms in a range of
different static fields, magnetic trapping is not viable. We therefore consider
electrical trapping, namely using an optical dipole trap. When an atom is
placed in a light beam, the electric field of the beam introduces an oscillating
dipole moment in the atom. The interaction potential of this dipole moment
is proportional to the intensity of the light beam, and this therefore has the
effect of pushing the atom towards regions of greater light power. In order
to spatially confine atoms, an intensity maximum is created by focusing the
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beam. In Figure 8.2a the beam shaping of an optical dipole trap is shown,
with the atoms trapped at the focal point.
Current interrogation times, the length of time we can apply a MW-probe
to the atoms, are limited to < 15 ms due to the atoms falling out of the de-
tectable region. However, trapped atoms can be interrogated for of the order
of seconds. We could therefore use much lower MW-probe powers, lowering
the linewidth of transitions, whilst still having clearly measurable population
change between energy levels. Also, as the length of the beam is much larger
than its waist, atoms are trapped in an elongated shape. This means that if
detecting along the same axis as the dipole laser, overlapped using dichroic
mirrors which reflect the detection beam whilst permitting through the trap-
ping light in order to only receive the correct light at the detector, this would
allow a long, dense column of atoms for the detection laser to pass through.
As the detected signal strength is proportional to the number of atoms in the
beam path, this would give clearer signals. For more details on optical dipole
traps see [83].
A further improvement to the system would be adding in an optical cav-
ity around the atoms to increase the interaction time of the detection beam.
Passing light into a cavity which has a focal point at the centre of the beam
at which the atoms are located allows each photon to make multiple journeys
through the atom cloud, enhancing the detection strength proportionally to
the average number of passes through the cloud. A semi-transparent mirror
would then allow the light to travel to the detector after many passes through
the atom cloud, see Figure 8.2b. The method of introducing a cavity to in-
crease interrogation times has been effective in other experiments [77, 176]. A
combination of both the optical dipole trap, and the cavity enhanced detection
would enable stronger detection of the internal state of the atom, allowing for
investigation of the effects of higher order MW-dressings, as well as improved
spectroscopic data.
Further minor improvements include adding in a MW pick-up antenna near
the main chamber to directly measure the power in multiple different MW-
dressing orders. This would bypass the issue of the uncertainty in output
power from the multi-order MW-generator. Changing from referencing the
frequency of the MW-generator using a quartz oscillator to referencing directly
from GPS would also remove possible MW-probe frequency drifts over time.
Increasing the maximum output power from our home-built MW-dressing
generator would also allow for the investigation of the effects of higher power
dressings. Replacing the 87Rb dispensers in the main chamber is also a priority,
in order to improve the signal to noise ratio of all measurements of the atomic
cloud. This would also enable proper study of the benefits of the common
mode suppressed state detection method.
Appendix A
Angular Momentum
A.1 Magnitudes and Commutation
This section contains a summary of the relationships between different com-
ponents of angular momentum, which are used as tools in many calculations
throughout this thesis. The relations and matrices given here are for the total
angular momentum (F ) case, but the same relations will apply to the individ-
ual components (S, L, I, J) of angular momenta. For further details see [127].
The relationship between angular momentum F̂ and its associated azimuthal
and magnetic quantum numbers F and mF is given by
F̂
2 |F,m〉 = ~2F (F + 1) |F,m〉 ,
F̂z |F,m〉 = ~mF |F,m〉 ,
(A.1)
where Fz is the projection of F̂ onto the z-axis. By definition, the commutation
relations
[Fx, Fy] = iFz, [Fz, Fx] = iFy, [Fy, Fz] = iFx, (A.2)
are true. The angular momentum must also commute with its square
F̂
2








] = 0. (A.4)
We can now define the raising and lowering operators as
F+ = Fx + iFy, F− = Fx − iFy (A.5)
respectively. Using Eq. A.2 we can then derive the commutation relations for
F±:
[Fz, F+] = iFz, [Fz, F−] = −iFz, (A.6)
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and
[F+, F−] = 2Fz. (A.7)
The final commutation relations required, which can be seen from A.4, are
[F̂
2
, F+] = [F̂
2
, F−] = [F̂
2
, Fz] = 0. (A.8)














which using Eq. A.7 provides the result
F±F∓ = (F̂
2 − Fz(Fz ∓ 1)). (A.10)
Using Eq. A.1 gives
〈F,m|F±F∓ |F,m〉 = F (F + 1) +m(m± 1). (A.11)
We can now use Eq. A.6 to obtain the relation
FzF± |F,m〉 = F±(Fz ± 1) |F,m〉 = ~F±(m± 1) |F,m〉 . (A.12)
Comparing this with
Fz |F,m± 1〉 = ~(m± 1) |F,m± 1〉 (A.13)
indicates that F± |F,m〉 is proportional to |F,m± 1〉, i.e.
F± |F,m〉 = a± |F,m± 1〉 . (A.14)
To find the constant a, we use Eq. A.10 and F †± = F∓ to obtain
〈F,m|F †±F± |F,m〉 = 〈F,m|F∓F± |F,m〉 = a2±, (A.15)
where we have also used the fact that F± are a Hermite conjugate pair. Re-
calling Eq. A.11, this gives the raising and lowering constants
F± |F,m〉 =
√
F (F + 1)−m(m± 1) |F,m± 1〉 . (A.16)
From this we can gain the couplings between two levels |F,m〉 and |F ′,m′〉
〈F ′,m′|F± |F,m〉 =
√
F (F + 1)−mm′δm,m′±1δF,F ′ , (A.17)
where δ is the Kronecker delta function. We should also note the equivalent
equation for Fz derived from Eq. A.1:
〈F ′,m′|Fz |F,m〉 = mδm,m′δF,F ′ . (A.18)
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A.2 Matrix Forms
In this section gives explicit forms for the F -matrices of use in this thesis. Our
interest is in transitions both within and between F -manifolds in the ground
state of 87Rb. Our full F -matrices are formed of a 5×5 matrix of interactions
within the F = 2 manifold on the top left, a 3 × 3 matrix of purely F = 1
interactions in the bottom right, and the remaining sections of the full 8× 8




−2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

. (A.19)
From Eq. A.17 we can obtain
F+ = ~

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
√
6 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0
√
6 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
√
2 0 0







0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0
√
6 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
√
6 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
√
2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
√
2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

. (A.21)
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We can then use the F± matrices and Eq. A.5 to give Fx and Fy
Fx = ~




















0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1√
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0 i 0 0 0
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0 0 0 0 0 0 i√
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These are useful when working with reduced Hamiltonians where individual
m levels are not analysed.
A.3 Wigner 3j -Symbols
Wigner 3j-symbols are used when calculating couplings between angular mo-
menta. In our case we are considering the angular momentum of the final
energy level j1 accessed by adding a photon of angular momentum j2 to an
initial energy level of angular momentum j3, all of which have correspond-
ing magnetic sublevels mj. We can explicitly calculate these terms using
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the Racah formula, derived in [144]. This formula states that the Wigner













(j1 +m1)!(j2 +m2)!(j3 +m3)!
×
√
(j1 −m1)!(j2 −m2)!(j3 −m3)!
(A.26)
where
K =k!(j3 − j2 + k +m1)!(j3 − j1 + t−m2)!(j1 + j2 − j3 − k)!
× (j1 − k−m1)!(j2 − k−m2)!
(A.27)
and ∆co is the triangle coefficient
∆co(j1j2j3) =
(j1 + j2 − j3)!(j1 − j2 + j3)!(−j1 + j2 + j3)!
(j1 + j2 + j3 + 1)!
. (A.28)
The sum over k is for all integers which make all factorial coefficients non-
negative. Explicitly this means that all of (j±mj), (j1 + j2− j3), (j2 + j3− j1)
and (j3 + j1 − j2) must be positive, and the number of terms is given by
one plus the lowest of these values. We are subject to the constraint m1 +
m2 +m3 = 0 due to conservation of angular momentum, and also require that
jtot = j1 + j2 + j3 is an integer.






(jtot − 2j1)!(jtot − 2j2)!(jtot − 2j3)!
(jtot + 1)!
× (jtot/2)!
(jtot/2− j1)!(jtot/2− j2)!(jtot/2− j3)!
.
(A.29)
As we require being in the ground state we have L = 0, S = ±1/2, and
F = I ± 1/2. We are therefore interested in j1 = I + 1/2, j2 = 1 and
j3 = I − 1/2 (as we are applying a photon (angular momentum 1) to change
between energy levels). In the case all values of m = 0 the Wigner 3j symbol
evaluates as(
I + 1/2 1 I − 1/2
0 0 0
)
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A.4 Wigner d-Matrices
In this section we define and provide the full Wigner d-matrices for the F =
1, 2 levels of interest in this thesis, as given in [130, 151]. From combining
Eq. 6.17 and Eq. 2.49 we see that these matrices are defined as
dFm̄′,m̄(θF ) = 〈F, m̄′| e−iθF F̂y |F, m̄〉 , (A.31)
which is the rotated form of our rotation operator Ûy(θF ). As given in Eq. 2.47,







(F + m̄)!(F − m̄)!(F + m̄′)!(F − m̄′)!












where the sum is over all integers k where the argument of the factorials is
non-negative. Explicitly this requires that m̄′ − m̄, F + m̄ and F − m̄′ are all
greater than or equal to 2F . Assuming these conditions are met, we can then
define k as all integers
min(0, m̄− m̄′) ≤ k ≤ max(0, j +m, j −m). (A.33)
This then provides matrices of size (2F + 1) × (2F + 1) where the columns
each correspond to a possible value m̄′ and the rows to a possible value m̄. In
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B.1 Individual Coupling Coefficients
In this section we provide the complete set of coupling equations for transitions
|F, m̄〉 ↔ |F ′, m̄′〉 in the ground state of 87Rb. We give the couplings for σ±
separately, ignoring the polarisation degeneracy in groups n = ±1, which will
be addressed in Section B.2. The tables and level diagrams in this section
are adapted from those in our paper [167]. θF is as defined in Eq. 2.47. In
Tables B.1, B.2 and B.3 we give the full equations for all couplings for MW-
polarisations σ−, π, σ+ respectively, as given by the Rabi frequency, normalised
by Ωσnorm (Eq. 6.29). The absolute values of the couplings are plotted, as a
sign change in the Rabi frequency merely indicates a phase change, whereas
we are only interested in coupling strength.
Figures B.2, B.4 and B.6 show the plots of each of these transitions as
a function of BDC for each of the corresponding tables. All plots have the
same vertical axis scaling to enable a direct comparison of relative coupling
strengths. Figures B.1, B.3 and B.5 show the bare state transitions and their
corresponding dressed transitions, and also indicate which transitions are sup-
pressed. In all figures red, grey and blue lines indicate the lowest frequency,
central and highest frequency groups in each set, with the corresponding cou-
pling equation table headers in the same colours. Coupling plots are shown
for the values used in our experiment, ωRF/(2π) = 180 kHz, B
±
RF = 25 mG
and Bres = 257 mG, although as ωRF ∝ Bres (Eq. 2.32) the dependence about
the static field resonance will be of the same shape for other RF-dressing
frequencies. From the data given in this section we can easily see which tran-
sitions are appropriate for use in the MW coherence control of a given RF
dressed transition, as described in Chapter 7. The full formula for deriving
all couplings given in this chapter is Eq. 6.26, and the relationship between
the σ±-components is given by Eq. 6.28.
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(a) Bare Transitions (bi) |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, m̄′〉 (bii) |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, m̄′〉 (biii) |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, m̄′〉
Figure B.1: The figure shows all σ−-polarised bare (a) and associated dressed
(b) MW-transitions. Associated coupling equations are given in Table B.1
and plotted in Figure B.2 with the same colour code of red, blue and grey for










|1,−1〉 ↔ |2,−2〉 1√
2
(1 + cos θ1)(1 + cos θ2)
2 −
√
2 sin θ1(1 + cos θ2) sin θ2
1√
2
(1− cos θ1) sin2 θ2
|1,−1〉 ↔ |2,−1〉 1√
2
(1 + cos θ1)(1 + cos θ2) sin θ2 −
√
2 sin θ1(1− cos θ2 − 2 cos2 θ2) − 1√2 (1− cos θ1) sin (2θ2)
|1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 0〉
√
3(1 + cos θ1) sin
2 θ2
√
3 sin θ1 sin (2θ2) − 1√3 (1− cos θ1)(1− 3 cos
2 θ2)
|1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 1〉
√
2(1 + cos θ1)(1− cos θ2) sin θ2
√
2 sin θ1(1 + cos θ2 − 2 cos2 θ2) 1√2 (1− cos θ1) sin (2θ2)
|1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 2〉 1√
2
(1 + cos θ1)(1− cos θ2)2
√
2 sin θ1(1− cos θ2) sin θ2 1√2 (1− cos θ1) sin
2 θ2
|1, 0〉 ↔ |2,−2〉 − sin θ1(1 + cos θ2)2 −2 cos θ1(1 + cos θ2) sin θ2 sin θ1 sin2 θ2
|1, 0〉 ↔ |2,−1〉 −2 sin θ1(1 + cos θ2) sin θ2 −2 cos θ1(1− cos θ2 − 2 cos2 θ2) − sin θ1 sin (2θ2)
|1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 −
√
6 sin θ1 sin
2 θ2
√
6 cos θ1 sin (2θ2) −
√
2
3 sin θ1(1− 3 cos
2 θ2)
|1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 1〉 −2 sin θ1(1− cos θ2) sin θ2 2 cos θ1(1 + cos θ2 − 2 cos2 θ2) sin θ1 sin (2θ2)
|1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 2〉 − sin θ1(1− cos θ2)2 2 cos θ1(1− cos θ2) sin θ2 sin θ1 sin2 θ2
|1, 1〉 ↔ |2,−2〉 1√
2
(1− cos θ1)(1 + cos θ2)2
√
2 sin θ1(1 + cos θ2) sin θ2
1√
2
(1 + cos θ1) sin
2 θ2
|1, 1〉 ↔ |2,−1〉
√
2(1− cos θ1)(1 + cos θ2) sin θ2
√
2 sin θ1(1− cos θ2 − 2 cos2 θ2) − 1√2 (1 + cos θ1) sin (2θ2)
|1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 0〉
√
3(1− cos θ1) sin2 θ2 −
√
3 sin θ1 sin (2θ2) − 1√3 (1 + cos θ1)(1− 3 cos
2 θ2)
|1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 1〉
√
2(1− cos θ1)(1− cos θ2) sin θ2 −
√
2 sin θ1(1 + cos θ2 − 2 cos2 θ2) 1√2 (1 + cos θ1) sin (2θ2)
|1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 2〉 1√
2
(1− cos θ1)(1− cos θ2)2 −
√
2 sin θ1(1− cos θ2) sin θ2 1√2 (1 + cos θ1) sin
2 θ2
Table B.1: The table gives all σ−-polarised MW-coupling strength equations.
These are in groups n = −3,−1, 1 (red, grey and blue), with all transitions
shown in Figure B.1 and plotted in Figure B.2 in the colours of the table
headers.
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(ai) |1,−1〉 ↔ |2,−2〉 (aii) |1,−1〉 ↔ |2,−1〉 (aiii) |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 (aiv) |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 1〉 (av) |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 2〉
(bi) |1, 0〉 ↔ |2,−2〉 (bii) |1, 0〉 ↔ |2,−1〉 (biii) |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 (biv) |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 1〉 (bv) |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 2〉
(ci) |1, 1〉 ↔ |2,−2〉 (cii) |1, 1〉 ↔ |2,−1〉 (ciii) |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 (civ) |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 1〉 (cv) |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 2〉
Figure B.2: The figure shows plot of all σ−-polarised coupling coefficients as
a function of static magnetic field, as given in Table B.1. The transitions
and the colours of the groups correspond to the those shown in Figure B.1.
Groups n = −3,−1, 1 are shown in red, grey and blue respectively, and dashed
lines indicate suppressed couplings (see Table 6.1). The resonant static field
is indicated by the dotted line and purple indicates near equal n = −3, 1
couplings.
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(a) Bare Transitions (bi) |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, m̄′〉 (bii) |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, m̄′〉 (biii) |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, m̄′〉
Figure B.3: The figure shows all π-polarised bare (a) and associated dressed
(b) MW-transitions. Associated coupling equations are given in Table B.2
and plotted in Figure B.4 with the same colour code of red, blue and grey for
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Table B.2: The table gives all π-polarised MW-coupling strength equations.
These are in groups n = −2, 0, 2 (red, grey and blue), with all transitions
shown in Figure B.3 and plotted in Figure B.4 in the colours of the table
headers.
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(ai) |1,−1〉 ↔ |2,−2〉 (aii) |1,−1〉 ↔ |2,−1〉 (aiii) |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 (aiv) |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 1〉 (av) |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 2〉
(bi) |1, 0〉 ↔ |2,−2〉 (bii) |1, 0〉 ↔ |2,−1〉 (biii) |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 (biv) |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 1〉 (bv) |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 2〉
(ci) |1, 1〉 ↔ |2,−2〉 (cii) |1, 1〉 ↔ |2,−1〉 (ciii) |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 (civ) |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 1〉 (cv) |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 2〉
Figure B.4: The figure shows plots of all π-polarised coupling coefficients as
a function of static magnetic field, as given in Table B.2. The transitions
and the colours of the groups correspond to the those shown in Figure B.3.
Groups n = −2, 0, 2 are shown in red, grey and blue respectively, and dashed
lines indicate suppressed couplings (see Table 6.1). The resonant static field is
indicated by the dotted line and purple indicates near equal n = ±2 couplings.
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(a) Bare Transitions (bi) |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, m̄′〉 (bii) |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, m̄′〉 (biii) |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, m̄′〉
Figure B.5: The figure shows all σ+-polarised bare (a) and associated dressed
(b) MW-transitions. Associated coupling equations are given in Table B.3
and plotted in Figure B.6 with the same colour code of red, blue and grey for
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Table B.3: The table gives all σ+-polarised MW-coupling strength equations.
These are in groups n = −3,−1, 1 (red, grey and blue), with all transitions
shown in Figure B.5 and plotted in Figure B.6 in the colours of the table
headers.
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(ai) |1,−1〉 ↔ |2,−2〉 (aii) |1,−1〉 ↔ |2,−1〉 (aiii) |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 (aiv) |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 1〉 (av) |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 2〉
(bi) |1, 0〉 ↔ |2,−2〉 (bii) |1, 0〉 ↔ |2,−1〉 (biii) |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 (biv) |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 1〉 (bv) |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 2〉
(ci) |1, 1〉 ↔ |2,−2〉 (cii) |1, 1〉 ↔ |2,−1〉 (ciii) |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 (civ) |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 1〉 (cv) |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 2〉
Figure B.6: The figure shows plots of all σ+-polarised coupling coefficients
as a function of static magnetic field, as given in Table B.3. The transitions
and the colours of the groups correspond to the those shown in Figure B.5.
Groups n = −1, 1, 3 are shown in red, grey and blue respectively, and dashed
lines indicate suppressed couplings (see Table 6.1). The resonant static field
is indicated by the dotted line and purple indicates near equal n = −1, 3
couplings.
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(a) Bare Transitions (bi) |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, m̄′〉 (bii) |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, m̄′〉 (biii) |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, m̄′〉
Figure B.7: The figure shows all σ±-polarised bare (a) and associated degen-
erate dressed (b) MW-transitions. Associated coupling equations are given
by Eq. B.1 and plotted in Figure B.8 with the same colour code of red, blue
and grey for n = −1, 1. Dashed lines indicate suppressed transitions (see
Table B.4).
B.2 Coefficients of Degenerate Groups
The majority of groups of transitions can only be addressed by a single polar-
isation of MW, the exceptions being groups n = ±1 which have possible tran-
sitions due to both σ±. This is because the bare transitions |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 0〉
and |1, 0〉 ↔ |2,−1〉 are of the same frequency assuming circularly polarised
RF, in the approximation −g1 = g2. This is likewise true for the transitions















for n = ±1, where ˆ̄H−,nMW and ˆ̄H
+,n
MW are given in Table B.1 and B.3 respectively,
calculated using Eq. 6.26. The normalisation factors are given by Eq. 6.29
and k = Ω+norm/Ω
−
norm. Resonant transition couplings in the approximation
g2 = −g1 = 0.5 are given in Table B.4, in the equivalent manner as were given
in Table 6.1 for separate polarisation components. This new table is correct
for the case of circularly polarised B̂MW (k = 1). We know from Table 6.1
that for certain other values of k different transitions can be suppressed. These
transitions are |1,−1〉 ↔ |2,−2〉 and |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 2〉 in both groups n = ±1,
and can be suppressed for some choice of k as the individual polarisation
components have coupling coefficients of opposite sign.
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Table B.4: The table gives the relative magnitudes of coupling strength for
each transition |1, m̄〉 ↔ |2, m̄′〉 in degenerate groups in the approximation
g2 = −g1 = 0.5 at the magnetic field resonance as shown in Figure B.7. These
are calculated using Eq. B.1 with k = 1.
The bare transitions as well as their associated dressed transitions are
shown in Figure B.7, where red and blue lines indicate n = ±1 respectively.
Dashed lines indicate the suppressed groups, of which there are significantly
fewer than for the individual polarisations shown in Figures B.1 and B.5. This
is due to the increased number of possible pathways. The plots of the degener-
ate groups as a function of static magnetic field are given in Figure B.8. These
are plotted for k = 1, which is approximately true in our experiment. These
graphs are more informative than the separate polarisation plots of the same
groups shown in Figures B.1 and B.5, as our MW is circularly polarised and as
such we cannot measure or alter transitions using the individual components
of σ± separately.
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(ai) |1,−1〉 ↔ |2,−2〉 (aii) |1,−1〉 ↔ |2,−1〉 (aiii) |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 (aiv) |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 1〉 (av) |1,−1〉 ↔ |2, 2〉
(bi) |1, 0〉 ↔ |2,−2〉 (bii) |1, 0〉 ↔ |2,−1〉 (biii) |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 (biv) |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 1〉 (bv) |1, 0〉 ↔ |2, 2〉
(ci) |1, 1〉 ↔ |2,−2〉 (cii) |1, 1〉 ↔ |2,−1〉 (ciii) |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 0〉 (civ) |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 1〉 (cv) |1, 1〉 ↔ |2, 2〉
Figure B.8: The figures shows plots of all combined σ±-polarised coupling
coefficients as a function of static magnetic field as given in Eq. B.1, with
k = 1. The transitions and the colours of the groups correspond to the those
shown in Figure B.7. Groups n = −1, 1 are shown in red and blue respectively,
and dashed lines indicate suppressed couplings (see Table B.4). The resonant
static field is indicated by the dotted line and purple indicates near equal
n = ±1 couplings.
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